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The development of next generation manufacturing systems is currently an active area of 
research worldwide. Globalisation is placing new demands on the manufacturing industry 
with products. having shorter lifecycles and being required in more variants. Manufacturing . 
systems must therefore be agile to support frequent manufacturing system reconfiguration 
involving globally distributed engineering partners. The research described in this thesis 
addresses one aspect within this research area, the Human Machine Interface (HMI) system 
that support the personnel involved in the monitoring, diagnostics and reconfiguration of 
automated manufacturing production machinery; 
Current HMI systems are monolithic in their design, generally offer poor connectivity to 
other manufacturing systems and require highly skilled personnel to develop and maintain 
them. 
The new approach established in the research and presented in this thesis provides a 
specification capture technique (using a novel storyboarding modelling notation) that enables 
the end users HMI functionality to be specified and rapidly developed into fully functional 
End User HMI's via automated generation tools. 
A novel feature in this HMI system architecture that all machine information is stored in a 
, 
common unified machine data model which ensures consistent accurate machine data is 
available to all machine lifecycle engineering tools including the HMI. 
The system's run-time architecture enables remote monitoring and diagnostics capabilities to 
be available to geographically distributed engineering partners using standard internet· 
technologies. 
, 
, 
, 
. , 
----!-----------
, 
The implementation of this novel HMI approach has been prototyped and evaluated using the 
industrial collaborators full scale demonstrator machines within cylinder head machining and 
engine assembly applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Globalisation has created new demands for manufacturers to produce a wide range of 
products of higher quality and at lower prices, which in turn demands shorter product 
manufacturing lead times. Agile manufacturing is a paradigm which enables enterprises to 
respond quickly to changing market demands and. organisations must globally· distribute 
manufacturing plants to remain· competitive in the global marketplace through the formation 
of flexible and dynamic manufacturing systems. 
There is a market pull for manufacturing systems where new technologies, tools and system 
architectures give automated manufacturing machinery more flexibility and are easier to use 
by providing more intuitive human machine interaction and recovery from failures at a lower 
investment [1]. The goal of automated manufacturing machinery is not to replace personnel 
(directly) by industrial systems. One of the primary goals in the automation of assembly tasks 
is an increase in process repeatability and, consequently, product quality. In today's 
, . 
manufacturing environment, production process user information is in demand more than 
ever. Real-time information is required to drive supply chain execution systems, quality 
assurance, maintenance, and scheduling activities [8]. 
The most agile components within any industrial system are the human personnel involved 
with its operation, maintenance and re-configuration. It is essential that the interface between 
the human and the machine is designed to meet the demands of an agile manufacturing 
environment. A Human Machine Interface (HMI) system is where the users interact With the 
automated manufacturing machinery through a series of screens that display machine 
information. Three aspects of HMI performance that are considered in this research to be 
critical to enable automation systems to better meet the demands of agile manufacturing are; 
1) HMI systems that support a faster manufacturing systems ramp up time, 2) the maximised 
operating effectiveness of manufacturing systems and 3) increasing the manufacturing 
systems up time. 
. 15 
Chapter 1 - Int~oduction 
1.1 Scope of Research 
The focus of the 'research outlined in' this thesis is to identifY the problems with current best 
industry practice and the adopted technology used in HMI system's to support the operation 
of automated manufacturing production machinery. To address properly these issues the 
unique processes that exist when designing HMI systems for manufacturing machines and the 
implementation methods currently used need to be understood. In this manner the system can 
be designed to fully meet the requirements and then accurately benchmarked against the 
existing solutions. The drivers that industry faces from agile manufacturing paradigms are 
outlined to provide the requirements for this research study. The research activities then focus 
towards proving the concepts of a system that satisfies this need. The. principal research 
activities have included; 
• Determination of current best practice within the industry, which involves 
understanding; I) the roles of all stakeholders and interaction involved in the lifecycle 
of manufaciuring production machines and 2) the technical limitations of the 
. architectures and technologies adopted. 
• Understanding of the external drivers that the manufacturing industry faces from 
"Agile Manufacturing" and the ability of current HMI systems to meet these 
, 
requirements. 
• A review of current state of the art tools, architectures and approaches within the 
research community that can be used with the next generation of HMI system's and 
their selection to facilitate the design of a HMI system to support the needs of agile 
manufacturing. 
• Implementation of the HMI system on industrial collaborator's machines. 
, \ 
• An evaluation and comparison between best practices in current HMI systems and the 
new HMI paradigm described in this thesis. 
16 
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Chapter 1-lntroduction 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
The focus of all remaining chapters in this thesis is briefly explained as follows. 
In chapter 2 the emerging demands the manufacturing community faces from agile paradigms. 
are described. Current best industry practices for HMI systems are described together with 
their associated limitations. Then the state of the art technologies and approaches within the 
research community that are applied to general user interface systems are reviewed and 
characterised together with system architectures and development approaches. The research 
focus and the contributions generated are detailed together with the research method adopted 
are described in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes how the user's functional requirements are 
specified and modelled using a novel storyboarding technique to create consistent well 
defined HMI system specifications. Chapter 5 describes the development of a HMI system 
architecture that fully supports the requirements of agile manufacturing. The construction of 
HMI systems and the roles of the stakeholders are described in chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes 
three case studies where the HMI approach presented in· this thesis that have been 
implemented and core attributes of the system are tested. Chapter 8 evaluates the knowledge 
and results from the case studies and benchmarks them'against current industry best practice. 
Chapter 9 concludes the research by highlighting the capabilities of this new approach to 
HMI system's and the limitations. Areas for further work are also detailed. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this· literature review is to firstly describe the need for this research study from the 
demands and challenges that manufacturing enterprises face in engineering manufacturing 
production machinery. Enterprises are facing tremendous pressures to be faster to market and 
achieve quicker machine builds. Manufacturing production systems must address issues 
surrounding mass customisation, quick response times and demand activated manufacturing 
[29]. This has motivated new paradigms within the manufacturing research community, such 
as reconfigurable manufacturing systems [43-45, 47,-48, 143-148 and 150]: Their highly 
modular characteristics enable manufacturing machinery to be quickly built and reconfigured ' 
to meet new product requirements. It is the HMI aspect of these machines which is the focus 
of this research study and how they how they can better address the needs of the emerging 
global manufacturing demands. 
This chapter has the following structure~ Terminology and referenced definitions applicable 
to the context of the research are stated. The demands and challenges that manufacturing 
enterprises face in engineering manufacturing production machinery is then described. 
Reconfigurable manufacturing systems are introduced and reviewed. The state of the art 
within user interface modelling and systems implementation within the research community 
is then described. This provides a knowledge base of user interface engineering which is 
expanded in this research study. 
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2.2 Preliminaries 
The context of this research is user interface systems that are used by machine operators, 
machine diagnostic engineers . and machine· maintenance engineers to interact with 
manufacturing production machinery. The terminology used to describe this type of system is . 
a Human Machine Interface (HMI). 
There are many HMI definitions; two definitions considered by the author to be most 
appropriate for the context of this research study are; 
A HMI is a software application that presents information to the operator about the state of a 
process, and to accept and implement the operators control instructions. It may also interpret 
, the plant information and guide the interaction of the operator within the system. It is also 
known as Man Machine Interface (MMI) [J08J. 
The user interface of a mechanical system, plant machinery or an industrial installation is 
often referred to as the Human Machine Interface (HMI) [107]. 
A critical aspect of all production machinery is the machine control system and how the 
operators interface using a HMI [114, 115]. A HMI traditionally would functionally consist 
of one or more screens executed on an industrial computer located in the immediate vicinity 
of the production machine [114]. The screens would provide the targeted users (typically 
these would be machine operators, machine diagnostic engineers and machine maintenance 
engineers) [22] will information relating to the machines status [115]. The users control 
varies aspects of the production machine using a series of buttOlls and controls on the screens 
[116]. . 
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2.3 Challenges in engineering Manufacturing Machinery 
The globalisation of product design and manufacture is radically affecting the way companies 
do business [2]. As a consequence of globalisation, large organisations involved in the 
manufacturing process are geographically distributed with production often occurring in a 
different country or continent to design, which in turn is remote from the products final 
assembly [2]. With enterprises facing tremendous pressures to be faster to market and achieve 
quicker machine build, manufacturing production systems must address issues surrounding 
mass customisation, quick response times and demand activated manufacturing [29]. Shorter 
product life cycles are achieved through applying simultaneous engineering programmes to 
enable collaborative work between geographically dispersed product development team 
members [87]. Within this emerging environment, products are moving towards greater 
product variety with shorter lifecycles which is affecting design and manufacturing supply 
chain relationships. It has been recognised [109, lIO, and lIl] that this is creating new 
demands for manufacturing enterprises where they must respond quickly to changing market 
demands to remain competitive. This is accomplished through the formation of a flexible and 
dynamic manufacturing environment that can utilise a network of manufacturers to produce 
"customised" products [43,112, 113]. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates how shorter product lifecycles are demanding faster design, build and 
ramp up of manufacturing machinery. Figure 2.la illustrates a traditional sequential 
manufacturing approach [112] where the initial development of a product, is followed by the 
design and build of the manufacturing machinery. The manufacturing machinery is then 
ramped up to its full production capacity where the product is then produced [112]. However, 
current global market pressures demand the rapid introduction of new, upgradeable, 
customised products and enterprises with long lead times can no longer remain competitive 
[145]. Machinery must be quickly ramped up to full production capacity and readily 
reconfigun:d to meet the manufacturing requirements of new products (see figure 2.1 b). 
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Figure 2.1 Shorter product lifecycles demand faster design and build, ramp up of 
manufacturing machinery [112] 
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2.4 Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems 
Reconfigurable manufacturing systems have been conceptualised and developed [43-45, 47, 
48, 143-148 and 150] in response to the emerging market oriented manufacturing 
environment. Reconfigurable manufacturing systems have a modular structure (both software 
and hardware) that allows ease of reconfiguration as a strategy to adapt to changing market 
demands [146, 148]. Modular machines and open-architecture controllers [116] are the key 
enabling technologies for reconfigurable manufacturing systems and have the ability to 
integrate, remove new software / hardware modules without affecting the rest of the system 
[148]. This enables reconfigurable manufacturing systems to be quickly adapted to the 
production requirements of new products and the exact capacity requirements as the. market 
changes [29]. 
A machining system can be created by incorporating basic process modules, both hardware 
and software that can be rearranged or replaced quickly and reliably [147]. Reconfiguration 
allows adding, removing or modifying specific process capabilities, controls, software, or 
machine structure to adjust production capacity in response to changing market demands or 
technologies [147,148]. This type of system provides customised flexibility for a particular 
part-family and will be open-ended, so that it can be improved, upgraded, and reconfigured, 
rather than replaced [145, 146 and 148]. A reconfigurable manufacturing system provides the 
exact functionality that is required in the product manufacturing process and achieves [145], . 
1) reduction oflead time for launching new systems and reconfiguring existing systems, and 
2) the rapid modification and quick integration of new technology and new functions into 
existing systems [148]. 
Reconfigurable manufacturing systems have six major characteristics, which are [143, 144, 
145, 146, 147 and 148]: 
I. Modularity: All the major components, for example mechanical structural 
elements, controls systems, software and. tooling within a reconfigurable 
manufacturing systems are modular [143, 144, 145, 146, 147 and 148]. 
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2. Integrability: The machine system is engineered from' a pre-designed set of 
modules using established system configuration and integration rules [i43, 144, 
145 and 148]. 
3. Customisation: Reconfigurable machine systems are configured to meet the 
requirements of a whole part family by utilising the concepts of customised 
flexibility and customised control. Customised flexibility means that the dominant 
features of the part family being manufactured will determine 'the overall machine 
configuration and system configuration. Customised control is achieved by 
integrating control modules with, the aid of open-architecture technology, 
providing the exact control functions needed [143, 144 and 146]. 
4. Convertibility: Reconfigurable machine systems allow easy conversion between 
parts, as well as sensing and controls methods that enable quick calibration of the 
machines afierreconfiguration [143, 144, 146 and 148]. 
5. Scalability: Reconfigurable machine systems are highly scalable, for example a' 
machine may require addition of spindles to increase the productivity or adding 
machines to increase overall system capacity [144, 145, 146 and 148]. 
6. Diagnosability: Information relating to the machines status and manufacturing 
process is disseminated using web based technologies in the form of web based 
HMI's to ensure the organisations personnel can detect unacceptable part quality. 
This is critical in reducing ramp-up time for reconfigurable manufacturing 
systems [144, 145 and 148]. This aspect of the reconfigurable machine system is 
the primary focus of the research described in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.2 Primary components implemented within a Reconfigurable machine system [148] 
The concept of a reconfigurable machine system has been implemented by Engineering 
Research Centre at the Uni versity of Michigan. Their implementation cons ists of both real 
and virtual machines that are controll ed over a communication network and coordinated 
through the systems unified software archi tecture [148]. The primary components that are 
implemented are illustrated in figure 2.2 and described below. 
I. Hardware Testbed: A machining system as been implemented that has two 
manufacturing machines. Machines operate in parallel and parts are transferred too 
and from them via a conveyor. 
2. Virtual Factory: Factory simulation software simulates both the real machine and 
virtual parts that do not ex ist in hardware. The virtual factory is controlled in the same 
manner as the real hardware. 
3. Database and Middleware: The data-centric software arch itecture [147,148] connects 
all the aspects of the reconfigurable machine system to facilitate the rapid 
prototyping, integration , complementary utilisation and transfer of newly-developed 
software so lutions [143, 144, 145 and 148] . 
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4. Remote Viewing and Coll aborat ion Too ls: These tools are implemented in the f0 l111 of 
web based HMI' s that provide users with detail ed in fo rmati on about the machine and 
its status. Thi s enab les operati on from any remote location with an intemet 
connecti on. 
The HMI wi thin a reconfigurable manufacturing system consists of a web based user 
interface that is considered [1 44, 145 and 146] to be key in supportin g effective machine 
di agnosti cs, which is one of the six major characteristics of a reconfigurable manufacturing 
system [144, 145 and 146]. The web-based distribution of manufactu ring machines 
in fo m1ati on is rapidly becoming a key requirement [144 and 147] to enabling capabilities 
such as remote machine control and diagnost ics [1 8]. An example of a reconfigurable 
manufacturing systems remote HMI capability is shown in Figure 2.3. The reconfigurab le 
manufac tu ring systems framework contains an open source architecture which supports a 
secure web environment for external partner's user management and user interface software 
to be integrated [148]. 
•• • 
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Figure 2.3 RFT Remote Web-based User Interface Capabil ity [ 148] 
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The major research activities related to the HMI aspect of reconfigurable manufacturing 
systems [150] that have been defined and conducted by the University of Michigan are; 
i) Mechanism for factory-wide distributed HMI infrastructure, 
ii) Mechanism for multi-software component dashboard solution (removing 
the one-to-one correspondence between a machine and the HMI), 
iii) Mechanisms using remote monitoring for machine control, 
iv) Reconfigurable manufacturing system remote web-based HMI capabilities. 
The focus of the research activities [150] is on the machines run-time data and the 
communications infrastructure to support getting machine information disseminated from the 
machine to the users viii standard HMI's. Furthermore it is stated that [148] "an open source 
framework solution provides a secure web environment for external partners user interface 
software to be integrated within the reconfigurable manufacturing systems". This implies 
that an external partner user interface tools are adopted within the system and the research is 
limited to the integration capabilities using an open source framework solution provides a· 
secure web environment. This suggests that limited research has been conducted in the 
modelling, subsequent development and engineering of the HMI for particular users. The 
literature survey now focuses on user interface modelling and implementation technology 
which is not dedicated to manufacturing machine applications . 
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2.5 User Interface Modelling 
It is stated [ 121] that four major types of declarative models (presented in table 2.1) are 
required to describe the aspects of a user interface. Each aspect partly affects the process of 
engineering a user interface. In this section, each model is described ata superficiallevet and 
their associated attributes are briefly discussed. The objective of modelling the user interface 
is to provide a notation that describes the end users functionality and details the user 
interaction process [122]. User machin~ interaction is dependant on the machines behaviour, 
the operational goals (what the user must do), the users model of the machine (what they 
expect to happen, their assumption, knowledge of how it should operate), the user interface 
(the system which supports the user interaction with the machine) [120]. A well documented 
concise specification using various modelling notations is therefore required to ensure 
consistency in the end users requirements being meet in the design and implementation of the 
user interface. 
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Table 2.1 Components in User Interface Modelling [120, 127] 
U set Interface Guideline Guideline attributes 
.. 
Task model A task model describes how users do their tasks in a certain 
application. The process of determining the task model is 
known as Task Analysis [124]. It contains the task structure 
and the order of interactions between user and system [123]. 
Dialogue model Dialogue models contain such information as to which objects 
exist in the user interface and what are their possible states. The 
actions that the user may initiate through the user interface, as 
well as the reactions that the application may execute via those 
elements are represented [123]. State transition diagrams are 
commonly used in to represent dialogue models [126]. Some 
models combine tasks and dialogues into one model, which is 
usually called a task-dialogue model [125]. 
User model A user model defines the attributes and roles of users and it can 
be used to provide a way to model user interface preferences 
for specific users or roles [123]. User models are described 
vaguely in literature and are present in very few user interface 
implementations [122]. 
. 
Presentation model Presentation models represent the visual, navigational elements 
provided to the user by the user interface. The presentation 
model is basically a static collection of elements [123], but 
attaching stylistic properties, such as colours and font size, to 
the user interface is also considered to be a part of this model. 
2.5.1 Task Models 
Norman and Draper define the practice of designing products to meet their user's needs as 
user centred design [117]. Producing usable user interfaces, for example undertaking user-
centred design, requires a thorough understanding of the underlying goals of the users [118]. 
Within the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community, task analysis is considered to . 
make an important contribution to the design of interactive applications [124]. This is due to 
the fact that it fundamentally is about designing user interfaces by first understanding the 
user's tasks between domain experts and UI developers [127]. 
Describing user interfaces has traditionally started by describing the static visual interfaces 
with certain structures and controls, often called widgets [128, 129]. 
However, it has widely been suggested that this is an ineffective starting point. Designers 
must think in terms of functionality [117]. Starting the design by specifically thinking about 
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the user's task and especially the steps (subtasks) that the user must take in order to get the 
task completed is considered to better support the idea of user-centred design [117]. If the 
flow of the task and its subtasks is clear, it is then easier to choose the right layout and 
widgets to give the user concrete tools to complete the task [130]. Providing highly task 
specific interactive applications that allow people to focus on the actual task domain, rather 
than having to map that domain to the domain of user interface technology, is the underlying 
idea of task-based user interface design [118]. 
Use cases have commonly been used for describing the requirements to satisfy the needs of 
the uS,er. Yet, the definition for a use case [133] is commonly considered vague. 
Use cases are a generic modelling notation concerned with the interaction between the user 
and the user interface [132]. Use cases are represented as ellipses, and~ users (actors) are 
represented as icons connected with solid lines to the use cases they interact with. Such a 
relation is called a users relation and is represented by a directed dashed line. One use case 
can call upon the services of another use case achieving a hierarchical order to the system 
design. The direction of a uses relation does not imply any order of execution. As an example 
to illustrate the process figure 2.4 shows a web site use for project administration used within 
an organisation [132]. The use case contains two users, a web user and an employee. The web 
user tasks and interaction with the system is to visit projects. The employee tasks and 
interaction with the web site is add projects, remove projects, edit projects and also visit 
projects. This simple example illustrates that the users tasks and interaction that is performed 
in a user interface system can be defined using a use case notation. The use case is the output 
of the task analysis but is does not necessarily capture the user's task flow [131]. 
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Project Administration 
Web User . 
~dd project::> 
Employee. 
edit project 
Figure 2.4 Use Case that describes a user interface for a project management application 
[132]. 
2.5.2 Dialogue Model 
A dialogue model describes the particular objects within a user interface and their possible 
states. The actions that the user may initiate through the user interface, as. well as the 
reactions that the application may execute via those elements are represented [123]. 
State diagrams are commonly used capture the states of either a complete or particular aspect 
of a user interface system [125]. A major limitation with state diagrams is that they suffer 
from a combinatorial explosion in the number of states and transitions as system complexity 
increases. Jacob [16] solved part of this problem by allowing co-routines to represent a 
number of state diagrams for a particular aspect of the interface being modelled: Many forms 
of state diagrams have been created with special notations to fit the needs of specific 
applications areas such as e-commerce, and word processing. This technique only provides a 
model of the action (user input) and the result (interface states) and does not provide a 
information relating to the visualisation or layout of the user interface. 
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2.5.3 User models 
The user model describes the characteristics of the different types of users. The purpose of 
this model is to support the creation of individual and personalised user interfaces at design 
time [121, 127]. Firstly, it defines, for each kind of user, the set of tasks he/she can perform. 
Secondly, for each kind of user in relation with a concrete task, a projection on the actions· 
within the task that he/she can perform is established [121]. 
Finally, depending on the user's particular characteristics (user skill level, experience),_ the 
information and the interaction established by the dialog model to show the information 
contained in the domain model is adapted to the user [121]. 
2.5.4 Presentation Models 
Research into current state of the art found that although user interfaces represent an essential 
part of software systems, software modelling techniques such as UML seems to have been 
developed with little specific attention given to user interface issues [132, 133]. User 
interface stakeholders and their requirements, user interface software components and their 
states can be modelled using the UML notation together with how the system reacts to user 
interface commands but there is no support within the UML notation to specify the layout of 
user interfaces [134]. 
Researchers at Ludwig-Maximilians-University in Munich [97] have defined extensions to 
UML notation to model the navigation and presentation for user interface that is targeted for 
web based applications. They propose to use a UML collaboration diagram which consists of 
one or more rectangles that are objects within the modelled system, and in the context of user 
interfaces they are screens. The rectangles are connected by lines that indicate the allowable 
links between the objects which are navigational paths within the context of user interfaces. 
Firstly in the process of designing a web application, the web designer proposes a sketch of 
each main user interface view. These are rough drawings of a couple of relevant elements of 
each navigation node. This sketching technique is frequently used by web designers, but 
without having a precise notation for it as described by Sano [99, 97]. 
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Storyboard models [135, 136, 137, 138 and 139] only define the structural organisation of the 
, 
presentation given by interface objects. Interface objects are typically texts, images, forms 
) 
and menus, and not the layout characteristics, in terms of fonts, colours, special formats 
which are defined at the implementation stage of the user interface development. The 
storyboarding user interface model still may provide hints on the position and the size of the 
interface objects relative to each other. 
After designing the different user interface views they are combined using navigational links 
in the storyboarding model to show sequences of the user interface in the order in which a 
user can navigate from one view to another [99, 100]. It is claimed [97] that this aids in 
visualising the organisation of the web application structure in a more intuitive manner than 
using standard UML notation. It is also claimed that the storyboarding models are a useful 
means for the communication between the end users and user interface web deSigners, 
enabling them to be validated with the use cases identified during an analysis phase of the 
user interface development. An example storyboard model is illustrated in figure 2.5. 
Company View EQ 
Company menu 0 0 
Head View EQ "~. 
Head menu 0 0 ~ Company 
I "~. I • .rtm.nl 
~ Employ.e 
rtm.nt. 
Department Index EQ 
Oep.rtment menu 0 0 
I Horn. I 
~ Department Index 
ID.I! ........ nbl 
Head View EQ 
. 
Dep.rtment menu 0 0 
I Home I 
I ProJect. I Department 
!Emplo ..... ! 
IOeeartmen"l 
Figure 2.5 Example storyboard for a head of department [97] 
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2.6 UI Systems Engineering - Combining the Model Components 
Some proposals have arisen trying to contribute 'new ideas in this field. Mayhew proposes a 
Usability Engineering Lifecycle [121] in which the lifecycle structured in three stages: 1) 
requirements analysis, 2) design/testing/development and 3) installation [140]. This 
development process follows the waterfall lifecycle and therefore it cannot be considered as 
an iterative' approach. The sequential manor of the approach, starting with requirements 
analysis, then the second stage of design, testing, development and the final process with the 
installation does not return to requirements analysis [140]. This methodology is focused on 
user interface software development and not user centred designed [121]. 
Constantine and Lockwood [141] propose a user centred design approach can be considered 
as a method that describes the techniques to use more than a development process as defined 
in software engineering practices [121]. 
User centred design consists of a set of usability-oriented coordinated activities [121, 117, 
122, 125]. They include task analysis and user modelling (see section 2.5.1). The user centred 
, , 
design process [121] consists of three main processes, 1) user requirements, 2) analysis, 3) 
design and implementation and 4) user interface evaluation. The result of this process is the 
user interface final system. The fundamental concept of applying user centred design to user 
interface engineering is that it is an iterative process where the task and user requirements are 
defined, analysed, implemented in the form of the user interface and then evaluated. Once 
evaluated through usability testing, user reactions can be feedback into the user requirements 
and domain analysis. Shneiderman [96] states that, "usability engineering'" is an iterative 
, 
design method which is a fundamental basis in reaching a high quality user interface designs. 
The method allows feedback to be performed on each development process by introducing 
the infortnation collected in the tests performed by the users in the user interface usability 
testing [121]. This way, the usability of the designed interfaces improves notably [121, 96]. 
Figure 2.6 illustrates this iterative user interface design approach. 
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Figure 2.6 Iterative development process which is fundamental to user centred design . 
approaches [121] . 
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2.7 User Interface System Implementation 
In this section characteristics of the different tools used to implement user interfaces are 
described. There are many different implementation tools that can be used to meet the desired 
functional requirements user interface. 
Much effort within the research community is made towards the development of improved 
tools to support the user interface design and implementation, maintenance and evaluation . 
. Collectively these tools have come to be known as user interface implementation tools. 
The user interface implementation tools are a set of tools that are used to support managing, 
administering user· interface development. The two main categories of user interface 
implementation tools are; 1) model based user interface development and 2) user interface 
design tools which can be divided into two further categories, user interface application tools 
or user interface toolkits. 
r 
User Interface Implementation 
User Interface 
Design Tools 
Model Based User 
Interface User Interface 
Development Application Tools 
(MS·UIDl 
User Interface 
Toolkits 
User 
Interface 
Figure 2.7 User Interface Implementation Context - A set of tools that supports the design, 
implementation, maintenance and evaluation of the user interface [96]. 
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2.7.1 Model Based User Interface Development Approaches 
A promising approach to the construction of HMI systems during the 1990's has been Model 
Based User Interface Development (MB-UID) [122, 123 and 149]. Using this approach the 
user interface is autc;>matically generated from a series of user interface models. This 
approach aims to support all relevant aspects of the user interface in formalised models that 
represent the different requirements of each context of use of the HMI system. 
Requirements Model Generation Result 
/ 
. 
Verification 
, 
~.'!~ ~~ ... 
Scalability .. Multi-prototYPE 
Figure 2.8 Generalised Model-based User Interface development approach [96] 
The process of developing a user interface within a MB-UID is an iterative process of 
developing and refining a set of declarative models using graphical editor tools or high-level 
specific~tion languages. Once developed, these models· are· transformed according to 
ergonomic rules and/or style guidelines into an interface specification. This specification is 
subsequently linked with the underlying application code to generate a running application 
[11]. 
The following attributes are associated with the MB-UID approach [76, 122, and 123]; 
1. Higher level of abstraction for user interface development allowing the designer to 
concentrate on the user interface design issues and not the lower level system code 
generation [76, 136]. 
2. Support a well structured development method that the user interface designer must 
follow. This enforces best practices that the designer must follow, for example 
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applying ergonomic design rules and using formal notation to specify the interface 
ensuring there is not ambiguously is the requirements [137, 139]. 
3. Quicker to develop user interface systems due to the lower level implementation 
being automated by the systems infrastructure. This allows the designer to develop 
user interfaces without the need for software engineers [76, 122]. 
4. The user interface is always consistent with the requirements specified in the model 
due to the direct relationship the system provides between the user interface model 
and the implemented user interface [76]. 
Shortcomings that are associated with these types of systems are; 
I. With user interfaces increasing in functionality the complexity of the models and their 
notation required is considered as a major limitation of these systems [76]. 
2. Difficulty to model relationships between models (mapping problems) [122]. 
3. Mostly only support a very simple user interface system, typically these are form 
. . 
based and these are one reason why MB-UID has not been adopted within the 
commercial sector [76]. 
4. 'The scope of the user interface is often very limited using these systems and does not 
support a broad enough scope to be applied successfully in commercial areas [76]. 
2.7.2 User Interface Design Tools 
User interface design tools are defined by Shneiderman [96] as a "software development suite 
that facilitates the 'implementation of a user inteiface by programming which maybe 
graphical or textual based". 
Developer centred environments which are typical of most commercial user interface systems 
give support to using and managing software elements and organising, arranging layouts and 
testing prototype interfaces but fall short of answering key questions such as how user 
interface components can be used to accomplish a particular end user task. The designer is 
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forced to rely on their own experience to answer such questions or to distil a solution from 
loosely connected documentation. 
User Interface Design Tools can be divided into two different types; 1) User Interface 
Toolkits and 2) User Interface Application Tools. The characteristics of these two different 
types of design tools are detailed in table 2.2. 
Requirements Programmer Result 
-
Figure 2.9 User interface development process adopting User Interface Design Tools [96] 
Table 2.2 Different tyQes of User Interface Design Tools [96, 127 and 1341 
Type Description 
User Interface + Greater flexibility in user interface design 
Toolkits + Wide range of end applications supported highly skilled 
programmers 
-
Contain software libmries with widget controls 
User Interface + Low skill designers 
Application + Faster development 
Tools + Targeted at particular end applications e.g. web pages 
-
Less control of user interface application 
User Interface Toolkits 
User Interface Design Toolkits use software libraries that contain common widgets such a 
windows, scroll bars, pull down menus, data entry fields, buttons and dialog boxes [96]. 
Programming languages with these common widgets can provide great flexibility in the user 
interface design. However familiar experienced programmers are required to develop user 
interfaces that can become very complex and require months of learning for programmers to 
gain proficiency. The advantage is that programmers have extensive control and great 
flexibility in creating the user interfaces [96]. 
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User Interface Application Tools 
User Interface Application Design Tools provide more constraints than toolkits [96]. Using 
these design tools user interfaces are developed for a particular application area which maybe 
for example; I) web browser HTML user interface page or 2) a user interface is designed for 
a engineering application. 
This type of user interface application tool provides faster development due to the constraints 
of developing the user interface for a particular application area. Often they are What You 
See Is What You Get (W.Y.S.I.W.y'G) based development and very little. or no 
programming is required which supports lower skilled designers and promotes to faster 
development time [96]. 
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2.8 Literature Analysis 
In this chapter, the major challenges and demands faced by the manufacturing community 
have been derived from examining current literature. To summarise, the manufacturing 
community faces demands to achieve faster design, build and ramp' up of manufacturing 
machinery [29]. The onset on globalisation is affecting the way companies do business, this 
global marketplace is enabling greater product variety which in term in creating shorter 
product lifecycIes. The time to market for new products is a critical metric in companies 
remaining competitive. The manufacturing community faces demands to achieve faster 
design, build and ramp up of manufacturing machinery [29]. 
Reconfigurable manufacturing systems are a [145, 146 and 147] response to these emerging 
demands and challenges' in' engineering manufacturing machinery. Reconfigurable 
manufacturing systems are highly modular and can be rapidly reconfigured to suit frequent. 
product manufacturing process changes. Reconfigurable manufacturing systems can be 
. . 
remotely monitored to pro~ide more efficient machine diagnostics. Although reconfigurable 
manufacturing systems specify that web based HMI's are key enablers, they only support the 
integration aspect of existing HMI systems through their open source web based framework. 
No published literature within the domain of reconfigurable manufacturing systems suggests 
. ( . . 
that modelling and subsequent engineering of HMI's that address the' needs of particular 
users has not been undertaken. Furthermore with manufacturing systems machinery being 
more frequency reconfigured, the associated HMls have a requirement to be rapidly created 
and deployed. 
Over the last decade, a considerable amount of research has been carried Qut in the area of 
user interface systems, addressing various aspects of user interface modelling and system 
engineering. 
Modelling the user interface provides a notation that describes the end users functionality and 
details the user interaction process [122]. It is considered that there are four major 
components in modelling a user interface [127], I) task model, 2) dialogue model, 3) user 
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model and 4) presentation model. The goal of task models is to defme the user's task and the 
steps (subtasks) that the user must complete in achieving their task. Use cases are commonly 
adopted as the notation in building these models. The second major component in user 
interface modelling is dialogue models. These contain information that describes the objects 
or widgets that exist within the user interface are their possible states. State transition 
. . 
diagrams are predominately adopted as the notation for this model. User models define the 
tasks that the user performs dependant of their characteristics such as experience and skills. 
The presentation model describes the screen layouts and navigational structure of the user 
interface. Although informal methods are used in this model such as sketching, storyboarding 
is a technique where a series of screens and the user interface widgets are created and the 
navigation between the screens is depicted by arrows. This is considered to provide users 
with a ''walkthrough'' of the user interface system. 
New systems engineering methods are emerging that provide an iterative process to the 
design, development and implementation of user interfaces. The usability engineering 
lifecycle [121] has three stages: I) requirements analysis, 2) design/testing/development and 
. 3) installation [140] which are performed in a sequential manner and therefore follow the 
engineering workflow of waterfall methodologies [121]. The user centred design approach 
consists of a more iterative process where th~ user interface is evaluated and fed back into the 
user requirements, analysis and design and implementation stages. Shneiderman [96] 
suggests that this notably increases the usability of the developed user interfaces. 
From the user interface implementation aspect, model based user interface development [122, 
123 and 149] have emerged from well established research groups worldwide, in order to 
overcome the limitations of their own former development techniques [123]. Model based 
user interface development provides user interfaces that are directly created for one of more 
user interface models that specify the functionality. The model based user interface. 
development approach automates the highly skilled lower level implementation aspects of the 
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development process. This allows the designer to develop an HMI without the need for 
specialist software engineers. 
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3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the research design and focus into a new approach to engineering HMI 
systems that better support issues associated with global manufacturing is described. The 
HMI system requirements are derived from the global manufacturing needs together with the 
limitations of current industry best practice. This provides the demands for a new approach. 
For example the ability to have HMI systems that can be rapidly developed to support more 
frequent re-configuration of the manufacturing machine. State· of the art from the research 
community in terms of user interfaces modelling and development approaches are applied to 
the domain of HMI systems to establish a new approach. 
Requirements from 
Global ~ 
Manufacturing 
New Approach to HMI 
Systems 
t 
User Interface 
Models and 
Development 
Methods 
Current Industry 
Best Practise 
Figure 3.1 Problems areas that are appropriate for studies into a new approach to HMI 
systems within automated manufacturing production machinery. 
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3.2 Current Industrial HMI Practice 
The lifecycle of manufacturing automation machines from a HMI systems perspective. is 
illustrated in figure 3.2 [8, 88, 89 and 90]. The diagram has been determined from interviews 
with a number of industrial collaborators within research conducted at Loughborough 
, . 
University [88, 89 and 90]. Engineering large scale production machines consist of many 
different processes in each phase of a machine's lifecycle. Seven phases have been identified 
in the entire Iifecycle of a machine with each phase creating unique requirements for HMI 
systems [8]. 
At the initial concept phase of the machine's lifecycle, end users have a requirement for a 
. new manufacturing automation machine to address a particular set of business needs for 
example; I) Increased production capacity, 2) New product manufacture and 3) Product 
manufacturing process changes [8, 106]. At this stage no consideration is given to the human 
interface aspect of the new production machinery .[22]. During the next Iifecycle phase the 
machine's specification is formalised which involves detailing the behaviour and logic of the 
machine together with the number of HMI stations l required and their locations. The. 
stakeholders who are involved in producing this specification are end users and machine 
builders [86]. The end users HMI functional requirements are defined to meet their process 
objectives and machine builders provide information regarding the practical constraints ofthe 
. 
machines and technologies available for the implementation based on knowledge acquired· 
through previous machine applications. The HMI specification is defined by manually 
drawing a schematic of each screen and detailing each button or control of every HMI screen 
in the system [22, 86]. This process cannot begin until the machine has been designed as the 
buttons relate specifically to the particular machine's configuration .. 
When the requirements specification has been agreed and described it is approved by both 
end users and machine builders and then the next phase in the Iifecycle, HMI Design and 
Development may begin. Due to the inherent characteristics of traditional approaches to HMI 
1 HMI Station is a term used within manufacturing industry to describe the system that the machine operator interacts with to 
control a manufacturing machine. In this example the HMI Station is a PC based machine that has a colour touch screen panel 
and interfacing PC cards to the controlled machine. 
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systems implementation, the development cannot be completed until the control system's 
logic mapping infonnation is available, the mechanism which allows the HMI to interface to 
the machine's Programmable Logic Controller (PLC2) system [22]. The traditional sequential 
manner in which these tasks are perfonned contributes significantly to the machine's 
development thne - a critical metric in today's global manufacturing environment [8, 109, 
110]. Due to the translation that is required between the process engineers, who define the 
requirements, and the HMI programmers, who implement the systems, problems can often 
occur for example: 
I. Installed systems cannot easily be changed or modified on an incremental basis by 
process engineers at a later date. without involving a highly specialist skilled HMI 
engineers who implement the HMI software [22]. 
2. The usability and suitability of the operation of the new HMI systems remains largely 
unknown until the physical machine has been built, the controls wired up, the HMI 
software implemented and the system finally tested [22, 86]. '. 
3. HMI system development tools are not integrated with production machines process 
and control logic (program within the machines PLC), therefore often the same 
infonnation is input many times into different systems [8, 22, 86]. 
It is not imtil the machine has been installed and commissioned at the end users plant that the 
machine operators can be trained on the HMI systems usage. It is often in the initial ramp up 
periods of a machine's production and operation when this training occurs, generally 
. reducing the efficiency of the production machine [88]. 
The manner in which these machines are engineered is a tradition top down approach that 
does not support simultaneous engineering programmes, is not reversible and often errors 
cannot be found until the machine is completely built. 
2 A PLC is a microprocessor based device with either modular or integral input/output circuitry that monitors the status of field 
connected "sensor" inputs and controls the attached output "actuators" (motor starters, solenoids, pilot lights/displays. speed 
drives. valves. etc.) accordine to a user-created lOlzic orogram stored in the microorocessor's memorY. 
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3.3 Requirements and Emerging Trends in HMI Systems 
The previous section describes industry current best practice and section 2.3 (chapter 2) 
describes the challenges in engineering manufacturing machinery. The key enabler from 
global manufacturing is that the manufacturing system can be designed I built and re-
configured in the fastest time to support shorter product Iifecycles [43, 109, 110, and lIl]. 
Early verification of the HMI system is a key attribute to enable rapid machine design and 
ramp up to full production capacity [8, 22, 86, 88, 89 and 90]. The limitation with current 
industry practice is that the HMI system cannot be verified until the machine is fully built and 
therefore operators cannot be trained on the system until the final stages of the machine 
development (see table 3.1 no. 2) [86]. The HMI system needs to be validated and fully 
functional in the early stages of the machine design to allow operators to be trained on the 
machines operation and any errors I inconsistencies and change requirements identified in the 
Iifecycle [22, 88]. 
Currently HMI systems provide limited support for remote diagnostics of machine errors. 
With engineering partners becoming global distributed it is increasingly inefficient for 
machine engineers to visit and diagnose the machine error at the machines site [88]. Future 
HMI systems (see table 3.1 no. 3) must enable remote monitoring and error diagnosis to 
increase machine up time. 
HMI systems currently offer poor change capabilities (see table 3.1 no. 4) due to the lack of 
integration between the different systems within the machine control system (see table 3.1 no. 
6). For example, the machine controller which typically would be a PLC device, must have 
its software program updated consistently with any changes to the HMI program, otherwise 
there is potential for inconsistencies between. the two software programs,· leading to 
inaccurate machine information being displayed to the machine user [22, 86]. A machine 
interlock change for example would require a change to the HMI software to display the new 
machine interlock messages together with the machine controller. The current approach 
where machine data is fragmented across multiple systems within the machine system leads 
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to longer machine re-configuration times [22]. Machine changes applied to this fragmented 
system are increasingly susceptible to errors leading to inaccurate HMI systems and further 
errors I downtime. 
There are currently no standardised approaches for the end user specification of the HMI 
system (see table 3.1 no. 5) [9, 12, 22]. A well defined "method of specifying the user 
interface functionality ilf critical so the HMI has the right information for the targeted user 
[22,86]. 
Currently HMI systems are developed using proprietary user interface toolkits that cannot be 
readily transferred to other vendor's machine control systems [9, 10 12]. Industry pressure to 
use the- best machine software products from many different vendors [22," 86] create a 
requirement where the machine integration platform must allow different vendors machine 
" components to be readily integrated. The current development process relies heavily on the 
expertise (see table 3.1 no. 7) of those who have participated in previous similar projects [22, 
86]. There is a drive for HMI Systems to encapsulate best industry practice so machines 
become standardised throughout different global plants [17, 18]. 
I Tab e 3.1 Current LimitatIOns an d h t e ReqUirements fr I b I om G 0 a Manu actunng 
No. Current Description 
. Requirement 
Limitation "" 
1. Late HMI The HMI system cannot be HMI systems must be validated 
system tested until the machine is early before the machine is built to 
verification fully built. achieve faster machine ramp up 
time. 
2. Late operator Machine operators cannot be Machine operator must be trained 
training support trained on the operation of in early stages or able to be 
the HMI until the machine is transferred directly from other 
fully commissioned on the machine with common HMI. 
end user site. 
3. Lack of remote Engineers must visit the Globally distributed engineering 
diagnostics and machine plant to diagnose partner must be able to increase 
support errors and support the machine, up time by remotely 
machine. diagnosing and supporting the 
machine. " 
4. Poor system Fragmented systems mean Manufacturing production 
change that large efforts are required machines inust be quickly ree 
capabilities to support changes to the configured to meet the process 
machine. requirements of new products. 
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Table 3 I continued 
5. Lack of Specification of the HMI A well defined method of 
common system is not formally specifying the user interface 
. stl!ndards for described. . functionality so the HMI has the 
specifying HMI right information for the user. 
.. 
system . 
6. Lack of HMI Systems are developed A system platform that allows the 
integration using proprietary user integration of different vendors 
between interface toolkits that cannot machine components. 
associated be readily transferred to 
machine other vendor's machine 
systems control systems. 
7. Experience The development relies Encapsulating best industry 
based design heavily on expertises of practice in the system so machines 
those who have participated are standardised throughout 
. 
in previous similar projects. different global plants. 
, 
r 
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3.4 Component Based Paradigm 
Component based software development is a relatively new approach· within the software 
community [101]. The main idea is to reuse pre-developed and tested components instead· of 
developing everything from basic principles each time [102]. Use of component based 
development claims to bring many advantages such as faster development, lower cost of the 
development, better usability and encapsulation of best practise [101, 102]. Component based 
. development is however still not a mature process and there still exist many problems, for 
example granularity of components, standardised interfaces between interconnecting 
components and configuration processes and management of components. 
The motivation behind the. use of components with the context of industrial automation 
systems was initially to reduce the cost of development, but it later became more important to 
reduce the time to market, to meet rapidly emerging consumer demands [24]. When new 
components are introduced in a system, new issues must be dealt with which may include for 
example dynamic configurations supporting component variants and providing scalability 
[38]. 
Component based software development provides methods, models and guidelines for the 
developers of component based systems [74]. Component based development denotes the 
development of systems making considerable use of components [74]. Although very 
promising, component based software engineering is a new discipline and there are many 
associated problems which remain unsolved. Many solutions can be arrived at by using 
principles and methods from other engineering disciplines. 
The basic idea is that new systems are composed from components that are already have been 
developed, tested and validated. Components are developed with specific functionality and 
are designed to have a wider applicability. This discipline of component· based software 
engineering is applied here to the development of HMI systems for manufacturing 
automation systems with the aim of meeting the requirem~nts industry faces from global 
manufacturing demands. 
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3.5 Application of Component Based Paradigm to Manufacturing 
Automation Systems 
The goal of the component based automation paradigm is to fully support the lifecycle 
requirements of automated manufacturing machines. The development and implementation of 
component based machines has been undertaken over a three year period by the MSI' 
. Research Institute, Loughborough University through research projects "Assessment and 
Implementation of a Component Based Paradigm for Agile Automation" (COMP AG) and 
"Common Model for Partners in Automation" (COMPANION) and "Global Engineering of 
Manufacturing Machinery" (GEMM) funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council (EPSRC). These research projects developed and prototyped a novel 
method for engineering manufacturing machine's using a C-B approach in response to 
industry's needs to meet the demands of rapidly changing markets. A C-B Manufacturing 
Machine is inherently flexible such that it may be cost effectively converted, quickly and 
reliably as market demands change. 
The fundamental concept of this paradigm is to compose complete automated machines from 
modular machine components .. 
The major elements of component based automation are; I) an Integrated Engineering 
Software Environment to support the machines lifecycle, 2) a common machine data model 
which contains all machine information and 3) machine components that can be either real or 
simulated .. 
An integrated engineering environment consists of an extendable set of engineering tools that 
can be used by a set of globally distributed engineering stakeholders at all phases of the 
machines lifecycle. These tools include a Process Definition Environment (PDE) which 
supports the process planning, machine design and sequencing, interlocking logic and 
provides simulation tools to test the machine [88, 89, 90, 93]. 
A common machine data model is a key concept of the component based automation system. 
All machine information relating to the machine is stored in this common machine data 
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repository. This ensures that all information is consistent and not fragmented across different 
systems (machine controller, HMI systems) in the automation system [88, 89, 90]. 
The machine components can be either real or modelled. Modelled machine components are 
simulated using a three dimensional solid models. Real machine components are physical 
modular parts (actuator, sensors, servo drives) of the_machine which contain embedded 
machine interlocking and sequencing logic [87, 88, 89, 90]. 
The research described in this thesis addresses one particular aspect within this research area; 
Human Machine Interface- (HMI) system's that facilitate monitoring and diagnostics of 
manufacturing automation machines. 
The research presented in this thesis was conducted within the COMPAG [88], GEMM [89] 
and COMPANION [90] research projects. 
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3.6 Research Focus and Contributions 
The primary focus of the research presented within this thesis is "The Design, Development, 
Pro to typing and Evaluation of a neW approach to HMI Systems that supports Run-time 
Monitoring, Diagnostic, Servicing and Control capabilities for Component Based Automated 
Manufacturing Production Machinery within a Global Manufacturing Environment". 
To accomplish this primary research goal the contributions that have been established during 
the course of the research are: 
• Studies of current industry best practice within machine HMI system's to determine 
limitations and inadequacies in supporting the requirements that are demanded from 
Global Manufacturing . 
•. A modelling technique that formally and unambiguously describes the HMI system 
functionality and layout that is easily understood by end system users and provides 
sufficient information to allow software programmers to implement fully functional 
HMI systems. 
• A System Architecture that supports the activities for the design and implementation 
of a HMI system that meets the requirements of global manufacturing. 
• Description of the HMI system construction process for implementation of this novel 
HMI approach to the automotive manufacturing industry. 
• Evaluatiop of the new approach developed in this research in an attempt to describe 
the benefits, characteristics and its significant improvements over current practices 
Comparative study can be drawn based on example scenarios between current 
approaches and the researcher's C-B approaches to composing HMI systems. 
• Description of how approaches and concepts developed in this research aim to support 
the complete lifecycle requirements ofC-B automated manufacturing machines. 
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3.7 Research Plan and Methodology 
The general methodology for the research conducted and described in this thesis is illustrated 
in figure 3.2. The research is split into 5 phases. The initial phase involves obsen:ing and 
reviewing current -state of the art literature within user interface models, principles and 
development approaches. In addition, a field study to understand current industry best 
practice in HMI engineering is undertaken. This exploration research enables the problem to 
be formulated. Phase 2 involves hypothesizing solutions to the problem formulated in the 
previous phase. Theories and architectures for a HMI are conceptualised, considering all 
aspects incorporated into the system. Phase 3, instantiates the conceptual theory and 
architecture through the implementation of a proof of concept demonstration system. Phase 4 
is a qualitative and quantitative evaluation to understand the effectiveness of the system. The 
evaluation method involves applying different user scenarios to test particular attributes of 
the system. Phase 5 formulates knowledge and provides general conclusions of the research. 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 
CObserve::> ~ypothesiV· 
-
I (Instantiate) C!valuat~ -'-~oncIU~ 
. 
Idenlifying the Specify ~ Implement a Measure problem and architecture proof of ... effectiveness reviewing concept against I-
current / demonstration scenarios and literature. actual users Formulate ~ domain general / 
Conduct a Develop a condusions theory for field study f- f+ HMI Validate ~ .. with industrial system·s against need 
calibrators 
Figure 3.2 Research methodology phases 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the major activities within the research project and identifies the areas of 
the author's contributions. 
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t 
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t 
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. System 
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It]' System analysis 
Analysis 
Component Based Control System 
Implementation 
Figure 3.3 Authors involvement in the development of next generation C-B manufacturing 
automation system developed during the COMPAG/GEMM I COMPANION research 
projects. 
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3.8 HMI Systems Engineering Method 
The structure for the development of the HMI system in this research which is described in 
this thesis is illustrated in figure 3.4. The structure adopted is based on the fact that all large 
scale complex systems (e.g. a HMI system in this instance) can be represented by four 
different views [103]. Therefore to design the HMI system comprehensively the following 
four system views must be considered; I) the fiuictional view described in chapter 4 of this 
thesis, 2) the process view described in chapter 5 of this thesis, 3) Physical view which is also 
described in chapter 5 of this thesis and 4) Development view described in chapter 6 of this 
thesis. HMI System scenarios in this thesis are formed from case studies in chapter 7 of this 
thesis and applied to the four different system views to test and evaluate (described in chapter 
8) the systems design. The four views to describe a system are: 
Functional View 
The Functional Viewpoint also termed as the Logical Viewpoint represents the functional 
requirements that are required by the HMI systems end users. The functional viewpoint in the· 
context of HMI systems is derived from the end user requirements to enable them to perform 
their associated enterprise role. The architecture adopted for specifying the HMI systems 
functionality is described in chapter 4. The major concept behind the functional architecture 
is that the HMI system end user functionality can be decomposed into a set of HMI Tasks. 
Using this approach the End User HMI functionality is represented using a storyboarding 
technique (see chapter 4 of this thesis). This technique comprehensively describes the screen 
navigation structure, screen layout and content. 
. Process View 
The process view describes the executable process of the HMI System. The HMI System is 
formed from a logical structured set of interconnecting software components. The executable 
process describes system elements, the element processes (i.e. what the elements do) and 
their communication with other system elements. The HMI System architecture described in 
chapter 5 of this thesis details the process view of the HMI System. 
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Physical View 
• 
The physical view describes the physical resource and· the software deployment of the 
system. This view may be considered as the physical configuration of the system. The system 
topology describes specific links through which different physical elements of the system 
communicate with each other. The physical deployment is organized in a hierarchy of layers, 
each layer providing a narrow and well-defmed interface to the layers above it. This physical 
view of the system is described in chapter 5 of this thesis, HMI System architecture ... 
Development Viewpoint 
The development view describes how the software that is used to build complete systems is 
organised and the overall system construction methodology. In the approach proposed in this 
thesis the software is packaged in modular HMI Tasks components and stored in system 
libraries. This is described in chapter 6 of this thesis, "HMI System construction". 
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4· End User HMI Functionality 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes a structure and techniques that has been developed in this research for 
modelling the end user's functionality in the context of automotive manufacturing automation 
systems. The HMI end users functionality is defined as the information and the interaction 
that is required by the HMI end user, for example a machine operator HMI end user may 
require certain types of machine error information, current machine state and interaction with 
the mode control of the machine. The type of machine information and interaction required 
by the end user forms the end user functional specification for the HMI System. Current 
approaches to describing the end users HMI functionality for manufacturing automation 
machines involve describing the required machine information and interaction using screen 
shots and textual description (see section 3.2 for more details on the current HMI process). 
As the competitiveness of global manufacturing increases, enterprises must have HMI 
systems that are reconfigurable and scalable to accommodate frequent production 
manufacturing machine changes. A novel approach to describing and modelling the HMI's 
functionality has been established in this research that involves using a well defined , 
hierarchal structure of the different levels of functionality to support the scalability for 
different end user functional requirements. Within this structure the different functionality 
levels are modelled using a storyboarding technique to comprehensively describe the HMI 
screens navigation structure, screen layout and content. This approach to specifying the HMI 
functionality provides sufficient information for HMI programmers and or automated 
generation tools (see section 6.5 where a composition tool is described that facilitates direct 
execution of a HMI storyboarding specification model) to create executable HMI systems. 
The major benefits of this approach are that end users can; I) understand the storyboarding 
technique and hence 2) compose fully functional HMI systems in a faster time that meet their 
HMI functional requirements. 
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The End User HMI functionality described in this chapter only specifies the type of 
information and interaction end users require with the HMI system and does not specify or 
address any issues relating to the systems architecture that are concerned with how the HMI 
system processes machine information to the end users and its performance in its delivery. 
The requirements for the HMI systems architecture, for example how the HMI can provide 
accurate information, the delivery of real-time information and interfacing to a real or virtual 
machine will be described in chapter 5 (HMI Systems Architecture). 
The remainder of this chapter describes the decomposition and corresponding structure 
required for the end user HMI functionality. This structure is based on the concept that end 
users HMI functionality can be decomposed into different aspects of functionality which are 
the different HMI Tasks that the end users must perform to fulfil a particular enterprise role. 
The structure of the end user functionality consists of three levels that relate to different 
levels of granularity; \) End User HMI's which are composed from one or more HMI Tasks, 
2) HMI Tasks which support a particular aspect of the HMI functionality required and 3) 
HMI Widgets that provide the functionality to directly interact with an aspect of the 
controlled machine. 
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4.2 Requirements for Specifying End User Functionality 
To adequately specify the end users HMI functionality within the context of automotive 
manufacturing machines five requirements (detailed in table 4.1) have been derived in this 
research from the global manufacturing marketplace (see section 2.2). 
HMI end users functional specification and requirements must be comprehensively 
represented in an unambiguous consistent manner to help facilitate a HMI system design that 
meets the needs of the targeted end user. It is a critical requirement to the efficient use of 
HMI system functionality is what the end user requires to achieve their enterprise role [88]. 
To achieve the design, a HMI System that meets the end users requirements it is essential that 
the modelling techniques adopted can be commonly understood by end users and system 
implementers. 
Any structure and modelling technique that is adopted to specify the end users HMI 
functionality must have sufficient agility and scalability to support the requirements from 
many different end users, for example a machine operator would require different HMI 
functionality to a machine diagnostic engineer due to the different enterprise role that they 
have. A well designed structure that identifies and partitions the different levels of end user 
functionality is a requirement for the architecture achieving this scalability. The HMI 
elements must logically map onto an HMI software system but remain independent of any 
implementation technologies. ' 
Table 4.1 Requirements for architecture to specify the End User Functionality 
Requirements for Specifying End User Functionality 
I. HMI end users functional specification and requirements must be comprehensively 
represented in an unambiguous consistent manner. 
Commonly understood by non technical end users and provides sufficient detail to 
2. facilitate either; I) software engineers developing an HMI and or 2) automated tools 
. to generate an HMI. 
3. Have sufficient agility and scalability to support the requirements of many different types of end users HMI functionality. . 
4. A well designed structure that identifies and partitions the different levels of end user functionality. 
5. Elements must map onto an HMI software system but remain independent of 
. implementation technologies. 
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4.3 Establishing HMI System Functional Requirements 
To determine the end users HMI functional requirements both the machine and user 
perspectives must be considered. 
The end user has a responsibility to perform one or more tasks on the machine to fulfil their 
enterprise role. The individual end users characteristics such as their computer experience, 
their cognitive ability and locality to the machine build a profile of the user which determines 
the machine tasks that they require to fulfil their enterprise role. This is known as a task 
model [121, 127]. The HMI must display different types of machine information (for 
example machine diagnostic, error information) to the end user and support interaction in the 
form of user actions (for example requests to move the machines components or change the 
operating mode). From the machines perspective, the tasks the user performs on the machine 
are characterised by the complexity of the machine, the type of machine and the end machine 
application. The HMI system exchanges machine data and or control with end users to fully 
support the machines continuous run-time operation throughout its lifecycle. 
For example in a simplified case if the end user's enterprise role is to recover the machine 
, 
from an error state they would require machine error information and control of the machine 
mode. 
There are different end users ofthe HMI system (machine operators and engineers, diagnostic 
engineers) all having different users profiles. The proposed architecture for specifying the 
HMI end users functionality must be scalable to effectively support the different end users 
functionality. 
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4.4 End User HMI Functional Structure 
A structure for modelling the end users HMI functionality is described in this' research. The 
objective of this structure is to group the end users functionality of the HMI system into 
different levels. Identifying and partitioning a consistent structure for a system it is an enabler 
in supporting the reusability of the system's elements by having well defined system 
structure. The scalability of the system is also increased when composing a complete system 
from well defined systems elements. 
The end users HMI functional structure is based on the concept that the end users require one 
or more different aspects of functionality for an HMI system to perform their enterprise role. 
These different aspects of end user functionality are modularised and defined as HMI Tasks 
in the HMI functional structure. A HMI Task consists of one or more direct interactions with 
individual components of the machine. This direct interaction is the lowest level of 
functionality in the HMI system and typically would be implemented in the form of buttons 
or machine textual information. This direct interaction is defined in the functional hierarchy 
as HMI Widgets. An End User HMI is the highest level of functionality in the structure 
composed from a set of HMI Tasks. This three tier hierarchical structure provides a logical 
decomposition of the HMI fu~ctional requirements. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates this structure which consists of three levels; I) End User HMI's which 
are composed one or more HMI Tasks, 2) HMI Tasks support a particular aspect of the HMI 
functionality required and 3) HMI widgets that provide the functionality to directly interact 
with an aspect of the controlled machine. 
/ 
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Figure 4.2 Use Case illustrating the elements in the HMI functional structure 
Figure 4.2 illustrates an example where a machine operator requires three different types of 
functionality (modelled as HMI Task's) which are; 1) Machine Control and Monitoring, 2) 
Machine Diagnostics and 3) Machine Error Information. The HMI Task's are typical of 
machinery within the automotive manufacturing machine domain [106]. 
Each HMI Task is composed from many HMI buttons and controls (HMI Widgets) to support 
the particular aspect of HMI functionality. 
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Figure 4.3 Structure of the End User HMI Functionality 
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The End User HMI describes the navigational structure and the screen layout. Many different 
End User HMIs may exist to support their associated end users, for example a Diagnostic 
Engineers HMI and Machine operators HMI may exist (see illustration in figure 4.4). End 
Users require different HMI Tasks to fully support· their role, a Diagnostic Engineer for 
example will only require the Machine Diagnostics Task but a Machine operator will require 
Machine Error Information and Machine Component and Monitoring Task. The HMI Tasks 
are composed from one or more Interaction Elements, for example a Machine Diagnostic 
Task will contain Component Interlocking Configuration, Component service Information 
and Three Dimensional Machine Solid Model interaction elements.· A Machine Error 
Information Task will· require a Three Dimensional Machine Solid Model, Machine Sub 
System Error Information and Real-time Sub System Information. The Interaction Elements 
provides the machine components interaction sequence. 
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Figure 4.5 expands on the structure previously described that identifies the elements and their 
associated functionality by describing the connectivity of components and the mapping of 
functionality into models and their associated software components. 
The End User HMI maps to a complete end user HMI which consists of one or more end user 
HMI screens. These screens display the different aspects of HMI functionality required by the 
end user and are laid out dividing the screens into a number of compartments. The screen 
content is defined by populating the screen compartments with;. I) an HMI Task which 
represents a particular ,aspect of the end users functionality or 2) navigation between different 
End User HMI screens. 
The next hierarchal element in the functional architectures structure, the HMI Task is 
composed from a series of HMI Task screens; these screens being a screen compartment in 
the end user HMI. The HMI Task screens contain screen compartments which are populated 
with; I) HMI widgets or 2) HMI Task navigation. The storyboarding technique (see section 
4.5) is used as the mechanism to describe the representation of the screen layout, content and 
navigation for the End User HMI and HMI Tasks in this architecture. When screens are 
combined. and ordered they can comprehensively describe the end users functional 
requirements of a HMI system. One or more HMI widgets can exist from a single machine 
component. HMI widgets are typically HMI buttons and machine information. These HMI 
Widgets can be represented using state diagrams (see section 4.8) which for example may 
show the states of a button which is linked to controlling a machine actuator component. 
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4.5 Storyboarding Technique. 
A novel approach developed in this research to the specification of the requirement of the end 
users HMI functionality involves using a storyboarding technique [135, 136, 137, 138 and 
139] to describe the End User HMI and the HMI Tasks. This storyboarding technique 
comprehensively describes the HMI functionality in terms of screens navigation structure, 
screen layout and content. It is suggested that this approach to end users HMI functional· 
specification provides sufficient information for HMI programmers and or automated 
generation tools (see section 6.5 where a composition tool is described that facilitates direct 
execution of a HMI storyboarding specification model) to create executable HMI systems. 
A storyboard is a way to tell a story through the use of discrete static pictures. In its 
. application to a HMI System, the screens are the individual boards· or sub boards that when 
strung together tell a story of the HMI component. This technique; I) describes screen 
layouts, 2) specifies the navigation between the screens and 3) describes the functionality of 
., . 
the screens. This diagrammatic representation on which the storyboarding technique is based 
allows non technical HMI End Users to understand the functionality and the technique is 
comprehensive enough for HMI software designers to develop complete HMI systems. 
The storyboarding technique involves outlining the screens required and populating the 
screens with a set of compartments which define the screen layout. An architecturally 
important issue of the HMI functionality is the navigational path. The diagrams used in this 
technique· express the structure of the HMI screens with their potential navigational 
pathways, providing a roadmap of the HMI screens. An important characteristic of a 
storyboarding diagram is that it expresses all the legal and expected paths through the HMI. 
Expected navigational paths are detailed using arrows with a textual description of the action 
or method that associates the link between the screens. The screen compartments are linked 
either using; I) application specific functionality or 2) generic functionality. The application 
specific functionality in the HMI system are the HMI components (HMI· Tasks and HMI 
Widgets) that are required to build a unique screen, for example in a HMI Task screen a 
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series of machine mode control HMI Widgets (see section 7.5.5) or end user HMI screen may 
require a HMI machine error task (see section 7.5.5). 
The navigation between different HMI screens must always exist and is a generic screen 
required for all HMI's with more than one screen. The screen compartment which contains 
the navigation is represented by arrows indicating the navigation direction between the 
screens. This storyboarding teclmique provides, from these basic constructs, sufficient 
information to provide a representation of complex end user HMI systems functionality. 
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4.5.1 Storyboarding Method Semantics 
The two constructs that are adopted in the storyboarding model are; I) Screen and 2) Screen 
Compartments. 
The screen storyboarding model constructs represent a' complete screen or a screen 
compartment of a higher hierarchical storyboarding model. A screen may contain one or 
more screen compartments and its function is to represent the layout of these screen 
compartments. The screen does not represent any intercommunication between the screen 
compartments. The graphical representation for screen is a rectangular box which with the 
screen name written below. 
The screen compartments are self contained functional elements that are contained within a 
screen. The screen compartments contain a HMI software component (either a HMI task or a 
HMI Widget) that support a particular aspect of HMI functionality. Communication between 
the screen compartments defines .. the navigational links between different screen 
compartments. Arrows represent the direction of the navigation links and a textual 
description is used and may denote a software function call or simple description to instigate 
the navigational link. Screen compartments are graphically represented by a rectangular box 
and inside side the box is the name of the contained software component. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates that both the end user HMI and the HMI Tasks are modelled using the 
storyboarding technique. The screen compartments within the end user model reference a 
HMI Task. The HMI Task is also modelled using the storyboarding technique. This creates a 
two level hierarchical of storyboarding models. 
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4.6 End User HMI 
Figure 4.8 illustrates a how the storyboarding technique is used to describe a series of 
individual screens and their associated functionality for an End User HMI 
The End User HMI is represented using the storyboarding technique which describes the 
HMI screen layouts and navigational structure. The End User HMI screen compartments 
contain HMI Tasks that support different aspects of the end users HMI functionality. The 
generic functionality that is required in all HMI's with one or more screen is the screen to 
screen navigation. These screen compartments represent the screen layout and the HMI Tasks 
describe the functionality of the End User HMI Screens. 
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Figure 4.8 Storyboarding Technique Used To Describe a Series of Individual Screens and 
their Associated Functionality for an End User HMI 
An example End User HMI storyboard is illustrated in figure 4.9. In this example the 
Machine Operators HMI consists of two screens with each screen containing two screen 
compartments. The generic HMI Task for both screens is the navigation. The description of 
the navigational HMI Task action to navigate to the target screen is written on the arrow. 
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Screen I contains the Machine Component Control and Monitoring HMI Task. The second 
screen contains the Machine Error Information and is navigated to from screen one by the 
Machine Error navigation action. 
«Machine Corrponent Control «Machine Error Information» 
and Monitoring» 
. 
. 1 
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Figure 4.9 Functional Description of Example Machine Operator End User HMI System 
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4.7 HMI Tasks 
Figure 4.1 0 illustrates the storyboarding technique that is used to describe a series of 
individual screens and their associated functionality for a HMI task. 
The HMI tasks are represented using the storyboarding technique which describes the HMI 
task screen' layout and navigational links between the screens. In this architecture the HMI 
tasks are contained within screen compartments in the end user HMI. The HMI task screen 
compartments contain HMI Widgets that are required to support the particular aspect of HMI 
functionality required. For example a HMI' error information task may would consist of 
screens that have different HMI errors information widgets to provide this required machine 
error information HMI functionality. The HMI task screen compartments represent the layout 
and the required HMI Widgets to support the functionality of the HMI Task Screen 
~ 
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Figure 4.10 Storyboarding Technique Used To Describe a Series of Individual Screens and 
their Associated Functionality for HMI Tasks 
An example HMI Task model is illustrated in figure 4.1 1. In this example storyboard the 
Machine Error Information HMI Task is illustrated that consists of two screens, each 
containing two screen compartments. The generic compartment for both screen s is the 
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navigation between the screens. A description of the navigational HMI Task action to 
navigate between the screens is written on the arrow. Screen 1 contains the Machine Sub 
System Error Information HMI Widget. The second screen contains the Machine Three 
Dimensional Solid Model HMI Widget and is navigated too from screen one by the Machine 
3D Model navigation action. 
Screen 1 Screen 2 
«Machine Sub system «Machine Three 
Error Information» Dimensional Model» 
.. 
.. 
Machine 3D Model 
«Navigation» «Navigation» 
Machine Error 
. 
Figure 4.11 Functional Description of Example Machine Error Information HMI Task 
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4.8 HMI Widgets 
The concept of the HMI Widgets is to provide the functionality to directly interact with an . 
aspect of the controlled machine. The HMI Widgets are the lowest level of functionality in 
the three level structure developed in this architecture. An HMI Widget for example would be 
a button that the end user has to control a machine component or a text field displaying some 
type machine information. The HMI widgets are modelled using state transition diagrams 
[126). The state transition diagram is used to describe the relation between the HMI widget 
state and the automation machine state.· For example if the HMI Widget button controls the 
movement of a machine actuator, then the state transition diagram would have the machine 
state as the transition to the corresponding HMI Widget state which is illustrated in figure 
4.12. The objective of the state transition diagram is to describe the behaviour of the HMI 
widgets is terms of a number of states. The machine status that represents the HMI widget 
state is the transition to the state in the state transition diagram. 
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Figure 4.12 State transition diagram is used to describe a HMI WiOgets and its corresponding 
machine states. ~ 
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4.9 Summary 
In this chapter a structure has been described that supports the logical decomposition of the 
end user HMI functionality into well defined elements. An HMI modelling technique, known 
as storyboarding, is introduced that comprehensively represents in an unambiguous and 
consistent manner the functionality of the HMI. The storyboarding technique can readily 
understood by end users enabling them to specify their functional requirements and providing 
sufficient detail to support the implementation of a HMI by either; I) software engineers or 2) 
automated HMI software generation. This is achieved through the storyboarding graphical 
notation that clearly specifies the end user functionality. The structure of the end user 
functionality identifies and partitions the end user functionality into three different levels; 1) 
End User HMI's which are composed one or more HMI Tasks, 2) HMI Tasks support a 
particular aspect of the HMI functionality required and 3) HMI Widgets that provide the 
functionality to directly interact with an aspect of the controlled machine. 
In chapter 5 the systel!l architecture will be described and this is concerned with how the 
HMI system can support the end user functionality from a system perspective, for example 
how system executable processes support the HMI in providing accurate information, the 
delivery of real-time information and interfacing to a real or virtual machine (see chapter 5, 
HMI Systems Architecture). 
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5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 has comprehensively described a suitable structure and corresponding modelling 
technique for the end user HMI functionality requirements. This has specified a structure for 
the types. of information and interactions end users have with the HMI system and has not 
specified and or addressed any issues relating to the systems architecture, i.e. how the HMI 
system executes and delivers machine information. 
The HMI system architecture described in this chapter is concerned with the rim-time 
executable process of how a HMI system provides a set of end user interactions that supports 
different types of end user HMI functionality (see chapter 4) from which many different End 
User HMI's can be constructed (see chapter 6). The system architecture does not specify the 
requirements for individual end user HMI's, this· is described in chapter 4. Instead the 
systems architecture has been designed to support generic end user / machine interactions 
. which can be composed in a structure to provide complete end user HMI's. The HMI systems 
architecture described in this chapter has been designed for automotive manufacturing 
automation systems. The architecture describes the arrangement, interaction, and executable 
processes that together are used to form the HMI system. Its purpose is to ensure that the 
HMI system satisfies a specified set of requirements. These requirements can be categorised 
into two distinct types. Firstly the functional requirements, i.e., the individual user / machine 
interactions which are described in section 5.3.1. These are; I) request machine commands, 
2) display real-time machine events, 3) displaying machine configuration information and 4) 
requesting real-time machine information. 'Secondly the system architecture is designed to 
meet non functional requirements which are providing accurate machine information, 
performance of the systems interactions (adequate real-time performance), scalabiIity of the 
architecture across many different machine applications to applications and the agility of the 
-
system in terms of its responsiveness to changes in the machine configuration or end user· 
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functional requirements. The HMI system architecture has been designed to support machines 
within the context of automotive manufacturing automation systems. 
Different End Users and 
associated HMI's 
Generic 
individual user 
I machine 
Interactions 
HMI System 
Functionality 
Physical 
Elements 
Process 
Interconnections I 
IExecutable Processl 
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Chapter 4 End User HMI 
Functionality 
Functional Requirements 
-Request machine commands 
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Non Functional Requirements 
-Accurate machine information 
-Time response of systems 
interactions 
'Scalability of HMI's 
'Agility to support many machine 
applications 
'Accessibility to globally 
distributed engineering partners 
Figure 5.1 HMI System architecture must be designed to fully support functional and non 
functional requirements. 
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5.2 Method for the Design of the HMI System Architecture 
The method that has been applied to the design of the HMI Systems architecture is illustrated 
in figure 5.2. The system architecture is described from five viewpoints, 1) Requirements of 
the system, 2) System Functionality, 3) System Structure, 4) Sequence of the system and 5) 
System Implementation [152] . 
. The requirements of the system are captured in Use Case descriptions. The Use Case. 
descriptions describe the high level interaction between the HMI system and the stakeholders. 
Use Case diagrams are based on standard UML notation are applied to represent use cases. 
Scenarios are then applied to each use case 'which describes generalised sequences of how the 
system processes the use case. The scenarios provide a walk through of what the system is 
expected to do and how it responds for a single use case. Scenarios are developed for all use 
cases. 
From sets of scenarios the functionality of the system can be derived to provide the functional 
requirements. The functionality of the system is captured in a package diagram. The package 
diagram partitions the functionality into logical modules. 
The systems architecture considers how the modules defined in the package diagram are 
linked to devices used in the real system. 
The functionality of the system modules in the package diagram are used to derive the 
architectural elements of the system. The architectural elements and their relationships that 
provide the system structure is represented using standard UML based class diagrams. 
The system sequence viewpoint describes the operation of each architectural element in the 
system. This includes describing; 1) interfaces to other system elements and 2) their 
processes. 
The flow of messages between the architectural elements of the system is described using 
standard UML sequence diagrams. These diagrams represent complete flow of messages 
between system elements for a particular operation. These diagrams are used to validate that 
the system has the correct elements and interactions between them to perform an operation. 
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It's often an iterative process between designing the systems structure and then validating the 
functionality by checking the sequence of the system to complete the desired function [134, 
152]. 
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5.3 HMI System Requirements 
The process of developing the HMI System architecture begins with a definition of the 
requirements. These requirements can be categorised into two distinct types. 
The functional requirements are the individual user / machine interactions and are described 
in use cases. Many of these individual user / machine interactions are typically used to 
compose a complete end user HMI system (chapter 4 describes a structure and modelling 
technique to comprehensibly describe the complete end user HMI). The context of the fou~ 
us~r / machine interactions that have belm identified through observations and interviewing of 
industrial collaborators [88] is detailed in table 5.1. 
Table 5 I Context of the four user / machine interactions 
User / Machine interaction Context . 
The end user needs to request machine commands 
1. Request machine commands using the HMI system. These commands can control the machine's position or mode of operation using a 
button of the end user HMI. 
All machine events need to be displayed to the end user 
Display real-time machine so they can determine the state of the machine. These 2. machine events are time critical and must be delivered 
events in real-time so the HMI reflects the state of the 
machine. 
Configuration information relating to the machine must 
Displaying machine be displayed to end users. This machine configuration 3. 
configuration information maybe the sequence and interlocking of the machine so that the end user can diagnose or detect any 
malfunction, fault with the machine. 
Requesting real-time The end user may need to request real-time machine .. 4. 
machine information. information, for example current error information of the machine. . . 
The non functional requirements of the system are providing accurate machine information, 
the performance of the systems interactions,· the scalability of the architecture across many 
different machine end user applications and the accessibility and agility of the system in 
terms of its responsiveness to changes in the machine configuration or end user functional 
requirements. These non functional requirements of the HMI system architectUre are detailed 
in table 5.2. 
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T bl 52N F a e on uncttona IR f h HMIS eqUlrements 0 t e system Ar h' c Itecture 
Non Functional Requirements Context 
.. 
Integrated machine automation systems where a 
1. Accurate machine . common repository provides all machine information information not fragmented across multiple systems with poor 
integration. . 
2. Time response of systems Real-time machine events must be propagated to the interactions user in a deterministic manner. 
3. Scalability The architecture must be inherently scalable to support . different automotive machine automation applications . 
. 
The HMI system architecture must support frequent 
4. Agility machine re-configuration with minimum effort required 
to the HMI. 
Accessibility Globally distributed engineering partners must be able 5. to increase machine up time by remotely diagnosing and 
supporting the machine. 
5.3.1 Use Cases 
The use case illustrates the individual user I machine interactions. As defined in system 
, 
engineering texts, a use case captures a goal-oriented set of interactions between external 
actors and the system under consideration. Actors are parties outside the system, in this case 
HMI End Users. 
Use cases capture who (actor) does what (interaction) with the system and for what purpose 
(goal) without dealing with the internal working of the system itself. A complete set of use 
cases specifies all the different ways to use the system,. and therefore defines all behaviour 
required of the system, bounding its'scope. 
Only one actor is shown in the use case diagram illustrated in figure 5.2. The purpose of the 
uses case diagram in the context of the HMI systems architectural design is to outline all 
interactions that users may have with the HMI system to enable a HMI system architecture to 
be designed that can meet these requirements. It is not the purpose to design each individual 
user's requirements and interactions with the system, this is captured in the end users HMI 
functionality explained in chapter 4. 
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It has been identified in this research in collaboration with industry partners [88] that their are 
four types of basic interactions end users have with a HMI System which are; I) requesting 
machine commands, 2), request machine information, 3) display machine configuration 
information and 4) display real-time machine events. It is any combination of one or more of 
. these interactions that is required by each individual HMI end user. 
The machine which is either simulated or real (see section 3.5 for an overview of CoB 
automation systems which has a simulation and or a real machine) transfers real-time 
information and machine configuration information to the HMI System were it must be 
displayed to the end user. The end user requests machine commands via the HMI systems 
which are propagated to either the real or simulated machine. The HMI systems architecture 
must support these basic interactions between the end users and the machine which are the 
low level building blocks from· which many different end users HMI's and classes of 
automotive production machine applications can be supported (see case studies in chapter 7). 
HMI 
End User 
HMI System 
Request Machine 
Real-time Infonnation 
Simulated Machine 
Real Machine 
Figure 5.2 Use Cases required in supporting any HMI end users. 
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5.3.2 . Scenarios 
Scenarios are applied to each of the use case system interactions formulated in the previous 
section. The scenarios provide details about the process which the HMI system must conduct. 
. Functionality required in the HMI system can then be extracted from these scenarios to 
support more detailed design of the architecture. 
As this stage in the HMI systems architectural design some very general system elements are 
assumed to exist so the scenarios can explain an initial abstract executable process. The . 
general elements are; 1) a machine server that contains applications to process logic 
• 
associated with the user / machine interaction and 2) a end user HMI which the end user 
interacts with. 
Table 5.3 details a scenario where a HMI end user requests a machine command. The 
scenario is only described at a generalised level, at a more particular level the scenario maybe 
that the HMI end user requests a machine component movement or machine operating mode 
is changed. 
This scenario involves an end user requesting a machine command using the end user HMI 
which is then iransferred to a machine server where the command is processed. The 
processing of the command involves checking if it is valid. The validity of the move is based 
on the machine's current configuration and this information must be stored on the machine 
server. It must be determined from the machine's configuration information if the request is 
directed to the real machine or a simulated solid model. 
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Table 5.3 Scenario involving HMI End User requesting a machine command 
Scenario - HMI End User Request Machine Commands 
I. Stakeholder requests a machine command using the End User HMI. 
2. The End User HMI transfers request to machine server. 
. 
3. The Machine Server applications check if the requested command is valid using 
machine configuration information. 
4. The Machine Server applications determine from machine configuration the candidate 
machine (real or simulated) to execute command. 
5. Machine command is requested 
6. Response is returned to the End User HMI to confirm command request. 
Table 5.4 details a scenario basedon the HMI System displaying a real-time machine event. 
The scenario is described at a generalised level, an example scenario maybe a machine 
component state change and an event is generated on the end user HMI. 
When a machine event is generated it is propagated to a HMI application on the machine 
server that stores the real-time· machine events. The machine event may be generated from 
either a simulated or real machine. The machine event is then broadcasted from the machine 
server to all end user HMI using a real-time communication protocol. The HMI(s) receive the 
machine event and display it to the end user 
Table 5.4 Scenario involving HMI Displaying Real-time Machine Events 
Scenario - Display Real-time Machine events 
1. Machine generates event. 
2. The event is propagated to a machine data application that stores real-time machine 
events on the machine server. 
3. Machine application broadcasts the machine event information in real-time to all End 
User HMI's. 
4. End User HMI receives and then displays the information to end user . 
. 
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Table 5.5 details a scenario based on the HMI system displaying machine configuration 
. information. An en? user HMI requests all machine component names for a particular 
machine sub system as an example case ofthis scenario. 
An End User HMI makes a request to the machine server for a particular type of machine 
configuration information. The machine server then invokes a HMI application that has the 
functional services to retrieve information from the machines configuration database. The 
request is then returned to the HMI application where it is then transferred to the End User 
HMI. The End User HMI then displays the requested machine configuration information the 
stakeholder. 
Table 5.5 Scenario based on the HMI Displaying Real-time Machine Events 
Scenario - Display Machine Configuration Information 
I. End User HMI requests from the machine server a particular type of machine 
configuration to be displayed. 
2. The request is processed by a HMI application that retrieved the requested information 
form the machine configuration database. 
3. The requested machine configuration information is returned to the HMI application. 
4. The machine configuration is transferred to the End User HMI where it is displayed to 
the stakeholder. 
Table 5.6 details a scenario based where the end user HMI requests real-time machine 
information which for example maybe requesting the actual error events that have occurred 
while the machine has been operating. 
An end user HMI requests real-time machine information from the machine's server for 
example actual errors that have occurred. The machine server then invokes a HMI application 
that retrieves the requested information from the machines real-time information. The 
requested information is then returned to the HMI application where it is then transferred to 
the end user HMI. The end user HMI displays the machine real-time information the 
stakeholder. 
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Table 5.6 Scenario based on requesting machine real-time information 
Scenario - Request Machine Real-time Information 
1. End User HMI requests from the machine server for a particular type of machine 
configuration to be displayed. 
2. The request is processed by a HMI application that retrieved the requested information 
form the machine configuration database. 
3. The requested machine configuration information is returned to the HMI application. 
.. 4. The machine configuration is transferred to the End User HMI where it is displayed to 
the stakeholder. 
. . 
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5.4 HMI System Functionality 
A package diagram used in this method for designing the HMI systems architecture illustrates 
the high level logical grouping of the HMI systems required. functionality. The functional 
requirements in the package diagram have been derived directly from the scenarios in the 
tables 5.3-5.6. The individual steps in the scenarios are composed into a set of high level 
logical groups, each of which define the complete required end functionality. 
Defining high level logical groups and their associated functionality allows the architectural 
elements within each package to be specified and designed to meet package requirements. 
5.4.1 HMI System Package Diagram 
The package diagram consists of a hierarchy of packages, implemented as one or more 
software components in the real system. The top level package is the HMI System 
functionality which contains six sub packages; 1) end user HMI 2) machine data 3) machine 
interface 4) web server, 5) HMI applications and 6) the machine (Real or Simulated) .. These _ 
six HMI System packages are identified in this research as major functional aspects required 
in the HMI System. 
HMI System Functionality 
Machine Interface 
Publish 
Commands 
Machine 
End User HMI 
Request Real-time 
Machine Information 
Request 
Machine Configuration 
Information 
Common Machine Data Repository 
HMI Applications 
Display Real-time 
Machine events 
Check and Request 
Client Machine 
Commands 
Retrieve Machine 
Configuration Information 
Publish Real-time 
Machine Information To 
End User HMI 
Web Server 
Handle Client Request 
and Serve Web Pages 
Machine (Real or SimUlated) 
Figure 5.3 HMI System Package Diagram 
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End User HMI 
The functionality defined in the end user HMI package must support all interactions the 
stakeholder (HMI end user) has with the HMI System. The HMI systems architecture is only 
concerned with the delivery of the. machine information and handling end user HMI 
interactions. The particular end users HMI functionality will be implemented in the form of a 
HMI client (consisting of a set of HMI screens, the structure and modelling technique is 
described in chapter 4) that the stakeholder interacts with. The end user HMI must display all 
types of machine information to the stakeholder which may for example include, displaying 
machine configuration information, real-time machine information and real-time machine 
events. The end user HMI must also support stakeholders performing actions on the real. or 
simulated machines which are for example requesting machine configuration information and· 
real-time machine information. 
HMI Applications 
The HMI applications package was formed from the functionality in the scenarios that 
require application logic. This application logic for example may be checking that the 
machine commands are valid against the machine configuration, retrieving machine 
configuration information or publishing real-time machine information. 
Machine Interface 
The Machine Interface function is to provide the interconnection between the HMI System 
and the external machine. The external machine maybe either simulated or a real machine 
(see section 3.5 for an overview of CoB automation systems which has a simulation and or a 
real machine). The machine interface directs the machine bound information from the HMI 
. System to either the real or simulated machine which is determined from the machine 
configuration information. The Machine Interface receives machine commands from the 
machine (real or simulated) and propagates the information to the required elements of the 
HMI System. 
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Web Server 
The HMI System is web based and is derived from the HMI System requirement (see table 
5.2, no.5) that globally distributed engineering partners must be able to increase machine up 
time by remotely diagnosing and supporting the machine. The HMI System must facilitate 
remote connectivity and many end users that may simultaneously use the system. All web . 
based systems require a web server, which provides the principal access point for clients to 
retrieve web pages and execute web applications. The web server receives the requests for 
real-time and configuration types of machine information. The web server must call the 
appropriate HMI Applications to process the requests and then return the requested 
information to the client. The web server must also serve web pages to clients. 
Common Machine Data Repository 
The Common Machine Data Repository supports the storage of all machine data. There are 
two categories of machine data, 1) Real-time Machine Events and 2) Machine Configuration 
Data both of which have different characteristics. 
The Real-time Machine Event is continually updated with machine events that are generated. 
while the machine is operating. It is the within the machine data package that these events are 
stored and managed. 
The Machine configuration information is all information that describes the configuration of 
the machine. This for example would include what are the machine components, their 
interlocking and sequencing logic, if they are real or simulated, machine request commands 
and modes of the machines operation. Accurate machine information is a non functional 
requirement of this systems architecture (see table 5.2 no. 1). The common machine data 
repository provides all machine information and is not fragmented across multiple systems 
with poor integration therefore information in the repository is always accurate. This is a key 
to fulfilling. the requirements of global manufacturing where changes to the machines 
configuration frequently occur and must remain accurate across all sub systems associated 
with the machine system (machine controllers, HMI Systems). 
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Machine (Real or Simulated) 
The HMI System controls or monitors either a real or simulated machine or a combination of 
the tWo (hybrid machine). Both types of machines have the same interfaces and functionality 
(they publish machine events and execute commands) from the HMI Systems viewpoint. The. 
simulated machine would be a three dimensional solid machine model. The real machine 
defines the machine plant. The type of machine the HMI System controls or monitors is 
transparent because the interfaces are identical. 
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5.5 HMI System Architectural Design 
The HMI Systems architectural design captures the design information and specifies how the 
functionality is combined into a real system that can be implemented. To fully describe the 
system architectural design we must consider; I) the functionality captured in the design 2) 
the grouping and structuring of the functionality, 3) the interconnections required in the 
system. Very few systems are designed totally from scratch - generally systems are designed 
using a single or a collection of architectural patterns. Architectural patterns help designers 
build on the collective experience. They capture existing, well proven experience in software 
development and help to promote good design practice. Architectural patterns are used to 
construct software architectures with specific properties. A high level architectural pattern 
must be chosen and a high level mapping of the requirements onto the architectural pattern 
can be produced. The architectural pattern defines the structure of tlie system. 
A requirement for the HMI System is for it to provide an end user HMI to many users who 
are often remote to the machine which is the requirement specified in table 5.2 no. 5. Using 
client server web architectures allows many clients using standard web browsers to request 
web pages that form an end user HMI from a web server (also fulfilling the requirement 
specified in table 5.2 no. 5 in supporting the access of the HMI to remote users) .. 
The client server architecture is often a generic umbrella term for any application architecture 
that divides processing among two or more processes, often on two or more machines. The 
different variants of this architectural pattern are discussed and reviewed in chapter 2. There 
is no· architectural pattern that will meet all the unique requirements of the HMI System 
which are detailed in table 5.7. 
The HMI System is based on Client Server Web Application architecture. The HMI 
requirements and attributes of this architecture in meeting these mandatory requirements are . 
detailed in table 5.7 and a generalised schematic of the Generic Client Server Web 
Applications Architecture is ilIust~ated in figure 5.4. 
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Anytime, anywhere accessibility to the HMI System's is a supported feature that is inherent 
to the client server web applications architectural pattern. 
Table 5.7 Suitability of the Client Server Web Application Architectural Pattern meeting the 
. HMIR . umque eqUlrements . 
HMI Requirements Solution using Client Server Web Applications Architectural Pattern 
Display Real-time machine information. Client Objects remote object communications 
with web applications. 
Many clients using standard web browser may 
Many remote users. simultaneously request web pages from 
principal access point web server. 
Display machine configuration information to Machine configuration information is stored in data repository on server and displayed to 
users. 
. clients . 
Request and process machine commands. Clients request commands from server and 
web applications process commands. 
Execute machine commands. Not Supported in this architecture - Machine 
interface component is required 
Receive machine events Not Supported in this architecture - Machine interface component is required 
Functional HMI System Supportinq Requirements 
~ Real Time communications between client 
and server to transfer machine events 
.~ Machine Data (machine configuration and 
events) stored in Data Repository 
~ Web Applications support logic to process 
machine commands 
Client 
Web 
Server 
Web 'i.?n~~~t1 Applications 
"'-_._----, 
Non Functional HMI System 
Supporting Requirements 
Remote Access 
Globalisation and the t 
of engineering partners requires 
end users have remote access 
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monitoring and diagnostics. 
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Server 
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Accurate Machine Data 
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Information can be stored and is 
therefore not fragmented over 
man different s stems 
Figure 5.4 Generic Client Server Web Applications Architectural Schematic 
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The generic client seIVer web application architectural pattern consists of a web seIVer, web 
I . ..
applications and a data repository that is on one or distributed on many seIVers. Clients use a 
web browser to perform a HTTP requests and retrieve web pages which provide the end user 
HMI from the web seIVer. The client's web pages can contain objects (stand alone 
applications within the web browser) that have direct remote object communications with 
web applications. This architectural characteristic. is . a mandatory requirement for HMI 
System to enable real-time machine events to be displayed to clients. Without this 
communication channel information could not be displayed in real-time by the client. 
The data repository in this architecture allows information to be retrieved using web 
applications and then displayed in the client using standard web pages requested from the 
web seIVer or directly to client objects. All machine data is stored in a data repository on the 
server and then can be displayed to clients using either of these methods depending on the 
characteristics of the machine information - real-time machine data (machine events) is 
displayed using client objects and non real-time machine data (machine configuration) is 
displayed using standard HTML web pages. 
Machine commands are requested by the client and processed by the HMI Applications on 
the seIVer. However this generic architecture does not support any coinmunications with 
external machines to execute the commands. This generic architecture has been enhanced to 
support the unique requirements of the HMI system with a machine interface software 
component which is illustrated in figure 5.5. This additional component in the architecture 
allows the HMI system to communicate with the machine where machine commands can be 
transferred and executed. This also allows the HMI System to receive machine events where 
they can be stored in a data repository and processed by web applications. 
Figure 5.5 also illustrates the deployment of the functional packages (from the package 
diagram in figure 5.3) onto the HMI System architectural implementation that has been 
described. 
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It is an essential requirement of the HMI System to be an· accurate representative of the 
controlled automation production machine. As the frequency of new products is increasing 
manufacturing machines are more frequently reconfigured. It is therefore imperative that the 
HMI systems architecture should ensure that the HMI system provides accurate and 
consistent information about its associated production machine. The HMI systems 
architecture proposed in figure 5.5 supports this requirement by having all machine 
information stored in a common machine data repository. 
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5.6 Principal HMI System Elements 
The principal architectural elements in the HMI system are derived from the functionality in 
section 5.4 and the relationships between these elements are established in section 5.5 which 
describes the systems architectural structure. The functionality of each of the six packages is 
met by one or more architectural elements. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the architectural elements in the HMI System and shows the 
relationships between them. The elements that are deployed to the client are on the left hand 
side and the machine and server elements are on the right hand side of the figure. 
Each rectangle is a architectural element which represents a logical unit of functionality. The 
line between elements represents an interconnection and the details of (type of information, 
direction) are described in the architectural elements description. 
An arrow between any two elements shows a relationship between them, for example, 
"element A" is dependant on "element B". The arrowhead describes the direction of 
dependency, and the nanie attached to the arrow describes the relationship. 
Client browsers request web pages (which form the end user HMI) fro~ a web server using 
standard HTTP internet technologies. The web server can serve static web pages from its file 
system or create them dynamically using scripts. The dynamic scripts are executed using a 
scripting engine which retrieves and or writes information' to the machine configuration 
database. The machine configuration database stores all information regarding the machines 
configuration .. 
A client browser renders or marks up a webpage into a screen which HMI end user interacts 
with. A web page contains one or more frames. Frames provide a mechanism for dividing a 
web page into a number of screen' compartments. Each frame contains one or more HTML 
pages which contain one or more different types of HMTL elements. The HMTL elements 
support different functional aspects of the client HMI. To enable users submit information to 
the HMI system HTML forms are required. HTML forms submit information to the web 
server using HTTP requests. The client HMI supports the presentation of information to users 
. 
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through HMTL table, images and text. The client HMI implements HTML links to support 
the user in navigating between different HTML pages. Logic and control of these HTML 
. , . 
elements can be executed using client side scripts. Objects in the client HMI. are software 
applications within the HTML page that have capabilities to support any type user 
interaction. 
The client objects communicates directly using a Remote Object Transfer Protocol (ROTP) 
with a broadcaster architectural element which is on the machine server. This communication 
mechanism (ROTP) is used to transfer real-time information between the server and client. 
An instance of a broadcaster is created for each connected client. 
The broadcaster receives all machine event information from the machine blackboard. The 
machine blackboard stores all real-time information from the machine interface. The machine 
interface provide the communication interface between the server and the machine which 
maybe real or simulated. The machine interface receives all events and transfers them to the 
machine blackboard. When machine commands are requested the machine interface must 
determine if they must be executed on the real or simulated machine using information in the 
machine configuration database. The servlet engine handles all machine command requests 
from the web server and determines the correctness of the command and transfers then 
command to the machine interface. 
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5.7 HMI System Architectural Elements Design 
The HMI System architectural elements are detailed in this section. Each of the architectural 
element function and it operating process is described. The implementation that must be 
adopted is standardised web based technologies. 
5.7.1. Web Page 
Figure 5.7 illustrates the end user HMI process. The end user HMI is implemented as set of 
web pages. The initial step in the operation of the end user HMI is for the web browser to 
request a URL of the required HMI. This URL (figure 5.7, ref 1) specifies the global address 
ofthe web server and the top level web page. The web server returns the requested web page 
that contains one or more frames (figure 5.7 ref2). Each frame contains a HTML page which 
contains several different' types of one or more HTML elements all of which are downloaded 
to the End User HMI from the web server. The HTML Link elements request (figure 5.7 ref 
, 
3) different HTML pages which can be returned to any of the frames. This supports the 
navigational functionality required in the End User HMI. 
HTML Forms support the End User in requesting information. HTML Forms specify 1) 
Machine Error Information, 2) Machine interlocking Configuration or 3) Machine 
Commands that are required in the End User HMI. These requests are sent to the web server 
where they are distributed and executed and a response in returned to the HTML Form. 
Client objects (applications within the HTML page) are used to transfer real-time machine 
events information between the server and client. The client objects request a connection and 
subsequently communicate directly using a Remote Object Transfer Protocol with a 
broadcaster architectural element which is on the machine server. The broadcaster transfers 
all real-time machine information to connected clients where they display the information to 
the user. An instance of a broadcaster is created for each connected client. 
The end user HMI has intercommunication between all HTML elements. This supports for 
example real-time information in the client object updating images, tables, text and the 
HTMLpage. 
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Figure 5.7 Operation process of the End User HMI 
5.7.2 Machine Broadcaster 
The principal functionality of this architectural element is to broadcast machine events using 
real-time data communication mechanisms to client objects in the end user HMI. The 
broadcaster supports the requirement (figure 5.3 package diagram) in the HMI Applications 
to publish real-time machine information to End User HMI's. 
End User HMI contains objects that request a connection to the broadcaster (figure 5.8 ref I). 
The broadcaster has a socket permanently open that is listening for connection requests. 
When a connection request is received by the broadcaster a new broadcaster thread is created 
and requests to subscribe to the machine events information· on the machine blackboard. 
When a subscription is requested for the machine events the blackboard returns all current 
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machine events and all subsequent events. The machine events information is transferred to 
the client object thr6ugh a new socket instance that is created by the listening socket when the 
client requests a connection. This new socket instance is dedicated to the client object and 
transfers all real-time machine event information to the end user HMI. 
.' 
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End User HMI HMI Applications Machine Data 
A- A A 
r , ( \r \ 
0) ~, Broadcaster 0 Machine listening Create New ~ ( . - Subscribe to Blackboard 
Client connection . Socket Broadcaster . ~ Subscnbe ) . machine events 
. 
Client crealel0~ ® ALL Data , CUlTent Object instancel ® Stream I machine events MACHINE 
Machine event New 
I ® New mach·ina events 
STATES 
data stream Socket Machine , . Instance 0 { Events J 
Figure 5.8 Machine Broadcaster operating process 
5.7.3 Machine Blackboard 
The blackboard is an architectural element that supports the machine data functionality 
(figure 5.3 package diagram) by providing a data service to capture and distribute the real-
time machine information. The blackboard receives and stores all machine events to provide 
HMI applications with machine information. 
The machine blackboard consists of a connection manager and machine event storage. 
The machine events storage is implemented as an area of memory used to store a continuous 
stream of data received from the machine interface. A circular buffer mechanism increments 
to a the next memory location when new machine event is received, starting again at the 
beginning of the buffer after reaching the end . 
. There are separate read and write pointers to access this circular buffer. There is only a single 
pointer that writes to the circler buffer which is connected to the machine interface that 
handles all machine events from both the real or simulated machine. Read pointers are 
created for each broadcaster in the system. The connection manager handles all housekeeping 
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and management of the circular buffer. It creates new read pointers and a reference to the . 
broadcaster. When a broadcaster subscribes to the machine events service the connection 
manager publishes all current machine events. A read pointer then publishes subsequent 
machine events to the broadcaster . 
. ~ ....•...........•..•.•. ... . ,- . 
"','-
5.7.4 Web Server 
Circular 
. Duffer 
Figure 5.9 Machine Blackboard operating process 
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The web server must support all requests from one or more end. User HMI clients which can 
be HTML over HTTP, or in case of rich end user HMI clients, the client can act as a web 
service entity and use direct HTTP interactions with server applications. 
The clients request web pages from the web server which may be 1) static or 2) dynamic. 
Static web pages remain constant and are stored on the web server file system. Dynamic web 
pages store a script on the web server file system which is executed on a scripting engine. 
The web server must invoke this scripting engine when. the dynamic scripts are requested by 
clients. 
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Rich End User HMI requirements support interaction with the server beyond downloading of 
the web page. This is for example an End User HMI requesting machine commands from a 
web page. The command is send to the web server using a HTML request mechanism. The 
web server receives the request and they must invoke a HMI application to process the 
command and return a response. This response is then returned to the requested web page 
where it can be processed. 
HTTP request· . 
. Response from web seve 
5.7.5 Scripting Engine 
. .. File System. . 
'.' StatiC', 
f--++I [~ 
Dynamic 
Figure 5.10 Web Server operation 
Scripts invoke scripling engine" 
Return executed script 
Invoke HMI Application 
Process and return response 
The scripting engine architectural element supports the web server functionality in processing 
client requests to serve web pages that require information from the machine's configuration 
information~ 
Dynamic scripts located on the web server and each HTML page may contain a number of 
script expressions. Each script expression specifies a piece of code generating HTML code 
and/or controlling the generation of HTML code on the page. 
The scripting language can request machine configuration information and then generates 
HTML code for the End User HMI. The major advantage of creating a web page dynamically 
is that machine configuration information can be requested and dynamically creates web a 
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page ensuring there are no consistency issues between the webpage information and the 
machine configuration because the web page is created on every HTIP client request. This is 
a very important benefit to HMI Systems. The system architecture ensures that other 
applications that modify the machines configuration during its lifecycle do not introduce 
. consistency errors due to the machine configuration always generating the HMI web pages. 
Request rrachine 
infOl1Tl8tion using 
. scripting language 
Web Server 
Dynanic 
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l.-t 
~ --I--
r---
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Script 
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Figure 5.11 Scripting Engine Operation 
5.7.6 Servlet Engine 
, 
Machine 
Configuration 
Database 
. 
The Servlet Engine is a core part of the HMI applications functionality. The servlet Engine· 
provides the application logic to; 1) check and request client machine commands 2) retrieve 
machine configuration information and 3) request run-time machine errors. These requests 
are made from the web server. 
The Servlet Engine receives all machine events and stores them in a machine events array. 
When the web server makes a request for machine error information the machine error events 
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logic in the Servlet Engine determines the errors from is machine events array. This error 
information is then formatted and returned to the web server. Different types of machine . 
errors may be requested by the web server dependant on the machine's application. 
The web server can request machine commands using the Machine Control Command logic 
that is in the servlet engine. This application logic checks if the command is valid in terms of 
I) it is a recogoised command and 2) the machine is in the correct state to execute this 
command. The machine control command logic communicates with the· machine 
configuration database and the machine events array to execute this application logic. If the. 
application logic conditions are satisfied then the machine command is sent to the machine 
interface where it is executed. Machine configuration information is request from the web 
server. This information maybe for example machine components interlocking configuration 
information. This machine configuration information is requested and retrieved from the 
machine configuration database and then formatted and returned to the web server. 
-. \, 
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5.7.7 Machine Interface 
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The machine interface function is to transfer information bi-directionally between the 
machine server and the machine. The machine maybe real or simulated and the application 
logic in the machine interface must determine the correct type of machine to route 
commands. 
Machine commands are received by the machine interface from the servlet engine. The 
machine interface application logic communicates with the machine configuration database 
where the machine type of all machine components is specified. The application logic can 
then route the command to the relevant machine type (real or simulated) via an interface. 
These commands can now be executed by the machine. The real or simulated machine 
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generates machine events that are received by the appropriate interface and then are 
propagated to the machine blackboard which mangers all machine states. 
The communication link between the real machine interface and the real machine would be a 
control network. The Simulated machine would want to be viewed in tools that support the 
engineering design of the machine or remotely using World Wide Web technologies. The 
communications link between the simulated machine interface and the simulated machine is 
TCP/IP based. 
Real Machine 
Interface 
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Figure 5.13 Machine Interface 
5.8 HMI System Sequence 
The sequence in which the HMI System executes the use cases interactions illustrated in 
figure 5.2 is described using sequence diagrams. These sequence diagrams describe how 
messages are propagated through the architectural elements in the HMI system to perform a 
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particular functional requirement. This validates the design of the architecture by testing that 
is meets it's required functionally. 
5.8.1 Presenting MachIne Configuration Information 
The dynamic sequence of the system illustrated in figure 5.14 describes how the HMI system 
architecture handles a scenario where the End User HMI is presenting machine configuration 
information .. The first stage in the system sequence is for the client browser to marshal the 
request via HTTP. HTTP then requests the URL on the web server. The web server resolves 
the URL and processes the filename request, the dynamic script. The dynamic script then 
executes the scripting expressions which invokes the scripting engine. The scripting engine 
retrieves . machine configuration data from the database. This machine· configuration 
information is returned to the dynamic script which marshals the response via the HTTP the 
client ·browser. 
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Figure 5.14 End User HMI presenting machine configuration information execution scenario 
5.8.2 Requesting Machine Commands 
The system sequence for End User HMI requesting the execution of machine commands is 
illustrated in figure 5.15. HTML forms in the client browser generate a HTTP request. This 
request is marshalled to the web server using HTTP. The web server resolves the URL and 
invokes the Servlet Engine that executes command logic. This logic requires information 
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from the machine configuration database to evaluate the logic and then call the machine 
interface to execute the machine command. The machine interface then requests data from 
the database to determine if the command is sent to the real or simulated machine. When the 
Servlet Engine has executed the machine command a return response is propagated back 
through the web server, HTTP, client browser to the HTML form. This provides a 
. confirmation to the HTML Form that the request has been received. 
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Figure 5.15 HMI System sequence for requesting machine commands 
5.8.3 End User HMI Displaying Real-time Machine Events 
mact.inetype 
The end user HMI displays the real-time machine events. The machine generates events 
during its run-time operation and publishes them on the machine control network. The events 
are received by the machine interface and then propagated to the machine blackboard. The 
machine blackboard stores all the machine events and then calls the broadcaster threads. Each 
broadcaster marshals the information to a ROTP (Remote Object Transfer Protocol) which 
transfers the machine events data the client objects. These client objects display the machine 
event information in the end user HMI. 
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Figure 5.16 System sequence for End User HMI Displaying.Real-time Machine Events 
5.8.4 Requesting Real-time Machine Information 
Display in End 
User HMI 
Figure 5.17 illustrates the system sequence for requesting real-time machine information: 
HTML forms in the client browser generate a HTTP request for the type of real-time machine 
information. This request is marshalled to the web server using HTTP. The web server 
resolves the URL and invokes the Servlet Engine that executes logic to get the real-time 
machine information from the machine events array. This information is then returned to the 
web server where the response is marshalled to the client browser to provide a HTTP 
response. 
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5.9 Summary· 
The HMI system architecture that has been described in this chapter has been designed to 
support the emerging requirements of automated manufacturing systems. 
The HMI architecture meets the unique characteristics of HMI systems by further developing 
a recognised client server web applications architectural pattern. The architectural elements 
executable process and interfaces are described and mapped to software components. The 
HMI system architecture is validated using sequence diagrams that prove the design is 
meeting the functional requirements. 
The structure and partitioning and the system elements support~ scalability in applying the 
HMI system architecture to different types of automotive production machine applications. 
A common system data repository stores all machine information. A common data source for 
all machine information ensures the HMI always has machine accurate information and 
eliminates problems of inaccurate machine information being fragmented across different 
systems. Using the client server architecture the HMI is accessible to end users via an internet 
enabled PC using a standard web browser. This supports the globally distributed engineering 
partners who are involved in the engineering of the automotive production machine. It is 
suggested that the remote monitoring and diagnostic with increase the efficiency of the 
machines. 
In chapter 6 the process of constructing an HMI using the architecture described in this 
chapter will be explained from the perspectives of the stakeholders involved. 
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6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the processes involved in constructing an end user HMI will be described. The 
systems architecture (chapter 5 of this thesis) describes the executable process of the HMI 
system. The HMI system architecture has been designed to support machines within the 
context of automotive manufacturing automation systems. This chapter describes process, 
tools and resources that the stakeholders require to implement an. end user HMI for a 
particular machine application. 
To construct the end user HMI software components must be developed. Three different 
types of software components are required to implement end user HMI which correspond to 
the end user HMI functional structure described in chapter 4 of this thesis. T~e highest level 
element defined in this defined structure is implemented as the end users HMI client which is 
a fully functionai HMI that supports the end users in fulfilling their enterprise role. A HMI 
configuration tool developed in this research and described in this chapter supports directly 
inputting of a storyboarding model in order to automatically generate a complete end user 
HMI. The development process for lower level components that are required to facilitate the 
composition of an end user HMI client, (HMI tasks and HMI widget components), are 
described from the stakeholders role(s) and the implementation technologies perspectives. 
The processes described in this chapter to construct a end. user HMI are subsequently 
implemented using the case studies to be described in chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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6.2 Context of HMI within C-8 Automation System 
The goal of the C-8 automation paradigm is to fully support the complete lifecycle 
requirements of automated machines. The fundamental concept of this paradigm is to 
compose complete automated machines from modular machine components. 
The major elements of a component based automation system are; I) an integrated 
engineering environment to support the machine throughout all lifecycle phases, 2) a 
common machine data repository which contains all machine information and 3) machine 
. components that can be either real or simulated. 
An integrated engineering environment consists of an extendable set of engineering tools that 
can be used by a set of globally distributed engineering stakeholders at all phases of the 
machine's lifecycle. These tools include a Process Definition Environment (PDE) which 
supports the process planning, machine design and sequencing, interlocking logic and 
provides simulation tools to test the machine. 
The lifecycle of a machine can be split into two major phases, I) machine design and 
installation and 2) the machine operating and reconfiguration phase [88]. The second 
lifecycle phase encompasses all machine reconfigurations, from minor machine interlocking 
changes to major machine recomposition. 
The initial stage in the machine design and installation phase involves determining the 
specification for the new machine. The process engineers plan the operation of the machine 
from the manufacturing process requirements that the new machine must support, Machine 
engineers then sehict the machine components that meet the specification of the new 
machines requirements. This is followed by control engineers inputting the sequencing and 
interlocking logic of the machine. The PDE tools allow this information (sequencing and 
interlocking logic) to be inputted using a high level representation (state based diagramming) . 
. that defines the machine process. The control logic can be validated using the machine 
simulation tools. These tools provide a three dimensional solid model of the· machine 
enabling the machine logic to be tested before the physical machine is built. The end user 
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HMI's are configured using a tool within the integrated engineering environment and would 
typically be' done by the process engineer. This tool supports the selection of an exiting end 
user HMI or the design of new end user HMIs from a set of HMI tasks that the intended end 
user must perform. The HMI can be tested using the machine simulation in the PDE. 
The second phase in the machine's lifecycle is the operating and reconfiguration phase. 
During this phase the HMI is used to support diagnostics, maintenance and operating 
functions. The machine can be reconfigured to meet new product requirements. Again the 
integrated engineering environment fully supports this lifecycle stage. During the operating 
life,cycle stage the end user HMI is displayed using a web browser to provide the accessibility 
to stakeholders in performing diagnostics, maintenance or operating roles. 
As illustrated in figure, 6.1, a single common machine data repository is used throughout the 
machine lifecycle to store all information related to the machine. All the data is structured in 
accordance with the C-B architecture [23]. The essential idea is that the information is 
defined once but used many times by all stakeholders throughout the machines lifecycle. 
The machine components can be either real or modelled. Modelled machine components are 
simulated using three dimensional solid models. Real machine components are physical 
modular parts (actuator, sensors, servo drives) of the machine which contain embedded 
machine interlocking and sequencing logic. 
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6.3 E~d User HMI Implementation 
The HMI end users functionality is described using a well defined stnicture and associated 
storyboarding modelling technique in chapter 4 of this thesis. The structure of the end user's 
functionality consists of three levels that relate to different levels of granularity; 1) End User 
HMI's which are composed from one or more HMI Tasks, 2) HMI Tasks which support a 
particular aspect of the HMI functionality required and 3) HMI Widgets that provide the 
functionality to directly interact with an aspect of the controlled machine. The elements 
within this structure are implemented in the form of software components that are used to 
compose a complete fully functional end user HMI client. The software components 
implemented in the HMI system directly maps onto a corresponding element within the HMI 
end users functional structure. 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the three types of software components used to construct end user 
HMI's and their attributes in development process . 
. The role of the HMI Widgets is to provide the functionality that facilitates direct interaction 
with one or more machine components. HMI Widgets support the HMI system in providing 
component information to the end user. Machine component design engineers develop these 
components that allow specialist knowledge to be embedded in the machine component and 
displayed to the end users. These HMI widgets provide a standard way to support machine 
builder's interaction with machine components. One or more HMI Widgetsare combined to 
develop a HMI task component. Machine process engineers specify the machine tasks that 
. can be performed· and machine HMI engineers work from these specifications to develop the 
HMI tasks software components. One or more HMI tasks components are combined to 
compose a complete end user HMI client. Enterprise management and or the HMI end users 
can specify what machine tasks they must perform on the machine and select the relevant 
HMI machine task components. End user HMI's are composed using the HMI configuration 
tool in the integrated engineering environment that support direct inputting of the end user 
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HMI for a storyboarding model that specifies the functionality of the end user HMI. This 
enables users with no programming skills to compose HMI system and hence they can be 
rapidly configured . 
. 
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Figu~e 6.2 Generalised attributes of development method devised in this research. 
6.3.1 Technologies Implemented in HMI Architecture 
Figure 6.3 illustrates the different web technologies implemented for the three different types 
of software components in the end user HMI. 
The end user HMI consists of one or more HMI screens. These screens are divided into 
screen compartments using HTML Frames. HTML Frames is a recognised technology that 
divides a web page into a series, of sub pages or screen compartments [95]. The layout within 
each screen compartment is defined using HTML. The HTML may be static, where it's in a 
file and not changeable, or dynamic where it is generated at run-time by the web server 
(when the web browser requests the web page) according to some conditions or information, 
for example the number of components the machine consists of: The HTML can be generated , 
from scripting engines either on the web server or the web browser client. Client side 
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. scripting implemented technologies are either JavaScriptor VB Scripi. Standard Server side 
scripting web technologies that are implemented in this HMI system are PHP or ASP and 
these are executed on the server where it can interface with all the HMI applications (HMI 
applications are illustrated in figure 5.5). The HMI system can support any 3'd party web 
browser plug in technologies. Vendor's design plug-ins technologies to provide a unique 
aspect of functionality for the web browser to perform. 3,d party plug in technologies that are 
. typically implemented in the HMI system are; 1) Portable Document Format (PDF) that 
support machine documentation, 2) Virtual Reality Mark-up Language (VRML) that support 
a animated three dimension solid model of the machine system, 3) Macromedia Flash I that 
supports high quality animation and graphics in the HMI, 4) Java Applets technologies that 
support applications being executed within a web page. It is a combination· of these 
technologies that enable complete end user HMI systems to be constructed. 
IMacromedia Flash (SWF) is a file format, as it is officially called by Macromedia, has become the de facto standard for vector 
graphics in web pages.. . 
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6.4 Process for creating a new End User HMI Client 
. . 
This section describes the process for the creation of a new end user HMI client. The end user 
HMI client is designed to meet the requirements of a certain type of end user. For an existing 
type of end user this HMI approach supports the reuse of the existing end user HMI clients 
that have been developed. If an end user HMI client is required for a new type of end user 
then a new End user HMI client must be constructed and stored for reuse. 
Existing End User 
HMI type 
Store and 
"Mlj}:i:""'i}:?-#iiWI 
Reuse 
Figure 6.4 Construction of new End User HMI 
6.4.1 Reuse of existing end user HMI client 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the process for the reuse of an exiting end user HMI client. Process 
engineers, enterprise management and HMI end users are the stakeholders that would use the 
HMI configuration tool to view all end user HMI clients stored the system library. The type 
of HMI end user must be determined and then the appropriate end user HMI Client maybe 
selected. The end user HMI is then deployed to the candidate machine server using the HMI 
configuration tool. The machine server contains the machine web server, HMI applications, 
and an interface to the machine and the machine common data repository. These are aU the 
system elements that are required to support the run-time operation of the end user HMI 
client. When the end user HMI client has been deployed to the machine server the HMI 
system is fuUy functional. The HMI end users can now be fuUy trained on the operation of 
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6.4.2 Construction of new End User HMI client . 
The process for the construction of the new end user HMI system is illustrated in figure 6.6 . 
. The construction process of a complete end user HMI client involves two other sub processes 
that support the development of the two types of software components in the HMI structure; 
. 1) HMI task components and 2) HMI widget components. 
This initial stage in the process' for the composition of a new end user HMI client is to 
determine the HMI end users requirements. These HMI requirements are specified by one or 
more of the following; I) the eriterprise manager who determines the role of the HMI end 
user, 2) the HMI end user and or 3) the process engineer. From these HMI requirements the 
HMI tasks can be specified that enable the end user to perform a specified task for a 
. , 
particular machine type. 
The HMI task component factory describes the process for the reuse / development of HMI 
task components. The HMI task requirements are' used to either; 1) select and reuse a HMI 
task component stored in the HMI task component repository or 2) design and develop a HMI 
task component and store in the HMI tasks component repository for future reuse. The HMI 
tasks components are designed by HMI process engineers who fully understand the operation 
of the machine and what information and layouts are most appropriate to fulfil the particular. 
aspect of HMI functionality. The HMI software engineers select the machine HMI widgets 
components from a system repository where they are then combined into a structured series 
to perform the HMI task. The HMI machine task component is then stored in a HMI Task 
component repository where they can be reused. The HMI widgets are designed and 
developed by component vendors and stored in system repositories for reuse. 
The HMI task c!,mponents are imported into the HMI configuration tool where they are 
composed into an end user HMI client. The developed end user HMI client is now 
comprehensively tested by a commissioning engineer. The expected benefit of this process is 
that it will be significantly faster than traditional HMI validation [\06) due to the high degree 
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Chapter 6 - HMI System Construction 
6.5 End User HMI Configuration Tool 
The end user HMI configuration tools functionality is derived from the requirements of the 
process of reuse and construction of an end user HMI client described in sections 6.4.1-2. The 
requirements of these processes are; I) HMI task selection, 2) composition of HMI Tasks, 3) 
testand store end user HMI and 4) end user HMI selection and deployment to machine. 
To support end users and process engineers in selecting HMI tasks the HMI configuration 
iool must be able to view and select any HMI tasks stored in the systems HMI task 
repository. 
The composition of the HMI tasks involves the process engineer specitying the screen layout 
of the end user HMI, were the HMI tasks will be placed and the navigation between them is 
. . specified. The storyboarding technique that is used to model HMI systems (described in 
chapter 4 of this thesis) is directly inputted into the HMI configuration tool. 
The composed end user HMI must be tested and then stored in a system library for reuse. The 
testing of the end user HMI client only involves validating the navigation and the layout of 
the HMI tasks on the screen. The HMI tasks that are used in the end user HMI client are pre-
tested and do not require any further testing. 
The end user configuration tool must not only support the construction of a new end user 
HMI but it must also support the selection and deployment of exiting end user HMI clients to 
new machine applications. The HMI configuration tool allows users to select end user HMI 
clients from the system library and configure them for deployment to the candidate machine. 
The key attributes of the HMI configuration tool for composing end user HMI clients are; 
I) The configuration tool supports an "executable end user HMI specification". The 
composition process directly supports the storyboarding technique which is used to 
specify the end user HMI requirements. 
2) Low skill set required to construct fully functional end user HMI's with no 
programming required. The high level HMI configuration tool supports a graphical 
interface for the composition of HMI tasks into complete end user HMI clients . 
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6.5.1 Attributes of different types of HTML Construction Tool 
The HMI configuration tool can be categorised as a type of HTML construction tool. A 
HTML construction tool is defined in this thesis as a software tool or toolsets that facilitate 
users in creating HTML code. The HMI configuration tool creates HTML code for screen 
compartments (see figure 6.4) and navigation links. 
Table 6.1 details the requirements for the end user HMI configuration tool together with the 
attributes of two candidate type of HTML construction toolset that are considered for the 
implementation which are; I) standard web development tools and" 2) customised HTML 
generator. 
A general requirement for the end user HMI configuration tool is that it is contained within 
the integrated engineering environment that supports the machine throughout its lifecycle. 
Using a standard web development tool, for example Macromedia Dreamweaver™ or 
Microsoft Frontpage™ would not support this requirement. A customised HTML generator 
would provide the flexibility for integration within such a software environment. The 
approach for standard web development tools is a very general method which supports a wide 
range of application n~eds" In contrast a customised HTML generator only provides the exact 
, 
functionality that is required for the application and in this instance it must directly support 
the creation of HTML code for a storyboarding model. The file management of generated 
HTML involves manually selecting file locations on servers using standard web development 
tools. To support the requirement that the HMI configuration tool requires lower skilled users 
this process· can be automated if a customised HTML generator is used. The HTML 
"generation functionality for the HTML configuration tool must only support the generation of 
HTML frameset code and navigation links. Standard web development tools support 
extensive HTML syntax which is not required and will only increase the skill level required 
to use the tool. Due to the customised HTML generator being developed for this unique 
application of composing HMI systems the skill level is lower than a more general purpose 
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i 
standard web development tool that supports more complex functionality. A customised 
HTML generator is implemented for the end user HMI composition tool. 
Table 6.1 Attributes of two types of HTML constructIOn too I 
End User HMI Types of HTML Construction Tool. 
Attributes Composition Tool Standard Web Customised HTML Requirements Development Tools Generator 
.. 
Tool part of 
Single, one off Ad ,/ Can be customised General integrated to run in any 
engineering Hoc implementations environment 
environment 
. 
. 
Directly support Generalised method 
,/ Provide exact Approach storyboarding for creating HTML functionality 
method code 
User requires low Select files manually ,/ Deploy directly to File Management 
skill approach and save to server server and automate processes 
Support HTML ,/ Only supports 
Functionality frameset code ,/ Supports extensive required HTML 
generation HTML generation generation 
Higher skills required ,/ Only required Skill Level Low as possible functionality is due to complexity of 
supported. 
I tool 
,/ Horizontal Product 
,/ Vertical Product-
Characteristics Support HMI system - All functionality to Limited functionality 
all domains. generation 
e.g. web site, help customised to 
systems domain. 
,/ Macromedia ,/ Bespoke Tools for 
Dreamweaver™ End User HMI Example Microsoft composition. 
, Frontpage™ 
6.5.2 Using the HMI Configuration Tool to compose an End User HMI 
The process for the implemented HMI configuration tool to compose a new end user HMI is 
illustrated in figUre 6.8. The end user HMI configuration tool is run within the integrated 
engineering environment. The application supports the design of the end user HMI screen 
layout using a tool that supports dividing the screen into compartments and specifying the 
size and name of compartments. When the screen layout is designed the screen is placed on 
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the HMI composition application work space. The HMI composition application workspace 
provides a direct resemblance to the storyboarding technique that is used to specify and 
design the end user HMI. The HMI composition application allows HMI tasks to be assigned 
to screen compartments. The navigation controls of the end user HMI are created by adding 
buttons and the corresponding navigational link using a individual tool design for this 
function. The composed end user HMI is then saved to the end user HMI library for reuse. 
The concept is that the HMI configuration tool is used to compose an end user HMI using the 
storyboarding technique. 
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machine I 
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screen 
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Design navigation 
between the HMI 
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HMI Composition 
Application uses 
Storyboarding 
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Screen layout designed When screen layout is Navigational buttons are Complete End User HMI 
using compartments. complete the screen is Screen compartment added together with link' is generated using high 
Specify size and name of, placed on the HMI are then assigned to to new HMI task. - new level storyboarding '.1 
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Figure 6.8 Implemented End User HMI Configuration Tool- Composition of HMI Tasks 
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6.5.3 Using the HMI Configuration Tool to Select and Deploy End User HMI 
A screen shot of the implemented end user HMI configuration tool used to select and deploy 
an end user HMI is illustrated in figure 6.9. The tool supports the selection of the end user 
HMI and its configuration. The selected end user HMI' is then deployed to the candidate 
machine server where it is fully operational. 
....------, 
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machine lifecycle 
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Figure 6.9 Implemented End User HMI Configuration Tool- Select and deploy End User 
HMI 
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6.6 Supporting tools for HMI Task Component Construction 
The tools used to develop HMI tasks components are standard web development tools. , 
The process engineers and HMI end users identify aspects of functionality that users require 
from the HMI system. _ The HMI tasks requirements are specified using the storyboarding 
technique (seesection 4.7 of this thesis). The specification of the HMI task component in the 
form of a storyboarding model provides sufficient information to enable a HMI software 
engineer to develop the HMI task software component. HMI widget components are selected 
- and combined into a structure to enable the HMI task to support a particular aspect. of HMI 
functionality. Standard web development tools are used by the HMI software engineers to 
develop the HMI task components. The HMI task components are tested by machine process 
engineers to validate that HMI end users will be able to perform the intended -machine 
function. The HMI tasks components are stored in a system library when they can be selected 
and reused. Figure 6.1 0 illustrates this process that the storyboarding technique and standard 
web development tools must support. 
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6.6.1 HMI Task Component Implementation 
A HMI task component implements HTML code which structures the screen layout and 
displays one or more HMI widgets that are required to support a particular aspect of the HMI 
functionality. The HTML code is developed by HMI software engineers using standard web 
development tools and can be either static or dynamic. . 
Static HTML code is when the code is always constant and will not change with the 
variability of being deployed to different machines. Static HTML code may contain syntax 
for constant layouts of a screen for example. 
Dynamic HTML is used when the HTML code required is dependant on machines 
configuration information and or logic within the HMI. There are two types of dynamic 
, 
HTML; I) server side and 2) client side. Server Side is used when machine information is 
required and scripts are executed on the server that retrieves information from the machine 
common data repository. Client side scripting is used to dynamically create HTML in the 
web browser from logic within the web browser for example navigational links or button 
sequences. 
An example scenario of server side dynamic HTML usage when there is a requirement to 
create HMI widgets for machine component, information that must be retrieved from the 
machine common data repository. The server side dynamic HTML would request and 
retrieve the component information from the machine data model and then create the HTML 
to support an HMI widget for every. machine component retrieved from the machine data 
model. The benefit of using server side scripting to create the HTML in the HMI task is that 
the HMI is always consistent with the machine data model for which is created from. The 
benefit of using dynamic HTML to create HMI tasks components is that it provides only the 
'logic of what information should be displayed and the actual information is always retrieved 
from the machines common data repository. This enables the HMI task components to be 
reused across all machine applications and hence increasing the reuse of the HMI Task 
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software components. The implementation of HMI task components is illustrated in figure 
6.11. 
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HTML 
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Figure 6.11 HMI task Component Implementation 
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6.7 HMI Widget Construction 
The concept of the HMI ~idget is that they are supplied to the machine builders with 
machine components that support the human component interaction. 
The HMI widgets are designed by component engineers who specify functionality the end 
user requires. State transition diagrams are used to model the behaviour of the HMI widgets 
(see section 4.8 of this thesis). An example could be a button that controls a machine 
component and consists of two states. The state transition conditions would detail the state of 
the machine component represented by the button. The HMI widgets are constructed using 
software development environment~· that support the HMI widgets technologies. Both 
component engineers· and software engineers are involved in the development of the HMI 
,,-
. widgets. Due to the component vendors designing the HMI widgets they dictate what 
information is displayed and how the machine component can be controlled by end users. 
This enables best practice and specialist component vendor's knowledge is encapsulated in 
the machine components HMI widget. The HMI widgets are pre-tested with the machine 
component to aid the end user in faster integration of individual HMI widgets into complete 
HMI systems. 
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Figure 6.13 illustrates the integration of HMI widgets into the HMI systems run-time 
architecture. An Application Programmers Interface (API) supports the integration to HMI 
application that are executed on the machines server. The API describes the interface to the 
HMI applications that component software engineers use in the HMI widget. HMI widgets 
. can be categorised into two different types; 1) Thick Client or 2) Thin Clients. 
Thick clients are applications that are downloaded form the server and executed within the 
HMI client. Example candidate technologies for thick client widgets are Java Applets2 or 
Microsoft ActiveX3 . controls. Once downloaded to the client these applications can then 
communicate with HMI Applications to display machine information to end users providing 
they have been developed in conformance with the API. 
Thin client HMI widgets only use the standard web browser functionality. HTTP requests are 
the mechanism that web browser clients use to request information from a web server. The 
API will specify the commands and the expected response from the HMI applications on the 
machine server. These request an~ responses are built into the logic of the HMI widget. 
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Figure 6.13 Integration of HMI Widget into HMI System Architecture using HMI 
Applications. 
2 A technology developed by Sun COIporation that enables programs to run inside a web browser. Java applets are developed 
using the java language. 
3 Microsoft ActiveX controls are the interactive objects in a web page that provide interactive and user-controllable functions. 
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6.8 Summary 
In this chapter a structured process has been defined for constructing new end user HMI's. 
The systems architecture (chapter 5 of this thesis) describes the' executable process of the 
HMI system. The HMI system architecture has been designed to support machines within the 
context of automotive manufacturing automation systems. This chapter has described the 
process, tools and resources that the stakeholders require to implement anend user HMI for a 
particular machine application. 
To realise the construction of end user HMI's appropriate implementation technologies for 
the software components must be determined and selected taking into account the role of 
each of the stakeholders. The end user HMI is composed using a HMI configuration tool 
which; 
I. . Supports an "executable end user HMI specification". The composition process 
directly supports the storyboarding technique which is used to specify the end user 
HMI requirements. 
2. Eliminates the need for specialist programming skills, i.e., enabling the creation of 
fully functional end user HMI's with no programming required. The high level HMI 
configuration tool supports a graphical interface for the composition of HMI Task 
components into complete end user HMI clients. 
3. Enables end user HMI clients to be rapidly developed with a high degree of reuse of 
exiting pre developed and pre tested common HMI Task components. 
The benefits of these features are quantitatively measured and evaluated in chapter 8 of this 
thesis. 
The process and stakeholders involved in the development of the HMI Task components and 
HMI widgets which are the lower level software components used in the end user HMI client 
are described. 
The application of the CoB HMI approach to the implementation of three case studies will be 
described in chapter 7. 
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7 Industrial Case Studies 
·7.1 Introduction 
The systems concepts, architecture, models and construction process for a C-B HMI approach 
have been introduced in chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis. Application and implementation 
details of this C-B HMI approach to three case studies are described in this chapter (see 
figure 7.1). The development and implementation of C-B machines and their associated 
HMI's were undertaken over a three year period by the MSI Research Institute through 
research projects "Assessment and Implementation of a Component Based Paradigm for 
Agile Automation" (COMPAG), "Global Engineering of Manufacturing Machinery" 
(GEMM) and "Common Model for Partners in Automation" (COMPANION) funded by the 
Engineering and .Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). The industrial demonstrator 
machines which used for the implementation, testing and evaluation of the C-B HMI 
Paradigm are described in the following three case studies; 
1. A full size automotive engine assembly machine ID Johann A. Krause 
. Maschinenfakrik GmbH in Bremen, Germany, 
2. A full sized transfer line demonstrator machine in Lamb Technicon Machining 
Systems (Lamb) in Mildenhall, UK, 
3. A test rig developed in conjunction with Ford Motor Company at the MSI Research 
Institute, Loughborough University. 
In this chapter the industrial users are introduced and their core organisation roles within the 
automation manufacturing domain are described. The key expected benefits with the C-B 
HMI approach are detailed. The application of the C-B HMI to the case studies involves 
describing the HMI system's implementation and the associated context of each respective 
machine. 
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Figure 7.1 Structure of the case studies outlined in this chapter 
. . 
I 
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7.2Automotive Case Study Organisations and their Roles 
Figure 7.2 illustrates a general overview of the automotive supply chain and the project 
collaborators roles. The supply chain within the automotive sector consists of three levels, I) 
End Users who collaborated on this project; Ford, Jaguar and Mazda, 2) 1st Tier suppliers; 
Lamb Technicon and J.A Krause who are machine builders and provided the industrial test 
beds for these case studies and 3) 2nd tier machine component vendors being Parker 
Hannifin, Indramat and Bosch Rexroth who supported this research with the supply of 
, 
required machine components. 
Numerous industrial applications (e.g. machining, parts transportation and assembly) are 
required by End Users to enable the product manufacturing process. The implementation of 
such systems in the automotive domain is predominately based on automated production 
machinery. It is the End Users who specify to machine builders (1st tier suppliers) the 
requirements for new automated production machinery. They require the machine builders to 
design, build, test and maintain systems that they can operate. 
Adopting the C-B approach to machine system's development the machine builder must; 
mechanically design the machine, configure the control behaviour, then either reuse or 
compose a new End User HMI Client, validate the machine using simulation models and then 
install· and commission the machine in the end users plant [82]. The machine builder's 
engineers design the machine from selecting modular units from the component suppliers. 
A machine component is a modular unit that consists of the physical device which may be a 
machine actuator, servo drive or sensing devices that contains: I) embedded control 
capabilities, 2) an associated three dimensional solid model to aid machine design engineers 
and support a solid model of the complete machine and 3) monitoring and diagnostic 
capabilities in the which is the aspect that is the focus ofthis research. A component vendor's 
role is to supply and maintain their machine components (see chapter 6.2 of this thesis for 
more details of C-B Automation). 
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New Machine Supply Chain in Automotive Domain 
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Figure 7.2 COMPAG, GEMM and COMPANION research project Industrial Collaborators 
and their roles in the Automotive Supply Chain 
7.2.1 Benefits illustrated in case studies 
The benefits inherent to the CoB HMI approach described in chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis 
are fully supported in all three case studies described in this chapter however for clarity each 
case study is used to identify a particular set of core benefits of the CoB HMI approach. 
The Automotive Assembly Machine case study (figure 7.3) at J. A. Krause is used to 
demonstrate rapid HMI composition by using the End User HMI Configuration Tool (see 
section 6.5 of this thesis) that enables direct implementation from a end user HMI model (a 
fully functional Machine Engineer HMI client). The rapid configuration capability is also 
illustrated through the reuse of existing machine HMI Task software components. 
Furthennore this case study is also used to demonstrate another core feature of the CoB HMI 
approach where the machines component structure is changed and the HMI is automatically 
updated to reflect this change. 
The Automotive Transfer Line Machine case study is used to illustrate how machine HMI 
messages are generated from the machine common database (see figure 7.3). This ensures 
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that the machine and its associated HMI are always consistent. Industry best practice is 
shown in this example by demonstrating industry standard types of error messages that are 
embedded in HMI Task software components so they can be reused in many applications. 
The benefits of remote monitoring and· diagnostics through the use of intemet technologies 
that the HMI system supports are illustrated using the Ford Test Rig case study (see figure 
7.3). The three dimensional solid model is described and how this supports early HMI 
validation and operator training .. 
. 
. .. 
Benefits ofeB HMI Approach 
-Rapid HMI Composition -Machine Consistent HMI -Early HMI validation Messages and Control 
-Machine Configuration -Operator training 
Change -Industry best practise embedded in components 
-Remote Diagnostics 
(not experience based design) 
D D D 
. 
Automotive Assembly Automotive Transfer Line Ford Test Rig Machine Machine I 
JA Krause Maschinenfabrik, Lamb Technicon, Cambridge, MSI Research, 
Bremen, Germany UK Loughborough, UK 
Figure 7.3 Benefits of C-B HMI focussed on in each case study 
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7.3C-B HMI Implementation Issues 
In this section issues associated with the implementation of the C-B HMI System are 
introduced. The different users involved during the lifecycIe of automotive manufacturing 
machines have been identified and their required HMI functionality is described which has 
been determined through the collaboration with industrial partners [88, 89]. The HMI Client 
Software Components (HMI Tasks and HMI Widgets) that have been implemented in the 
case studies described in this chapter are detailed. HMI Task software components support a 
particular functional aspect of the required HMI functionality. One or more HMI Widgets are 
combined in a HMI Task component (the functional architectural structure for a HMI system 
in this research is described in chapter 4 of this thesis). End User HMI Clients are composed 
from one or more HMI Task components that support the end users required functionality. 
An End User HMI Configuration Tool (see section 6.5 of this thesis) supports the direct input 
of a storyboarding model (see chapter 4 of this thesis) to generate a complete End User HMI 
Client. 
The HMI system's architectural elements (see chapter 5 of this thesis) which have been 
developed in these case studies are; I) the Common Machine Data Repository where all 
machine information is stored, 2) Web Applications that provide the mechanism to support 
HMI client request / respond commands and real-time machine information and 3) the web 
server is where the HMI Client files are requested and distributed. 
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7.3.3 HMI Composition 
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Figure 7.4 Core aspects of the C-B HMI System Implementation 
7.3.1' Identify End Users and specify their functional Requirements 
Within the automotive domain three main types of HMI end users have been identified to 
support the operation of the machine and each type of user requires a different combination 
of machine task components in their HMI to perform their enterprise roles which are detailed 
in table 7.1. For example the operation and support of the machine involves the following 
users: I) Machine Operators who monitor the operation of the machine and report any 
machine errors or machine malfunctions to Machine Engineers, 2) Machine Engineers who 
would have the appropriate skill level to diagnose and recover the 'machine from errors and 3) 
Machine Diagnostic Engineers who have the knowledge to diagnose complex machine errors. 
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To enable Machine Operators to monitor the operation of the machine they require the 
following HMI functionality; 1) presentation of real-time sub system information which 
enables them to see the event messages from the machine, the mode status of the machine 
and if any errors are present, 2) determination of sub system errors from which the operator 
can drill down to and report on detailing information about machine errors which are 
displayed in industry standard formats, 3) the state of the machine components and 4) the 
visualisation of the machine simulated model so they can determine the machine state from 
3D machine model on the HMI screen. 
The Machine Engineer requires additional HMI functionality over and above those required 
by the Machine Operator to support the recovery from rectification of faults on the machine. 
The additional HMI functionality is sub system model control which allows the machine 
engineer to change the mode of the machine and manually drive components to safe states, 
for example to recover work piece jams. The second additional machine task required by the 
machine engineer is sub system component diagnostics. This allows the engineer to view 
electrical schematics, service information regarding the machine components to ensure that 
the correct solution to the problem, i.e. the investigation of electrical connectivity of a 
selected component is determined. 
The machine diagnostic engineers HMI is essentially identical to the machine builders HMI 
but this type of operator is generally offsite (remote from the machine) and therefore would 
not be allowed to have control of the machine due to safety aspects. 
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.l 
Table 7 1 HMI End Users in Automotive Domain all their associated machine tasks 
End User Role HMI Functionality 
Machine Operator To monitor the Real-time Sub System Information 
operation of the Sub System Error Information 
.. machine and report Component and Element Monitoring and . 
errors to Machine 
Engineers Control 
Machine Simulation Model 
Machine Engineer To recover the Real-time Sub System Information 
machine from errors Sub System Control 
involving diagnosing / 
Sub System Error Information rectifying faults on 
the machine. Component and Element Monitoring and 
Control 
Machine Simulation Model 
. Sub System Component Diagnostics 
Machine To diagnose faults at Real-time Sub System Information 
Diagnostic. a component level on Sub System Error Information 
Engineer the machine generiilly Component and Element Monitoring and from a remote 
location. Control· 
Machine Simulation Model· 
Sub System Component Diagnostics 
Figure 7.5 illustrates the HMI system functional architecture (HMI functional architecture 
that is described in chapter 4 of this thesis) for the three different End User's (and their HMI 
are implemented as End User HMI Clients). Each End User HMI Client consists of one or 
more HMI Task that supports a particular aspect of the required HMI's functionality. Each 
HMI Task contains one or more HMI Widgets that support the direct interaction (for example 
control, monitoring) with a machine component. 
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7.3.2 HMI Client Software Components 
The role of the HMI Widgets is to provide the functionality to facilitate direct interaction. 
with one or more machine components. HMI Widgets are the mechanism for the HMI system 
to provide machine information to the end user .. 
Machine information that is required by the End User in these case studies can be divided 
into two categories; I) Sub System level and 2) Machine Component level. Six different HMI 
Widgets have been implemented to provide the required HMI information required in these 
case studies. Sub System level HMI Widgets provide information relating to the Kernel / 
Management of machine components, for example Error Information, Real-Time Information 
and the Mode Control are implemented in these case studies. Component level HMI Widgets 
support particular functional aspects that are unique to the machine components for example 
Machine Simulation, Component Diagnostics and Component Element Control and 
Monitoring are implemented in these case studies. 
Types of Interaction Elements Implemented 
Sub System Level 
.. 
Component Level 
(Kernall Management information (Interaction with particular functional 
relating to machine components) aspects of machine components) 
1. Sub System Error Information HMI 
Widget . . 4. Machine Simulation HMI Widget 
2. Sub System Real Time HMI Widget 5. Component DiagnostiC HMI Widget 
3. Sub System Model Control HMI 6. Component Element Control and 
Widget Monitor HMI Widget 
Figure 7.6 Types of Interaction Elements required in each case study 
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One or more HMI Widgets are combined to develop a HMI Task component. The association 
between the HMI Widgets and the HMI TaskComponents implemented in these case studies 
are detailed in tables 7.2. 
The HMI functionality required in all machines implemented in the case studies is; I) 
machine error information, 2) mode control, 3) real-time information, 4) simulation model,S) 
diagnostic information and 6) monitoring and control. 
The Machine Error Information, Mode Control and Real-time Information are implemented 
as HMI tasks that are directly reused in all three case studies described in this chapter. The 
Machine Error Information HMI Task provides three standard types of error information; I) 
History of Errors, 2) Actual Errors and 3) the Frequency of Errors. A single Error 
Information HMI widget configured in the HMI task to provide the different type of error 
information (see section 7.5.5). The Mode Control HMI Task supports the five industry 
standard machines modes [88, 89]; I) Automatic, 2) Manual, 3) Reset, 4) Step and 5) Initial 
Position. This Mode Control HMI Task consists of five instances of the Mode Control HMI 
Widget and each is configured to support the different machine modes (see section 7.5.5). 
The Real-time Information HMI task contains the Real-time Information HMI Widget and its 
configuration for the candidate machine. 
The Solid Model Machine Simulation functionality implemented in each case study is unique 
to each machine's physical configuration and therefore a Solid Model HMI widget must be 
, 
developed for each machine [63]. The Ford Test Rig Simulation HMI Task consists of the 
Ford Test Rig Solid Model HMI Widget, the Krause Simulation HMI Task consists of the 
Krause Solid Model HMI Widget and the Lamb Simulation HMI Task consists of the Lamb 
Solid Model HMI Widget. The machine's diagnostic HMI functionality is unique for each 
machine implemented in these case studies and each machine consists of a Diagnostic HMI 
Task unique for the machine application. To support the machine components control and 
monitoring two different HMI tasks are developed that that are dependant on the machine 
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type; 1) Transfer Line Machine Monitoring and Control HMI task and 2) Assembly Machine 
Monitoring and Control HMI task. 
Table 7.2 HMI Client Software Components Implemented in Case Studies 
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" Task 
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Table 7.2 continued 
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Task 
Krause Machine 
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Task 
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Information HMI History of Errors Y' . 
Task Frequency of Errors Y' 
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Mode Control HMI Reset Mode . 
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Lamb Machine 
Simulation HMI Solid Model Y' 
Task 
Lamb Machine 
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Task 
Transfer Line 
Machine Monitor Assembly Monitoring Y' 
and Control HMI & Control 
Task 
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Selecting HMI Task components for an End User HMI Client is dependant on the machines 
type and the HMI functionality that is required. 
The example in figure 7.7 illustrates how the same machine function (machine component 
control and monitoring) requires different HMI Task components according to the end 
machine type (assembly machine or transfer line machine in this example). The difference 
between the two machines Component Monitoring and Control HMI Tasks is how the 
machine components element states are positioned in the HMI Task. 
The sequencing operation of transfer line machine must be represented in. the Control and· 
Monitoring HMI Task. The transfer line Machine Component Control and Monitoring HMI 
Widgets that execute machine moves are positioned down each side of the screen and are 
placed in the sequence that the machine steps through during its actuation cycle. The left 
hand side buttons are termed "goto worlC', which could be for example a drilling spindle 
drilling into the work-piece and the right hand buttons are described as "return to home" 
which would involve the drill moving out of the work piece. 
The requirement for Control and Monitoring HMI Task for an assembly machine is to follow 
the machines physical structure. Each Screen contains the sensors and actuators for the 
selected machine component. The navigation between screens follows the hierarchical 
structure to the machines design. 
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Figure 7.7 Criteria for selecting HMI Task components for a client HMI 
7.3.3 HMI Composition 
An End User HMI Configuration Tool has been developed to support the construction of new 
End User HMI Clients. One of the major concepts of the End User HMI Configuration Tool 
that it will support storyboarding HMI models (see section 7.4.4) to be directly entered and 
the composition of complete End User HMI Clients. The End User Configuration Tool is 
within an Integrated Engineering Environment that supports the design, install, testing, 
simulation and testing of manufacturing machine (see section 6.2). The End User HMI 
Configuration Tool supports the end users in selecting HMI Tasks from a HMI Task 
Repository to build new End User HMI Clients. This tool also supports the deployment of 
exiting End User HMI Clients to new machine applications. 
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Figure 7.8 Client HMI Composition Tool developed in these case studies 
7.3.4 HMI Server Implementation 
The HMI System is based on Client Server architecture and its implementation in these case 
studies is illustrated in figure 7.9. Major elements of the server architecture (detailed in 
chapter 5 of this thesis)are; 1) a web server, 2) web applications and 3) a common machine 
data repository. 
End User HMI Client's use a web browser to perform a HTTP requests and retrieve web 
pages from the web serVer. The web server implemented in these case studies uses server side 
scripting technologies (PHP scripting engine adopted in this implementation) to generate 
HTML pages based on machine configuration' information in the common machine data 
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repository. PHP pages are used that contain scripting expressions that the server side scripting 
engine executes to generate the HTML page that is displayed in the HMI Client. 
The HMI Servers Web Applications support the HMI Client with particular function, for 
example the Web Applications implemented in this case studies support the HMI Client in 
requesting; 1) machine configuration information used in the Control and Monitoring HMI 
Task, 2) machine error events used to provide information for the Machine Error Information 
HMI Task and 3) Machine Control Commands that are used in the Machine Mode Control 
HMI Task and the requests for to move machine components in the Machine Control and 
Monitoring HMI Task. 
The Web Applications are initiated by HTTP requests from the HMI Client. The HMI Client 
contains a HTML Form and the form parameters (see section 7.5.5) determine which web 
application responds to the request. Figure 7.9 illustrates an example HTTP requests the 
machine command "RESET'. The parameters in the HTML form are; 1) the action which in 
this example is "SSCOMAND", 2) the value which is "Reset". The machine Control 
Command Web application responds to this HTTP request and resets the machine mode. 
The client HMI contains a Java Applet (stand alone application within the web browser) that 
have direct real-time communications with the Broadcaster web application via a TCP/IP 
socket connection which is used to provide information in the Real-time Machine 
Information HMI Task. The Broadcaster (see chapter 5 of this thesis) connects receives 
information to the Machine Dynamic Run-time Inforination in the common machine data 
repository. 
The common machine data repository that has been implemented on the HMI server in these 
. cases studies is a MYSQL database. The information in the data repository is divided into 
two areas; 1) Machine Dynamic Run-time Information and 2) Machine Configuration 
Information. The Machine Dynamic Run-time Information consists of; 1) Current Sub 
System Errors, 2) a Log of Errors, 3) Current machine components states and 4) the current. 
sub system mode. All these'different types of information are text data types. The Machine 
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Configuration Infonnation related to the· HMI system is the machines control systems 
elements. A machine is made up of sub-systems/stations, which are made up of modules . 
containing one or more components. Each component contains one or more elements, each 
with their own specific state behaviour, interlocks. The names and structure of the control 
systems is stored in the data repository as textual data type. Each component contains a 
Diagnostic HMI Widget and a hyperlink reference is stored in the data repository to point to 
the URL of the supporting HMI widget. Each sub system has a corresponding Simulation 
HMI Widget and the data repository contains a hyperlink reference to point to the URL of the 
supporting HMI Widget. 
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7.4 Case Study 1 - Assembly Automation Machine 
Assembly automation involves the design and manufacture of machine that enables physical 
components to be assembled into complete manufactured parts or sub assembles. The 
. assembly operation can be divided into two basic types of operations [88, 89 and 90]; 1) 
Primary operations that directly add value to. the assembly product, for example placing 
engine tappet components into a automotive cylinder head casting and 2) secondary 
operations that provide the supporting roles to the primary operations, for example 
transportation to and from assembly stations. 
Automotive engine assembly systems require specialised assembly equipment to be built 
[91]. ·The example in figure 7.10 shows an engine block assembly plant. It consists of a 
transport system that links assembly and test stations. Base engine blocks are loaded onto 
empty pallets on the transport system at the "Start" and then carried into different assembly 
stations where engine parts such as pistons, conrods and the cylinder head are assembled to 
the engine block. At the end of the process the fully assembled engines are tested in hot test 
cells prior to being unloaded and sent to vehicle assembly plants [93]. 
Wash 
block 
Clamp 
bedplate 
-
0: 
[JI[] 
1-
- 1 
== 
et 
Start 
.. 
Unload 
engine 
Hot test 
cells 
Wire 
harness 
Rundown 
exhaust 
manifold· 
Air test & 
oil fill 
Figure 7.10 Example of Automotive Engine Assembly Plant. Source J. A. Krause 
Machinenfarik GmbH 
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7.4.1 Krause Test Rig Details 
The case study at J.A Krause GmbH is based on the implementation of the C-B HMI concept 
on a full size machine used by the company for evaluati ng new control equipment and 
systems. The assembly task is to pick va lve springs or tappets from feed trays and place them 
onto engine blocks mounted on a pallet. Figure 7. I I illustrates two sub systems that compri se 
the Krause test rig; I ) the Assembly Sub System and 2) the Transport Sub System . 
Assembly 
Sub System 
Transport 
"";;:::::==_"'2~L._ ... SUb System 
Figure 7. 11 Actual J .A Krause Demonstrati on machi ne illustrati ng Assembly Sub System and 
major components and Transport Sub System 
The Krause test ri g schematic (figure 7. 12) ill ustrates the machine components for each sub 
system. The Transport System consists of a number of conveyor belts dri ves, stops, Radio 
Frequency IDentifi cation (RFID) readers and a conveyor line di verter. Pallets are sorted 
according to the RFID tag infonnation mounted undern eath each pallet. The Assembl y 
System has a Feeding Un it and a Pick and Place Unit. The Feeding unit consists of a stop and 
pre stop, identifi cati on system, section monitoring and fi xing Unit. The Pick and Place Unit 
ha two servo dri ves, a pneumatic gripper and an ultrasonic sensor for checking the 
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availability o f parts. Each sub system has an individual Human Machine Interface (HMI) for 
operation contro l. 
Machine 
Server D Drive 4 
Conveyor Track 
Control Network 
Drive 3 
V-axis 
gripper 
Ultrasonic 
sensor 
PSU 
Machine 
Z-axis 
Pre-stop 
Stop 
Fixing 
unit 
@ Section monitor 
RF Tag 
~ writer D o 
? 
HMI 
console 
8 
RFTag 
reader 
Transport Sub System 0 
Assembly Sub System @ 
Stop 3 
Drive 2 
Stop 2 
Diverter 
Stop 1 
HMI 
console 
8 
PSU 
Figure 7. 12 Schematic of J. A. Krause Case Study demonstration machine 
7.4.2 HMI Implementation 
The basic design and layout of the End User HMI Cli ent fo r the automotive assembly 
machine is illustrated in fi gure 7. 13. The HMI screen layout has been des igned by di viding 
the screen into a number of compartments and detennining the machine tasks to be contai ned 
in each compartment. The complete End User HMI Client contains many di ffe rent HMI 
screens and hence the machine tasks to be displayed need to be determined. Generi c HM I 
Tasks such as navigati on must be displayed on every page together with real-time machine 
informati on and sub system control if thi s is required in the pa11icular End User HMI Client. 
The main centra ll y pos itioned screen compa11ment in this case study End User HMI Client 
displays any functionali ty that is not required to be constantl y di splayed and user must 
navigate to. HMI functionali ty of this type are error infonnation, component control and 
monitoring, component di agnostics and machine simulation models. 
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Figure 7.1 3 Design and layout of the End User HMI for the automoti ve assembly machine at 
Krause GmbH 
Figure 7. 14 displayed the real HMI console that was implemented on the J.A. Krause Case 
Study demonstration machine. Two HM I consoles, one for each machine sub system were 
implemented to SUpp0l1 users perfonning machine tasks locally to each mach ine sub system. 
The HMI console consists of a touch screen based PC and a standard web browser with 
in ternet connecti vity. Since the HMI implementation is based on WWW technology (see 
chapter 5 of thi s thesis) any end user HMI can be di splayed on this machine, however its 
purpose is only to display the HM I that is required by the machine operators. 
A storyboarding model (see chapter 4 of thi s thesi s) of the Krause machines HMI is 
illustrated in figure 7. 15. This model represents the screen functionality, the screen layouts 
and their navigat ion. The functionality for the End User HMI Client is encapsulated in HMI 
Tasks (see the functional architecture described in chapter 5 of thi s thesis) and the HMI Tasks 
implemented in the HMI to support the Krause machine are detailed in table 7. 1. The Rea l-
Time lnfonnation HMI Task, Navigational HMJ Task and Mode Control HMI Task are 
required on every screen 88, 89 and 90). From the Machine Monitor and Control HM I 
func tionality (Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task) the operator can nav igate 
to; I) the Diagnosti cs HMI functionality (Ford Test Ri g Diagnosti cs HM I Task) using the 
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Diagnostic button on the nav igation (Navigation HMI Task) or 2) the machine mimic (Krause 
Simulation HMI Task) using the Mimic navigation button or 3) the machine error 
information (Machine Error Information HMI Task). From the machine diagnostic screen the 
operator can only navigate to the machine monitoring and control screen. The operator can 
navigate to the machine error infoI1nation or the machine monitoring and control from the 
machine mimic. From the machine error information the user can navigate to the machine 
mimic. 
,wlt"Il""'S 
Figure 7.14 Implemented HMI Console on J.A. Krause Case Study demonstration machine 
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7.4.3 System Attributes Testing 
In this section expected benefits of utilising the C-B HMI approach are tested using scenarios 
. appropriate to this case study. The benefits (see table 7.3) that are to be tested is the rapid 
HMI composition. The enabling system attributes that support the rapid HMI composition are 
a high degree of reusable HMI elements imd a low skill set required to construct the end user 
HMI's. The implementation of the HMI system is based~pon a directly executable HMI 
model that supports the low skill level enabling system attribute. The high degree of system 
re-use is implemented in the system through storing reusable elements, machine tasks 
components, the building blocks for end user HMI's and end user HMI in system libraries. 
Tbl 73R 'dC a e apl omposlbon b fi ene It teste d usmg th· d IS case stu 1y. 
Benefits Tested Enabler Implementation 
'-"', 
Low skill level Directly executable HMI model 
.' .;4.f),~,.~ , 
End user HMI stored in libraries Rapid HMI Com~sition 
. . System reuse , Machine task components stored in 
. 
libraries 
7.4.4 Directly Executable HMI Model 
Figure 7.15 illustrates a End User HMI Client for a Machine Engineer composed using the 
End User HMI Configuration Tool that supports the direct execution of an HMI model (see 
chapter 4 of this thesis) into a fully functional HMI. The model is constructed using the HMI 
Configuration Tool and requires no specialist programming skills. The HMI model is used to 
specify the functionality that is required in the End User HMI and the layout of the screens. 
The functionality in the HMI architecture is defined by the machine tasks. The layout of the 
HMI screens is described by decomposing the screen into compartments. The machine 
engineer HMI illustrated in figure 7.16 contains four different types of screens. The four 
types of screens in this example all have screen compartments that contain real-time sub 
system information and navigation tasks and in addition they contain a machine tasks to 
support their screen function. 
Machine Component Monitor and Control Screen (illustrated in figure 7.16, 1) contains the 
component monitoring and control HMI Task. The component monitoring and control HMI 
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Task consists of two types of screen. One screen provides a listing of all machine components 
and allows the users to select a component and navigate to its elements. The selected 
components elements page contains the HMI Widgets for the associated elements and 
provides the user with the component element state and control. From the component 
monitoring and control screens the user can navigate to the component diagnostics, machine 
errors or the machine mimic. 
Machine Mimic Screen contains the simulation model machine HMI Task (illustrated in 
figure 7.16, 2). The simulation model machine task provides a fully animated three 
dimensional model of the machine. From the machine mimic screen the users can navigate to 
the component control and monitoring or the error machine task. 
Machine Components and Diagnostics Screen this contains the component diagnostics HMI 
Task (illustrated in figure 7.16, 3). The component diagnostic HMI Task consist of two types 
of screen. One screen displays all machine components and diagnostic information available 
to enable the user to navigation to the component diagnostic information shown on the 
second screen. The component diagnostic HMI Task can only be navigated to from the 
component control and monitoring machine HMI Task. 
The Machine Error Screen contains the Machine Error Information HMI Task (illustrated in 
figure 7.16, 4). This HMI Task contains three types of industry standard error screen 
information; a) actual machine errors, b) history of errors and c) most frequent errors. The 
HMI Error Widget is used on each screen and the machine error task configures the HMI 
Error Widget to show the error type information. From the Machine Error Information HMI 
Task the user can navigate to the Component Control and Monitoring HMI Task and the 
Machine Mimic HMI Task. 
The screens within the HMI Tasks that are selected using the End User HMI Configuration 
. Tool and are hidden from the user when composing the End User HMI Client to simplity the 
process so that low skill users can compose HMI's. The End User is only concerned with the 
HMI Task they need to perform and not the internal working. It is the responsibility of the 
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7.4.5 System Elements Reuse 
The concept of reuse of HMI Task components in many applications is illustrated in figure 
7.17. The HMI Task component is implemented as a template pattern that specifies the screen 
layout and the HMI widgets required. In addition the HMI Task component. dynamically 
, , 
generates at run-time (each time the page is refreshed in the web browser) browserHTML 
code from the machine data repository. With this system architecture where the task logic is 
separated from the machine configuration data, the machine task can be used within many 
applications that have "different machine interlocking logic, machine physical design and / or 
machine component selection 
Client Browser 
Browser 
HTMLcode 
Machine Application 
Common Machine 
Data RepOSitOry<:==:> ,~. 
<:==> Machine I ~ 
Back End Server 
HMI Task 
Component 
reused in many 
applications Database '\ rf~J.:;. ~~. ~. 
1]: 
Machine 
Inter10cking 
Logic 
Machine 
Physical 
Design 
~~~~~~-----~~­Machine Task Component 1----1 
Library 
Machine 
Component 
Selection 
HMI Task Component :I::::.. 
• Template specifying screen 
layout, HMI Widgets required. 
'Dynamically generated from 
- machine data 
Figure 7.17 Concept of reusable machine task component across many applications 
The Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task is used in this case study to 
demonstrate its reuse across different machine applications. This HMI Task is intended to be 
reused in different manufacturing assembly machine applications. Of the three case studies 
described in this chapter, the Ford Test Rig and Krause machines are both manufacturing 
assembly type machines and the same Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task is 
reused in each machine HMI System. Figure 7.18 illustrates a template for an Assembly 
Machine Monitoring and Control HMI Task. It's defined as a template storyboard because it 
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is not describing a particular machine configuration; it is a template that describes the types 
of HMI Widgets on each screen and the navigation between them. The Assembly Machine 
Monitoring and Control HMI task consists of two types of screens, the assembly machine 
component screen which displays all the components in the sub system and the assembly 
machine element screen which is mivigated by selecting a component HMI widget and 
displays all elements in the selected component. 
Screen 
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Assembly machine 
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Figure 7.18 Storyboarding template for the Assembly Machine Monitoring and Control HMI 
Task ' j 
The assembly machine component screen(s) implementation supports reusability across many 
machine applications by generating the machine task screen from machine configuration 
infonnation as illustrated in figure 7.19. 
When the Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task is requested by the HMI Client 
a 'server side script is executed on the web server.· This script connects to the machine 
database and retrieves all the machine component names in the sub system. The sub. system . 
component names and links to elements formatted on a HTML page which is displayed in the 
client web browser. 
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Machine Task Screen generated from Machine Configuration Information 
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Figure 7.19 Component Assembly Machine Monitoring and Control HMI Task Component 
screen implementation to support reusable in many machine applications. 
The implementation of element screens within the Assembly Machine Monitor and Control 
HMI Task is iIlustrated in figure 7.20. This screen is generated using a server side script to 
retrieve from the machine database the element name and their associated HMI widgets from 
the selected machine component in the previous task screen. The server side script then 
creates new instances of the HMI Widgets and configures them with the corresponding 
component element name. The HMI Widgets are then formatted using HTML in the client 
web browser. 
:----------~--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------T---------
, Client Web Browser : Machine Server Machine Data 
: Repository 
Request machine 
component element screen 
, 
Machine t.,mponent 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Server Side Script 
Executina Scriot 
Create new HMI widgets 
of the corresponding 
type for each element in 
component 
0 
Set the HMI widget 
parameters for the 
component element 
HTML formats the HMI 
widgets on the web page 
Machine 
Data 
~---.~---------------.-----.----------------~------------------------.-----------------------_.------.---------------------
Figure 7.20 Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task element screen 
implementation to support which is reusable in many machine applications. 
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7.5 Case Study 2 -Transfer Line Automated Machine 
A typical automated transfer line production machine designed to produce cylinder heads for 
engine blocks is type is illustrated in figure 7.2 1. 
Transfer line machines generall y consist of two major units, work stations and transfer 
mechani sms. Transfer mechanisms are used to move the work piece from one stati on to 
another to enable vari ous operati ons to be perfonned on the pm1. Work pieces are transferred 
between stati ons lIsing one or more of the followin g techniques; I) ra il s along which the parts 
usuall y on pallets are pushed or pulled, 2) rotary index ing tables or 3) overhead conveyors. 
Station 3 
Transfer Line 
Figure 7.2 1 Transfer line machine system which consists of three work stati ons and a transfer 
line to move work piece between the stations [40] . 
7.5.1 Lamb Test Rig Details 
Lamb Technicon is a major automoti ve machine suppli er and has worked with automoti ve 
end users on many production machine engineering plants for the engine block and cyl inder 
head lines. Lamb claims to have "designed cost-effective machining systems that created the 
appropriate balance for Ihe block and cylinder head lines' featllre adaptabilily, machine 
componenl parI cOll1l11onality, and machine/process robustness ". This case study is based on 
the implementation of the C-B HMI concept on a transfer line Machine used by Lamb 
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Technicon for evaluating new control systems. The Lamb Technicon machine consists of a 
single station from a transfer line for cy linder head machining. The test machine is made up 
of the transfer bar mechani sm; the pal1-clamping fixture and a single wing base w ith a 
combination of end stop hyd rau lic and servo electric actuators. 
The Lamb Machine cons ists of three sub systems; I) Transfer Sub Systems, 2) Fixture Sub 
System and 3) the Wingbase Sub System (see figure 7.22). The Transfer Sub System consists 
of two machine components, the Transfe r Raise I Lower and the Transfer Advance I Return . 
The Fixture Sub System consists of a single mach ine component, the Fixture clamp that has 
clamped or unclamped states. The Wingbase Sub System consists of two machine 
components; I) the Wingbase Home I Cycle which perfon1lS an x-y ax is cutting path on the 
work piece and 2) Wingbase Ready Dept that control the z axis (depth) of the cutting tool 
into the work piece that has two states, clear depth and depth . 
Fixture Sub System 
Figure 7.22 General View of the Lamb Machine 
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The machine actuation sequence ofthe Lamb Transfer machine is llIustrated in figure 7.23. 
Sub System Machine Components High Level Machine Actuation Sequence (HLS) 
Transfer Transfer Raise I Lower Raise Lower 
Sub 
System Transfer Advance I Retum Advance Return 
-
Fixture Clamp Unclamp Sub Fixture Clamp 
System 
Cycle Home Wingbase Wingbase Home I Cycle 
Sub 
System Wing base Ready I Depth Clear Depth Depth 
Figure 7.23 Lamb Transfer Line Machine actuation sequence cycle 
7.5.2 HMI Implementation . 
Due to the sequencing nature of the transfer line machine the screen layout for the HMI· 
system has different requirements to the assembly automation machine. The requirement to 
represent the sequence of the machine is implemented on the HMI screens by having the 
Component Control and Monitoring HMI Task always visible on the left and right hand sides 
of the screen (see figure 7.23). 
The End User HMI Task has the buttons that monitor and control machine actuation down 
each side of the screen. The controls have to be ordered on the display in the sequence that 
. . 
the machine sequences through during its cycle. The machine control and monitoring HMI 
functionality for this case study has requirements that are unique to Transfer line machines 
and the software component implemented is a Transfer Line Machine Monitor and Control 
HMI Task. 
The Real-Time information, sub system control and the navigation is displayed on the screen 
in a very similar way to the assembly automation machine. The basic screen layout for the 
HMI implemented in this case study is illustrated in figure 7.24 . 
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Real time sub system ""-
. -
information (state 
---
changes and error) must Real Time Information 
always be available to the 
HMI user 
Transfer Line Machine ..,., -
Monitor and Control HMI 
Taskdisplaying machine 
--
r--
sequence 
Navigation must be - Navigation 
available on every screen Sub System Mode Control 
CJ Functlonahty navIgated to and not reqUired to be constantly dISplayed 
. CJ Must always be displayed on screen 
Any functionality 1::". 
required to support 
the end user is 
shown in this screen 
compartment. 
. 
Sub system mode J::::. 
--
change information 
is available using 
this screen 
compartment 
Figure 7.24 Layout of the End User HMI for the automotive transfer line machine 
A storyboarding model (see model concepts in chapter 4 of this thesis) of the Lamb machine 
End User HMI Client is illustrated in figure 7.25. This storyboarding model represents the 
screen functionality, the screen layouts and the navigational links. The functionality for the 
End User HMI Client is encapsulated in HMI Tasks (see the functional architecture described 
in chapter 5 of this thesis). The Real-Time Information HMI Task, Navigational.HMI Task 
and Mode Control HMI Task and the Machine Monitoring and Control HMI Tasks are 
required on every screen 88, 89 and 90]. 
Other types of information displayed in the End User HMI Client but not displayed on every 
screen that the operator can navigate to are; 1) Machine Errors Information HMI Task, 2) 
Lamb Simulation HMI Task and Diagnostics Information HMI Task. 
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7.5.3 System Attributes Testing 
The major benefits has been investigated using this case study is how the system design 
ensures that the information generated by the machine is consistent in the HMI. This has been 
identified as a major issue in the correct design of HMI systems, This consistency in the HMI 
system is enabled through the use of a common data machine model. Section 7.5.4 describes 
how this case study is used to demonstrate how the machine information is requested from a 
common machine database and information in the end user HMI is updated automatically to 
the latest machine configuration. 
The second significant benefit that this approach enables industry best practice to be 
embedded in the system and therefore system developers are less reliant on their experience 
in the design process. This benefit is demonstrated (in section 7 .. 5.5) in the case study 
through the standard industry types of error information and mode control required in the 
machine system. 
T bl 7 4 HMI b fi d a e . ene Its d· th· d emonsttate m IS case stu ly 
Benefits Tested Enabler Implementation 
. 
Machine Consistent HMI Common data machine Machine database where all HMI data 
Messages and Control model is sourced 
, Industry standard error information 
Industry best practice Industry best practice embedded in system. 
HMI knowledge embedded Industry standard mode control in components 
embedded in system 
. 
7.5.4 Machine Consistent HMI Messages and Control 
Figure 7.26 is a schematic diagram that illustrates how the HMI system supports consistency 
within the machine system during any reconfiguration activities. Machine re-configuration 
may involve machine physical design changes, altemative machine component selection and 
changes to the machine interlocking logic. Machine information that is changed during the 
reconfiguration activity is stored in the machine data repository. The machine HMI is always 
consistent. with machine data since it is automatically generated from the machine data 
repository. Within the HMI systems architecture (see chapter 6 of this thesis) HMI 
Applications process information where it is then displayed in the client browser (see section· 
7.3.4). 
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Client Browser 
Machine HMI 
Run Time Operation 
Server Processing 
HMI 
Applications 
'(HMI Always Consistent with Machine Data 
,( Automatically updated - no action required by user 
Machine· 
Data 
Repository 
All Machine 
Reconfiguration Activities 
QQ Process A A Engineers 
Machine 
Physical V ,-_O"_$...:lg,-n---, 
~ Machine Component Selection 
~ Machine 
Interlocking 
Logic 
Figure 7.26 HMI system supports consistency with the machine system during any 
reconfiguration activities. 
An example scenario of the HMI system providing accurate machine information throughout· 
reconfiguration changes during its lifecycle are illustrated in figure 7.27. The scenario is that 
a change to the machine sensor is required. This change requires all associated machine 
sensor information to be updated so that the correct error, state message relating to the sensor 
is displayed in the HMI. Process engineers use the Integrated Engineering Environment 
. which is a set of tools within the Engineering Software Environment that support the machine 
change. All machine information that is required in these engineering tools is extracted and 
stored in the machine common data model. Any events generated from the machine system 
are propagated to the HMI applications and HMI client via the machine common data model 
to ensure that the consistent information is used in the HMI system. The real-time machine 
information task is implemented in the form of a Java Applet Application that connects 
directly to the Broadcaster on the machine server. Hence the HMI always displays consistent 
machine sensor error information to machine operators. This provides a substantial advantage 
over traditional systems where a change in sensors on one machine would typically result in 
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the need to update three different database~, i.e. the programmable logic controller, operator 
panel and HMI system. 
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7.5.5 HMI Industry Best Practice 
. Within the domain of automotive manufacturing there are established and proven methods of 
performing machine tasks [88, 89 and 90]. Any well designed HMI System must support this 
industry best practice to provide high usable HMI systems. Figure 7.28 illustrates two 
examples of industry best practice having been embedded within the HMI components (the 
HMI Tasks and HMI Applications software components) and subsequently reused in all 
future HMI implementations. 
The first example of industry best practice that has been encapsulated in the HrvH components 
are the three types of machine error information; I) Actual Errors 2) History of Errors and 3) 
Most Frequent Errors 
The second example of industry best practice that has been encapsulated in the HMI 
components are the five machine mode controls; I) Automatic Mode, 2) Manual Mode, 3) 
Step Mode, 4) Return to Initial Position Mode and 5) Reset Mode . 
. Machine SeIYe[ 
HMI Tasks 
I r~ I ,..-r 
< HMI Client 1/ U·j : .,." .. W; . - . ~" .. . - ,_. " [§]., ; -_. I'" .~ r:k-~" HMI Applications - • ~Q55GJ I~~~-~ ... • 00" ........ fir ,.r~. Future HMI Implementations "1' ,.' " 
• '-" 
r' 
' . y 
/ ,. 
;!l 
Best pr actise 
dinHMI 
nents 
embedde 
compo 
I ndustry standard tllQes of error J.::::. Industry standard !llR~§ of erroP>-
informatioa infQnnatiQ[] 
1. Automatic Mode 1. Actual Errors 
2. Manual Mode 2. History of Errors 
3. Step Mode 3. Most Frequent Errors 
4. Return to Initial Position Mode 
5. Reset Mode 
Figure 7.28 HMI system architecture supports encapsulating industry best practice 
Figure 7.29 illustrates the Machine Error Information HMI Task that's consists of three 
instances of the same Error Information HMI widget. The machine Error Information HMI 
Task is requested from the machine server by the HMI client. The HMI Error Widget 
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displays the three different types of error infonnation according to the HMI Widget 
configuration parameter setting in the Machine Error Infonnation HMI Task which is 
displayed in the; HMI Client. This Machine Error Infonnation HMI Task hence has' the 
industry best practice embedded with the error infonnation HMI Widgets in tenns of standard 
, " . 
display of machine error infonnation that is required by the HMI users and provides ,a 
consistent look and feel when reused and feel in different machine applications. 
1-------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------, 
• HMI Client Machine Server • • 
• 
...----------------,: 
· • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Request type of machine sub 
system error Information 
HTML 
Web Server 
Error 
Information 
HMIWidget 
Machine Sub 
System Error 
Information 
Widget 
Configuration 
Parameter 
<f) 
.Err2r g> 
. Information E 
HMI Widget 3l 
Machine Sub ,-----,:;; 
System Error -EO> 
Information 
'--=::::;:::==: '----> ~ 
r Error 8!. 
Information 
HMIWldget 
Machine Sub 
System Error 
Information 
• • ~ _________________ ~--------------------------_-----+--___________ w _________________________________ _ 
Figure 7.29 Three types of industry standard error infonnation in sub system error machine 
, task. 
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Another example implementation of the concept of a HMI Task containing HMI Widgets and 
their configuration parameter settings is 'used in the machine mode control HMI functionality. 
The implementation of the machine mode control HMI functionality is illustrated in figure 
7.30 and is ,a Machine Mode Control HMI Task software component. The requirement for 
this HMI task is to support the industry standard control modes of the machine: 
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1. Automatic Mode Operation of the machine is carried out automatically according to 
the specified application behaviour without the need for intervention from the 
operator. 
2. Manual Mode There is no predefined operational sequence in this mode. The machine 
operates upon specific commands issues by the operator. 
3. Step Mode The machine operates in the control sequence as in automatic mode. 
However the system will pause after each control sequence and wait for the operator 
confirmation before proceeding to the next operation sequence. 
4. Return to Initial Position This button is continually pressed and the machine 
. components return to their initial home position. All machine components must be in 
their initial position before the machine can enter automatic mode. 
5. Resetting the Sub System When errors have been generated in the sub system the 
error fault must be rectified and then the reset command clears the error in the control 
system. 
Reset SuI> Return to Initial Manual 
System Position Mode 
Mode Control HMI 
Widgets 
Automatic 
Mode 
Provide control of the machine suI> 
,.. system modes 
Step 
Mode 
Figure 7.30 Implemented Machine Mode Control HMI Task software component 
Each Mode Control HMI Widget in Machine Mode Control HMI Task is configured using 
HMI Widget parameters to specify the control mode allocated machine mode command. 
Figure 7.31 illustrates example code that is used in HMI Widgets and HMI Task components. 
The machine mode control HMI Widgets communicate with the machine HMI Applications 
using HTTP Requests. To make these HTTP requests the HMI Widget contains a HTML 
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form (see chapter 5 of this thesis). The HTTP form declaration contains; 1) a NAME which is 
this example is "HMIMode", 2) an ACTION which is the URL that the destination HMI 
Application for the HTIP request, 3) HTIP Form parameters which is this example is the 
value of the mode command. The machine mode control HMI Task accesses the HMI widget 
parameters to be set by referencing the parameters in the syntax detailed in figure 7.30 
--------------------------------------------------~--- ------------------------, , , 
: HMI Client Machioe Server 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
. 
HMIWidget 
~ 
, 
, 
, 
HTTP Request 
HMI Application 
HTTP Response Servlet Engioe 
. 
L __________ j[Jt _________________________________________ -------.--------------
HMI Widget HTIP Request 
<FORM METHOD="POST' NAME="HMIMode' 
ACTION="url" TARGET="HIDDENFRAME" 
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN' NAME="REOTYPE" 
VALUE="value"> HTIP Form declaration 
l~<~/F~O:R~M~>~ __ ~================::~~-------- HTIP Form parameters 
Accessing the HMI Widget Parameters in the HMI Task=-
(e.g. machine mode control HMI TaSkw)~ ___ -t __ - Setting the form 
~ . parameters in the HMI 
document.HMIMode.REOTYPE.value = "SS RESET"; ... ._..:.' -f----Task 
docu~ent.HMIMode.Action.value = "http:mamb.lboro.ac.uk:80/ssc~trol"; 
.. 
Figure 7.31 Example Implementation of a Machine Mode Control HMI Widget 
The HMI Tasks discussed in this section aim to encapsulate the lower level HMI Widget 
functionality in higher level machine tasks that can be used in many applications enabling 
machine builders to concentrate better on their core competence of building machine 
automation system utilising pre built, integrated HMI components. 
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7.6 Case Study 3 - Ford Test Rig Case Study 
The Ford Test Ri g is a table top style test bed with the objectives to facil itate the 
advancement of the state-of-the-art in manufacturing machine control technology and 
co llaborati ve demonstrations. 
The Ford Test Rig, ill ustrated in fi gure 7.32 was developed in conjunction with Ford Motor 
Company and mimics general automation machines that ex ist with in the organisation. The 
objective of the test rig is to investigate new approaches to automation systems in isolation 
and in a coordinated fashion. This investigation must be allowed to occur in a fl ex ible 
envi ronment where new ideas can be verified without the cost of lost producti vity or scrap 
inevitable in a rea l producti on environment. 
Figure 7.32 The Ford Test Rig to facilitate the advancement of state of the art in 
manufacturing machine control concepts 
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7.6.1 Ford Test Rig Details 
This case study is based on the implementation of the C-B HMI concept on the Ford test rig. 
The Ford Test Rig consists of nine different machine components that are illustrated in figure 
7.33 as nodes. Parts are loaded into the ri g in the feed magazine (node 2) and the ejecting 
cylinder pushes (node I ) the parts to the rotary actuator (node 4). The rotary actuator I ifts the 
part to the lifting cyli nder (node 7) where they are then ejected to the conveyor (node 8). The 
conveyor moves the part to the rotary tab le (node 9) whi ch moves the parts to different 
stations; the drilling station (node 10) and the probe sta tion (node 11 ). The x, y gantry then 
picks the part and places them in either the goods part or the goods reject bin depending on 
whether a good / bad drilling operation is detai led at the probe stati on. 
11 
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1 - ejecting cylinder 
2 - feed magazine 
3 - part present 
4 - rota ry actuator 
5 - rota ry actuator 
6 - lift ejector 
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14 
3 --t:E 
0- 17 
7 - lifting cylinder 
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10 - drilling machine 
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12 - gantry cylinder 
7 
~ Inodel 
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2 1 / I (5 . ( I~ 
Ino~el 
13 - gantry cylinder vacuum 
14 - proximity sensor 
15 - gantry 
16 - goods part bin 
17 - goods reject bin 
Figure 7.33 Schemat ic of the Ford Test Rig illustrating major components (85) 
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7.6.2 HMI Implementation 
The End User HMI implementation deve loped for thi s case study is identical to one 
implemented for the Krause machine (see section 7.4 .2). This is due to the fact that the Ford 
Test Ri g is the same type of machine (automotive assembly manufacturing) as the Krause 
machine and the HMI was originally implemented to promote best industry practice through 
the collaboration with Ford Motor Company. 
7.6.3 System Attributes Testing 
There are tllree HMI System attributes that have been tested using this case study. The first is 
how early va lidation of the end user HMI is facilitated using a s imulated machine model. The 
second attribute that is tested is how thi s HMI approach allows operators to be trained on the 
machines operation using a simulated machine model. The third system attribute tested IS 
how remote diagnosti cs can aid engineers in diagnosing machine fau lts (see table 7.5). 
Table 7.5 HM I benefits demonstrated ~~~~~~~~~-----------------. 
Im lementation Benefits Tested Enabler 
Earl y H.MI va lidation HMI can monitor 
1----------1 and control a virtual 
Operator train ing 
Remote Diagnostics 
machine model 
Web-based 
distributed End User 
HMls 
7.6.4 Simulation Model 
HMI is validated using a virtual model of 
the machine 
Using virtual simulati on model to train 
end machine users 
Using a remote HM I with s imulation 
model functiona lity machine faults are 
dia nosed 
The benefits as a resul t of early va lidation and improved operator training using the C-B HMI 
are main ly due to the incorporation of a simulation model within the HM I. 
Using the C-B HMI it is possible to drive both the real machine and the simulation of the 
machine via the HMI, enabling engineers to be trained on the operation of the machine H.M I 
prior to the real machine being completed [78]. 
Figure 7.34 illustrates activities involved during the ramp up of machine a new automotive 
producti on machine. The too ls within tile Integrated Engineering Environment support the 
machines mechanica l design. All machine design information inputted during the activities 
supporting the machine over its entire lifecycle are stored in the Common Data Model that 
resides on the machine server. The information stored in the common data model can drive 
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either a Modelled or Real machine that 1S des igned uSlllg the tools in the Integrated 
Engineering Environment. All machine infonnati on that the HMI system requires is collected 
fro m the common data model, therefore either the simulated machine or the rea l machine can 
be dri ven by the HM l. This enables the HMI system to be validated using a simulati on 
machine model that is full y functi onal before the rea l machine is bui lt simplifying the 
commissioning tests. Another benefit of the HMI system being able to dri ve ei ther the 
modell ed or th e rea l or a combination of th e two is that mac hine operators can be trained 
before the machine is built. 
• 
1llJr.il"e 0 ?l 
End User HMI 
Operators trained using 
modeled machine 
-....... "~nternet Machine 3D Model 
Machine Server 
Integrated Engineering Environment ~-I-(C~;;:;;;mMa~;';).j 
Process Madvne Control Madline 
Planning Design logic Simulation Data Model 
HMI Validated 
using machine 
simulation HMI training using i\ 
V> \... 
Q) 
+0 
:~ 
~~==~...: ____ ~ machine simulation 
i'. before machine is built 
HMI Tralnl 
C Simulation I") 
~ a t> « MIC Build Convnlsslonl!!ll 
MC Ramp Up Time 
HMI already 
validated, simplified 
commissioning 
tests. 
Figure 7.34 Simulation model provides benefit s in HM I Validation and Operator train ing 
during the machine ramp up phase 
7.6.5 Remote Diagnostics 
Remote maintenance (or e-mai ntenance) provides the services to fac ilitate the monitoring and 
diagnosti cs and repair of machine equipment from remote location(s). The web based 
di stributed End User HMls are aimed at supporting thi s maintenance concept. The 
functi onali ty of the HMI such as the three dimensional common model is envisaged to make 
major contributions to the effi ciency of remote maintenance operati ons by enabling engi neers 
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to visualise the exact status of the machine and not rely of mental models which is traditional 
practice. 
To test the remote maintenance capabilities of the C-8-HMI system a number of faults 
scenarios for the Ford.Test rig were de,signed. 
Five different types of error 'was injected into the Ford Test Rig which were; I) Air supply 
cut off, 2) Parts jammed on the conveyor, 3) Power supply cut off, 4) Sensor pairs check and 
5) unplugging the network connection. The errors were diagnosed using three different 
approaches so that the performance could be benchmarked. The firSt approach involved only 
using a telephone to communicate between the machine user and the maintenance / control 
engineers in a remote location. The second approach involved involves using telephone and 
video support to solve the machine fault. The third approach involves using telephone, video 
and the remote HMI which includes the three dimensional machine model functionality. 
I Design tasks for testl 
• t _________________________________________ _ 
r------------------------------------------II~a"I"pa~ I 
Control Maintenance .... 
Engineer Engineer 
* Observers 
Scenario Testing I 
.-1 Error Injection 
Test Rig 
CUrrent Practice 
Web Camera 
En ineerin Tools 
Figure 7.35 Three different approaches used to test the HMI Systems remote diagnostic 
capabilities [80] 
The results from the fault scenarios injected into the Ford Test Rig that are tested in this case 
study is shown in table 7.6. 
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Table 7.6 
Problem Type of errors 
Remote + 
models + video 
on HMI + 3D 3:21 
model + 
Remote HMI + 3D 5:20 
model + video 
3:35 
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7.7 Summary 
This chapter has described the actual implementation details of the concepts introduced in 
chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis. The CoB HMI approach has been designed to meet to 
challenges faced by the automotive manufacturing industry. Three case studies are used to 
describe the CoB HMI implementation, two Automotive Assembly machines and one 
Automotive Transfer Line machine. 
The Automotive Assembly Machine case study at J. A. Krause has been used to demonstrate 
rapid HMI composition. The rapid configuration capability is also illustrated through the 
reuse of existing machine HMI Task components. Furthermore this case study has also been 
used to demonstrate another core feature of the CoB HMI approach where the machine 
component structure is changed and the HMI is automatically updated to reflect this change. 
The Automotive Transfer Line Machine case study is used to illustrate how machine HMI 
messages are generated from the machine common database. This ensures that the machine 
and its associated HMI are always consistent. Industry best practice is shown in this example 
by demonstrating industry standard types of error messages are embedded in sub-system 
components so they can be reused in many applications. 
The benefit of remote monitoring and diagnost~cs through the use of internet technologies 
that the HMI system supports is illustrated using the Ford Test. Rig case study. The three 
dimensional solid model is described and how this supports early HMI validation and 
operator training. 
In this chapter the example case studies describing the implementation of the CoB HMI have 
been presented. The implementation will be qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated in 
, 
chapter 8. 
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8.1 Introduction 
The three C-B HMI case studies (detailed in chapter 7 of this thesis) explain the HMI system 
implementation and provide examples cases of testing the HMI system -attributes. These 
system attributes are qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated in this chapter and the benefits 
associated with the C-B HMI are briefly discussed. The system has been evaluated from the 
perspective determining if the C-B HMI approach meets the requirements of global 
manufacturing. The qualitative aspect of the evaluation focuses on how well the new 
approach to building HMI Systems meets the needs of global manufacturing whereas the 
quantitative aspect evaluates the HMI systems performance in an global manufacturing 
environment by measuring key attributes, for example a comparison of the system build time 
between the current industry practice and the HMI system approach described in this thesis. 
C-B HMI Sys!em results . 
Case Studies 
HMI System Tested 
in Case Study 
Benchmark 
Literature Review 
Current Industry 
best pra ctice 
Evaluation 
--. Does it meets need of +--
Agile Manufacturing 
Attributes to test 
Global Manufacturing 
Requirements 
What are the 
industrial drivers 
Figure 8.1 Evaluation test the results from the case studies against key demands in global 
manufacturing which are also benchmarked against current best practice 
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8.2 Fulfilling the Challenges of Global Manufacturing 
This section aims to determine if the new approach to HMI systems described in this thesis 
fulfils the challenges of global manufacturing. Global manufacturing is demanding that 
enterprises to respond quickly to changing market demands and organisations must globally 
distribute manufacturing plants to remain competitive in the global marketplace (see section 
2.2). There are three objectives of the C-B HMI system that have been evaluated to determine 
the effectiveness in meeting the requirements placed on the system by the pursuit of agility. 
Three objectives are; 1) faster machine ramp up time, 2) machine operating effectiveness and 
3) increasing machine up time. Each HMI objective has a number of attributes inherent to the 
HMI that form the HMI system evaluation criteria. The HMI approach described in this thesis 
must also have the desired performance characteristics that are expected from HMI systems 
in terms of 1) industrial robustness, 2) fail safe operation and 3) real-time response. 
Global 
Manufacturing 
Requirements 
HMI Objectives 
(Evaluation Criteria) 
HMJAttributes 
Faster Machine Ramp 
Up Time 
-Fast HMI composition 
-low skiD level 
·Reuse software 
·Early Validation of HMI 
-Operator training 
Global 
Global Manufacturing 
Challenge$horter 
Product IWeoycle. 
Manufacturing plants 
Bring products High product 
to market faster change rate 
Machine Operating Increasing Machine Up 
Effect/veness TIme 
-Industry best practise -Remote diagnostics I 
-Accurate information monitoring 
-Common look and feel -Accurate information 
-Simulation Model 
Figure 8:2 Fulfilling the requirements of Global Manufacturing 
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8.3 Evaluation of Machine Ramp Up Time 
The first of the three HMI system objectives is the ability to provide a faster machine ramp 
up. Five HMI attributes have been identified that are instrumental to satisfYing this objective 
which are; I) Fast HMI composition, 2) Low Skill level required during composition, 3) 
reusable HMI software components, 4) early validation of the HMI and 5) operator training. 
A summary of these HMI. attributes to support faster machine ramp up that is described in 
this section is detailed in table 8.1 
bl 81 C BHMIS Ta e - system attn utes th h' b' at support aster mac me ramp UP 0 t)Jectlve . 
HMI Attributes Implementation Result 
HMI Development The HMI is modeled using a In the Krause case study the End 
Time storyboarding teclmique and User HMI was composed in less 
directly input into a HMI than 5 minutes. 
configuration tool within the End User HMI's can be selected 
Integrated Engineering and deployed to a new machine .. 
Environment that generates the application in 2 minutes. 
executable HMI system. The only unique software 
HMI's can be selected and developed for each machine 
deployed using a tool in an application was the simulation 
.. Integrated Engineering model [87] and the diagnostics 
Environment that supports the (approx 120 mins for 10 machine 
machine throughout its entire components) 
lifecycle. 
Low skill level to Storyboarding technique Krause case study demonstrates 
build machine HMI specifies the HMI at high level how process engineers can 
systems and no specialist programming potentially compose fully 
knowledge is required. functional end user HMI's. 
The component based structure Lamb Technicon case study 
of the HMI System allows the proves industry standard error 
lower level higher skilled .. infonnation and sub system. 
development to be encapsulated mode control is encapsulated in 
and reused via User Task system. 
Components. 
Reusable HMI Clean component based design. The reusability of the HMI 
software components . High degree of reuse in software components developed in the 
architecture at 3 levels; I) the case studies is evaluated. 
End User HMI, 2) HMI Task End User HMI have a 50% 
Components, 3) HMI Widgets. reusability index (see table 8.4). 
HMI Tasks have a reusability 
index of 58.6% (see table 8.4) 
HMI Widgets have a reusability 
index of 66.6% (see table 8.4) 
Early validation of HMI can be tested using a Ford Test Rig case study 
HMI virtual, real or composite demonstrates the HMI system 
machine. The machine driving a virtual machine to 
simulation is developed earlier in support validation of HMI 
the machine ramp up phase. capabilities. 
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Table 8 I continued 
Operator training Using virtual model remote to Ford Test Rig case study 
the machine build location demonstrates the HMI system 
driving a virtual machine from a 
remote location to support 
operator training. 
8.3.1 HMI Development Time 
Reducing the machines associated HMI systeni development cycle time is a key attribute in 
achieving fast production ramp up [72]. Current industrial practice involves the requirements 
and specification stage to be completed by the process engineer. This is then passed to the 
HMI programmer who implements the HMI System software. In the C-B HMI approach, the 
End User HMI is modelled using a storyboarding technique (see chapter 4 of this thesis) and 
directly input into the End User HMI Composition Tool by the process engineer who then· 
generates the executable End User HMI soft~are (see section 7.4.4 of this thesis). The 
elimination of the HMI programmer can significantly reduce the development time of the 
HMI but this can only be realized if the end user client software components (HMI Tasks and . 
HMI Widgets) have been developed (see section 7.3.2). 
During the Krause case study the time taken to compose an End User HMI was measured as 
less than 5 minutes (see section 7.4.4). Once the End User HMI is composed it is stored in 
system libraries and it can be can be selected and deployed to new application in less than 2 
minutes using the End User HMI Configuration Tools within the integrated engineering 
environment. 
Due to the less structured, iterative and hence more complex process in developing a machine 
HMI system using the current industry technologies that involve indirect development 
activities (specification documenting, bespoke HMI system and machine PLC device 
interfacing) it is more challenging to determine an exact time scale for HMI System 
development. Nevertheless by combining the requirements specification and software 
implementation (illustrated in figure 8.3) the development cycle using the storyboarding 
requirements specification technique that is directly executable it is suggested that the overall 
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development process time would be reduced. The HMI development time would be shortened 
by the time taken for the HMI software to be implemented that is eliminated from the HMI 
development process. 
. Current Industrv Method 
Requirements 
and 
Specification 
Process Engineer 
Requirements 
and + Software 
Specification Implementation 
Software 
Implementation 
HMI Programmer 
CoB HMI Approach 
HMI System 
~ . ~c._ .. ~·. otM" ~, .:  ~' -"t. -""'-~ .. ::-.-.--. -. 
(WJ ,~ '.~~-:::::; _. c=> ~ j:';~~'~ I : 
HMI Composition tools ::. ;.~ ]-:~. u', 
using storyboarding , . HI ID III ill Q EI.i 
technique that is 
directly executable 
HMI System 
'!! (j 
~ __________ ~HllM~I~DaEVLE~L~O~P~MnE~N~TLiTlliIM~E~ __ --,~ 
Figure 8.3 Elimination of the software implementation in the HMI Development process is 
suggested to shorten develop time 
8.3.2 Low skill level to build machine HMI systems 
The most technically demanding aspect in building a new machine HMI system is the 
software implementation process that is performed by specialist HMI programmers [90]. The 
requirements and speciation of the machine HMI system is completed by process engineers 
who have knowledge about; 1) the operation and functionality of the HMI and 2) the users 
and what tasks they must perform on the machine. However process engineers do not have 
the specialist knowledge to convert these requirements into fully functional HMI software 
applications. 
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The aim of the storyboarding technique used in the C-B HMI approach to describe the End 
Users HMI functionality eliminates the highly skilled aspect of the HMI development process 
by enabling complete End User HMI's to be'directly generated from specifying the end user 
HMI functionality at a level that requires no specialist skills (see section 7.4.4). The HMI 
composition tool within the integrated engineering environment (see section 6.5) supports the 
input of the HMI requirements using this storyboarding technique by the process engineer in 
this case and automatically generates the HMI software. The process engineer requires no 
specialist HMI programming knowledge. The C-B structure of the HMI System partitions the' 
system so the higher skilled development activities form End User software components 
(HMI Task Components and HMI Widgets) which the HMI programmers must develop and 
are subsequently reused to compose complete End User HMI's. 
The Krause case study demonstrates how process engineers can potentially compose fully 
functional end user HMI's with no specialist skills required. 
The Lamb Technicon case study proves how industry standard error information and sub 
system mode control is encapsulated in system by the HMI programmer. 
8.3.3 Reusable HMI software components 
The systematic reuse of previously implemented software components aims to achieve 
increased software development productivity as well as increased quality of the software [58, 
59 and 60]. Ifpreviously tested components are reused in a new HMI software project's they 
are likely to contain fewer errors than if new components were developed for each new 
application. This has been reported to reduce the overall failure rate of the software project. 
Hence, high quality software can be built by incorporating reused components into the 
software project. Reuse offers the potential for lower cost of development through shorter 
development timescales and producing better quality software, however, reuse can also be a 
significant constraint actually slowing it down and making the overall design of the system 
unwieldy, and unstable. It can actually increase the long-term cost of the system [94]. 
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The reuse rate is a factor that can be used to enable the assessmenf of the value of the reuse 
method in the systems approach. It is essential to assess the reuse rate to monitor the success 
of the software systems reuse methodology. According to Poulin [62], the de-facto standard 
for measuring the reuse level is: 
Reused Software 
, Total Software x 100% -(j) 
The software designed in the HMI approach described in this thesis has a structured layered 
architecture which promotes reuse by encapsulating functionality of the End User HMI 
components at three system levels; 1) End User HMI, 2) HMI Task Components, 3) and HMI 
Widgets. The remainder of this section evaluates the reuse of the End User HMI components 
implemented to support the three case studies described in chapter 7. 
End User HMI Clients Re-use 
Table 8.2 details the End User HMI's in each of the three case studies described in chapter 7 
of this thesis to support the requirements of the three different (see section 7.3.1) end users 
identified; 1) Machine Operator,2) Machine Engineer and 3) Machine Diagnostic Engineer. 
Six End User HMI's were developed to support the nine End User HMI's required (three per 
, case study) which provides a reusability index of 50% (see table 8.3). 
T bl 82E dU HMI' . h fth thr tud' d a e . n ser smeac 0 e ee case s les 'bd' h t 7 escn e m c apler 
Case Study Implemented End User HMI' I End User HMI Type and 
(see chapter 7) Storyboard Model 
Krause 1) Machine Operator HMI Client } End User HMI for the 
2) Machine Engineer HMI Client ' a1ltomotive assembly 
3) Machine Diagnostic Engineer HMI Client machine (7.4.2) 
Ford Test Rig 4) Machine Operator HMI Client } End User HMI for the 
5) Machine Engineer HMI Client . automotive assembly 
6) Machine Diagnostic Engineer HMI Client machine (7.4,2)' 
Lamb 7) Machine Operator HMI Client } End User HMI for the 
Technicon 8) Machine Engineer HMI Client . automotive transfer line 
9) Machine Diagnostic Engineer HMI Client machine (7.5.2) 
The dependant variables for the reuse of the End User HMI are; I) the end user type and 2) 
the machine type. 
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Two different types of machine were implemented in the three case studies. The Lamb 
Technicon case study was based on an automotive transfer line machine and the Ford Test 
Rig and J. A. Krause case studies were based on an automotive assembly machine. The three 
assembly machine end user HMI's (Machine Operator HMI, Machine Engineer HMI and 
Machine Diagnostic Engineer HMI) implemented for the assembly type machine could be 
directly reused in the Ford Test Rig and J. A. Krasue case studies due to the machine being 
the same type. The HMI implemented for the automotive transfer line machine could only be 
used for the Lamb Technicon case study. The reusability index (using Poulin method [62]) is 
50% (3 End User HMI reused / 6 End User HMI developed) for end user HMI's in these 
three case studies. 
It could be suggested that this reusability index would be increased to 100% if this approach 
was adopted in industry due to a machine builder developing many individual machines 
applications of the same type for the same type of end users. 
Table 8.3 End User HMI Software reused in cha ter 7 case studies 
System Architectural Dependant· Case Studies Reusability = (no. reused 
Layer variables for reuse / no. develo ed %. EndU7s-e-r~H~M~I~---~M~a=ch~i=ne~T=yp~e~~~3-u-s-~-t-yp-e-s---1~(~3=re~u=s~ed~/~6~d=evLe7Io~p-e~d~)-1 
2 machine 50% 
types 
HMI Task Components Re-use 
HMI Tasks software components w~e implemented and used to compose theEnd User 
HMI's clients. 
The six different ~es of user functionality required (\. Diagnostics, 2. Simulation Model, 3. 
Control & Monitoring, 4. Real-time Info, 5: Mode Control and 6. Error Information) in the 
HMI's for the case studies are detailed together with their corresponding implemented HMI 
Task component in table 8.4. 
The Machine Error Information HMI. Task (supporting the error information user 
functionality), Mode Control HMI Task (supporting the mode control user functionality) and 
the Real-time Information HMI Task (providing Real-Time machine information user 
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functionality) were all reused in the Ford Test Rig, J. A. Krause and Lamb Technicon case 
studies and therefore each achieved 100% reuse. 
The control and m(:mitoring user functionality had different requirements (see section 7.4.2 
for the assembly machine and 7.5.2 for the transfer line machine) which are fundamental to 
the operation of the type of machine. The sequencing nature of the transfer line machine 
re<juired the component states that the machine normally executes to always be displayed 
down each side of the HMI screen, the HOME state of the machine component on the left 
hand side and the WORK state on the right side of the screen. In contrast the assembly 
machine type required the machine components state to be displayed in a hierarchical . 
structure of the machine components and then machine elements for the selected component. 
Two different HMI Tasks (Assembly Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task and a Transfer 
Line Machine Monitor and Control HMI Task) were implemented to support the two 
different machine types (see table 8.4c) which results in a 50% reusability index (one HMI 
Task reused divide by two HMI Tasks developed). 
The Solid Model Machine Simulation functionality (table 8.4b) implemented in each case 
study is unique to each machine's physical configuration and therefore Solid Model HMI 
Task must be developed for each machine [63]. The reusability index is 0% for this software 
component. However a machine solid model is developed from re-usable modules [87] but in 
this evaluation from the HMI perspective only the Solid Model HMI Task is considered -
how the machine solid model is developed is outside the scope of this research. 
The machines diagnostic user· functionality (table 8.4c) is unique for each machine 
implemented in these case studies and each machine consists of a Diagnostic HMI Task 
unique for the machines application. The diagnostic HMI Task components implemented in 
the three case studies therefore nave a reusability index is 0%. 
The mean average reuse for the HMI Task components required in the three case studies is 
58.6% 
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Table 8.4 HMI Tasks used in each case study (Chapter 7 of this thesis) 
End User HMI's implemented in 
Case Studies 
Ford Test J.A. Lamb 
Rig HMI Krause HMI Technicon HMI 
1: -
. 
-c: c: 
.!!1 .!!1 .!!1 
(3 (3 (3 
::;: ::;: ::E 
J: J: J: 
- -
~ 
- -
~ 
-
1: ~ c: c: (]) c: c: (]) c: (]) (]) 
.!!1 (]) ~ (]) (]) , .!!1 .!!1 (]) G (3 c: G c: (3 (3 c: 'c, U 'c, 'c, 
::;: ::E c: ::E ::;: c: ::E ::;: c: w w W 
J: J: 0 J: J: 0 J: J: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '" .9 ~ .9 (]) .9 (]) <J) (]) <J) (]) 0 (]) 0 (]) 0 f! c: c: f! c: c: f! c: c: 
(]) 'c, 0> (]) 'c, 0> (]) 'c, 0> 
a. c: 
'" 
a. c: .!2 a. c: '" 0 w is 0 w 0 0 w is 
(]) (]) 
" " " " " " " c: c: c: ~ c: c: c: c: c: All Implemented HMI :2 :2 :2 :2 ~ :2 :2 :2 Task Components 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: ::;: 
c: 
... .Q 
0- Machine Error t: '" ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ wE Information HMI Task ~.E 
.s 
,,- [[] " e 0_ Mode Control HMI Task ./ ./ ::;: 5 cO U 
...!..E [B '" c: Real-time Information (])- ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 0::" HMI Task .E 
"F 
<>!So> 
Assembly Machine 
-c: Monitor and Control HMI ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ o '1: Task 
-=0 c:_ 
o· Transfer Line Machine U 5 
d::;: Monitor and Control HMI 
. 
./ ./ ./ 
Task 
c: 
Ford Test Rig Simulation 
./ ./ ./ 
0 HMI Task 
~a; Krause Machine 
"5" 
./ ./ ./ EO Simulation HMI Task .- ::;: en 
.ci Lamb Machine 
Simulation HMI Task ./ ./ ./ 
1'l Krause Machine ./ ./ 
'" 
Diagnostics HMI Task 
<J) 
0 Lamb Machine c: 
./ ./ 0> Diagnostics HMI Task .. 
. !2 
0 Ford Test Rig .. 
./ ./ ./ 
'" Diagnostics HMI Task . 
Mean Average Reuse 
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, 
Reusability % 
no. reused 
no. developed 
(1 reused 11 developed) 
100% 
(1 reused 11 developed) 
100% 
(1 reused 1 1 developed) 
100% 
(1 reused 1 2 developed) 
50% 
(0 reused 1 3 developed) 
0% 
(0 reused 1 3 developed) 
0% 
58.6% 
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HMI Widgets Re-use . 
The lowest level HMI End User elements in the HMI systems structure is the HMI Widgets. 
One or more HMI widgets are combined in a HMI Task component. The concept of the HMI 
Widgets is to support the direct interaction with a functional aspect of the machine. The 
functional aspects of the machine required to support end user HMI's have been identified in 
the case studies (see section 7.3.1) and are; I} ~achine Error Information, 2} Real-time 
Machine Information, 3} Machine component control and monitoring, 4} Machine Mode 
control, 5} Machine solid model and 6} machine diagnostics and their reusability is detailed 
in table 8.5. 
The Error information HMI widget implemented supports the three standard types of machine· 
error information (see section 7.5.5). This HMI widget is used to develop the Machine Error 
. Information HMI Task component which is reused in all three case studies. Only one HMI 
widget is developed to support the Error information functionality which is reused in all case 
study implementations therefore the reusability index is 100% (one reused component 
divided by one developed component). 
The Real-time HMI Widget provides real-time machine information to the End User HMI. 
This HMI widget is implemented as a Java Applet (see Figure 7.26) which is generic and 
reused in all three case studies. The reusability of this HMI widget is 1 00% (one reused 
component divided by one developed component). 
Mode Control HMI widget used to provides the functionality to control the mode of the 
machine. Automotive machine in the case studies have five different modes of operation; I} 
Initial Position Mode, 2} Step Mode, 3} Reset Mode, 4} Manual Mode and 5} Auto Mode· 
which are all supported by configuring the mode control HMI widget. The reusability of this 
. HMI widget is 100% (one reused component divided by one developed component). 
The C-B Paradigm for Automation Systems [88] defines each individual machine 
components sequencing and interlocking logic using state transition diagrams. This consistent 
~ 
representation of all machine components allows a single HMI Widget to be adopted that· 
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controls and monitors the machine components states. Application of the C-B paradigm to the 
three case studies allows the Component Monitoring and Control HMI widget to be reused 
across all machine components in all case studies. The reusability of this HMI widget is· 
100% (one reused component divided by one developed component). 
The machine Solid Model HMI Widget is unique for each machine's configuration and a new 
HMI widget is developed for each case study. The reuse is 0% due to their being no reuse of 
this HMI widget between different machine applications in the three case studies. 
The mean average reuse for the HMI Widgets implemented to support the three case studies 
is 66.6% 
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T hI 85HMIW'd a e I gets use d' meac h d (Ch case stuly apter 7 ftb' h .) 0 IS t eSls 
Case Studies 
~ c 8 J: ::;: 
'c 
Cl J: .s:: 
ii: Q) <.> 
'" ~ 1i) ::> m ~ ~ 
.0 
'E « E-o m::;: 
HMIWidgets u.. -; . ...IJ: Remarks Reusability 
Widget used to support 3 
~ standards types of error Error Information HMI ., ., ., information; 1) Actual, 2) (1 reused 11 ~ History and 3) most developed) g Widget (3) (3) (3) 
w frequent in all case studies 100% 
...: in all three case studies 
(see section 7). . 
...!..E 
• Real-time Information HMI (1 reused 11 
'" c Real-time Information ., ., ., Q)- Widget is reused in all developed) O::Q) HMI Widget (1 ) (1) (1) 
·E three case studies. 100% Q)", 
Q) Mode Control widget used c (1 reused 11 .- Q) 
Mode Control ., ., ., to support the five different .s::'O <.> 0 developed) ~:2 HMIWidget (5) (5) (5) operating modes for each 100% 
,,; case study. 
015 Component Monitoring Widget is used to provide (1 reused 11 ~:!;::: ., ., ., control and monitoring for 55 and Control HMI developed) 0:2 Widget (17) (20) (10) all machine components 100% uO/S used in all case studies. 
Ford Test Rig Solid ., 
a; Model HMI Widget (1) . 
'0 Solid Model HMI widget is 0 (0 reused 13 ::;: Krause Solid Model ., unique for each machine 
:2 HMIWidget (1) and is developed for each developed) 
'0 0% 
rJJ case study. 
.cl Lamb Solid Model HMI 
., 
Widget (1) 
Ford Test Rig ., 
. 
Components Diagnostic (17) The diagnostic widgets 
'" 
HMIWidget (electrical schematics, 
CJ Krause Components ., mechanical schematics) (0 reused 13 
'" developed) , 
'" 0 Diagnostic HMI Widget (20) are unique to each c 0% Cl machine and do not m Lamb Component is Diagnostics HMI 
., 
support any reuse. 
ai Widget (10) 
Mean Average Reuse 66.66% 
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8.3.4 Early validation of HMI 
Early validation of the HMI system is a key attribute to achieving a faster machine ramp-up 
time. The current industry approach to building HMI systems does not allow the HMI system 
to be tested and functionality validated until the real machine has been physically built and 
the machine control software developed. 
The HMI· System approach described. in this thesis facilitates early validation which is 
inherent to the HMI architecture adopted. The HMI system transparently interfaces (see 
section 5.7.7 that describes the machine interface) to either the real, simulated or hybrid 
(combination of real and simulated machine) machine. The process of constructing a new 
machine or re-configuration of an existing machine involves [88] sirilUlating the machine's 
sequencing and interlocking logic behaviour using a three dimensional solid model. This 
three dimensional model is developed before the real machine which enables the HMI system 
to be tested before the real machine is built leading to the machine users being trained earlier 
in the machine ramp up phase contributing bringing a machine on line quicker. 
The Ford Test Rig case study in chapter 7 of this thesis is used to demonstrate the End User 
HMI driving a simulated machine (see section 7.6.4) which can be used to support the early 
. validation . of HMI. The validation of the HMI involves performing a number of 
commissioning tests that ensure machine real-time component states and error diagnostic 
messages are displayed appropriately and clearly for the operator. The simulation model is 
used earlier in the ramp up phase to ensure that the HMI is ex~rcising the intended machine 
components and all machine mode controls commands and error information is accurate. 
8.3.5 Operator training 
Training the operators on the operation of the machine HMI before the machine is fully 
installed and commissioned in the manufacturing plant is a key benefit that this HMI 
approach described in this thesis supports. 
Using the current industry approach the operators are trained on the manufacturing machines 
on site in the final stages of the bringing the machine online. New machines are more likely 
to have process faults in the early stages and operators will be least trained for these 
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scenarios. Often operators are trained on similar machines enabling them to be trained earlier 
in the machine ramp up and then transferred to the new machine when it is fully 
commissioned. Problems with this approach are that the end users are not trained on the 
machine they are operating and although they may be the same machine type the are trained· 
on (two machine types in the case studies, an assembly machine or a transfer line machine) 
their are differences between the machine they are trained on the machine they operate. For 
. . . 
example the sequencing and interlocking logic behaviour and cycling times are unique to 
each machine application and the adoption of this HMI approach allows the users to be 
trained on the actual machine and understand' the recovery form errors using the HMI 
diagnostics functionality. 
Driving both the real machine and the machine simulation {demonstrated in the Ford Test Rig 
case study)via the HMI, enables the end users to be trained on the operation of the HMI prior 
to the real machine being commissioned and installed. 
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8.4 Machine Operating Effectiveness 
Three HMI attributes have been identified that are key to supporting machine effectiveness; 
I) Implementing industrY best practice, in the HMI system 2) Accurate infonnation and 3) 
common look and feel. 
Table 8 6 C-B HMI System attributes that support faster machine ramp up objective 
HMI Attribute System Implementation Result 
Industry best practice End User HMI C-B structure HMI Widgets encapsulates 
consists of three levels that proven comni.unication 
encapsulate best industry mechanism between the client and 
practice: 1. HMI Widgets, 2. the machine server support 
HMI Task Components and 3. interaction with the machine 
End User HMI Clients components that. 
The industry best practice is 
encapsulated in HMI Task 
components that consist of one or 
more HMI screens that are laid 
out with the correct types of 
machine interaction (HMI 
widgets) and navigation between 
them. 
Industry knowledge and 
experience. of the HMI 
functionality required on each 
screen the navigation between the 
screens is encapsulated at this 
level in the HMI architectural 
. structure. 
HMI Accurate A novel feature of the C-B Scenario in case study proves 
information HMI System architecture is all accurate HMI machine error 
machine information is stored infonnation by changing a 
in a common machine data machine sensor using. the 
repository ensuring there is no integrated engineering tools and 
inconsistency in machine this updated machine error 
information being fragmented information is propagated to the 
across different HMI's and HMI System via the common 
machine control systems. machine data repository. 
HMI common look Reuse of common HMI Out of the 6 HMI Task 
and feel software components in End components used in an End User 
User HMI's provides a HMI 4 are directly reused (see 
common look and feel. table 8.4). Through this reuse the 
HMI adopts a common look and 
I· . feel. 
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8.4.1 Industry best practice 
The CoB HMI system architecture allows the encapsulation of best industry practice in 
building high quality HMI Systems with encapsulated industry experience and knowledge. 
The structure of the End User Client and how it supports industry best practice is; 
1) HMI Widgets support interaction with the machine components that encapsulates proven 
communication mechanism between the client and the machine server (see Figure 7.30 in 
section 7.5.5). This communication mechanism is encapsulated in the HMI widget and is pre-
tested when integrated into HMI Task components. 
2) HMI Task components provide a particular functional aspect of the HMI typically to 
support the user in performing a machine task (for example machine diagnostics, monitoring 
and control, real-time information, . error information). The industry best practice is 
encapsulated in HMI Task components that consist of one or more HMI screens that are laid 
out with the correct types of machine interaction (HMI widgets) and navigation between 
them. 
3) End User HMI Clients combine the different aspects of the HMI functionality using HMI 
Task components (see section 7.3.2) to provide a complete end user HMI. Industry . 
knowledge and experience of the HMI functionality required on each screen the navigation 
between the screens is encapsulated at this level in the HMI architectural structure. 
The standard practices of the HMI that are implemented across machines using this approach 
allow HMI users to be familiar with HMI systems on different machines. The HMI system 
component based architecture supports encapsulation of best practice withi~ a component. 
8.4.2 Accurate information 
It is essential that the machine information used in the HMI system is accurate. A major issue 
with current industry HMI systems is that machine information (for example error messages 
and machine diagnostics (see section 2.3.3) that is required in the HMI system are fragmented 
across different systems, for example typically a HMI system database contains the machine 
error messages and are. referenced by a machine PLC device. As changes are made to the 
manufacturing machine configuration which involves changing the machine PLC device 
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program the HMI system database must be simultaneously updated top ensure consistency 
accurate error information is displayed. If all the systems (machine HMI's and PLC devices) 
are not updated consistently the information displayed in the HMI is not accurate A novel . 
feature of the CoB HMI System architecture is all machine information is stored in a common 
machine data repository (see common machine data repository implementation section 7.3.4) 
which ensures consistent accurate machine data is propagated to engineering tools in the 
. machines lifecycle including the HMI. The Lamb Technicon (see section 7.5.4) case study 
details a scenario where changes are made to an error message associated with a machine 
. . \ 
sensor using the integrated engineering tools and this updated machine error information is 
propagated to the HMI System via the common machine data repository. 
The benefits of having accurate machine information in the HMI system are to support more 
effective use of the manufacturing machine by the users acting on the correct machine 
information. 
8.4.3 Common look and feel 
A common look and feel is one of the key factors that will increase the usability of 
manufacturing systems and reduce operating costs of end user operations [98]. The "look" of 
ari HMI is defined as the style of presenting information to a user. The "feel" is defined as 
how the HMI responds to an action taken by the user [42]. 
The HMI approach described in this thesis supports reusing common system components at; 
1. Widget levl!l (providing interaction with the machine), 2. Task level (supporting a 
particular aspect of HMI functionality) and 3. End User HMI level (complete fully functional 
end user HMI defined using an End User HMI Storyboarding model). The objective of 
reusing common HMI components between different machine applications is a common look 
and feel is inherent to systems built from reusing the same components. 
Table 8.7 details the four core aspects of HMI functionality required in the HMI system 
which are; I) Error Information, 2) Machine Mode Control, 3) Standard HMI controls to 
exercise and monitor machine components and 4) Standard real-time machine information. 
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Within the automotive industry a common look is required for each of these aspects of HMI 
functionality (detailed in table 8.7) which is encapsulated in the associated HMI Task 
component. 
T bl 87 HMIT k a e as components proVl e common 00 ·d I k 
Aspect of HMI 
functionality where Associated HMI Common look required in automotive industry 
a common look and Task Component 
feel is encapsulated. 
, Three types of industry standard error 
Error. Machine Error information are encapsulated in the End User 1. Information Information HMI HMI components; I) Actual Errors, 2) History of Task Component Errors and 3) Most Frequent Errors (see section 
7.5.5) . . 
Five types of industry standard machine mode 
Machine Mode control are encapsulated in the End User HMI 
2. Machine Mode HMI Task components; 1) Automatic Mode, 2) Manual I. Control Component Mode, 3) Step Mode, 4) Return to Initial Position 
and 5) Resetting the· Sub System (see section 
. 7.5.5) . 
HMI controls to Machine Control 
exercise and 
and Monitoring Machine Component Control and Monitoring 3. monitor HMI Task HMI Task encapsulates best practice for 
machine Component exercising and monitoring machine components. 
components. 
Real-time Machine Real- Machine real-time information is displayed in 4. machine time HMI Task 
information Component the end user HMI in an industry standard way. 
How the different aspects of HMI functionality (supported using HMI Task components) are 
laid out on the end user HMI screen layout is critical to achieving a common look and feel 
[22]. The screen layout is defined in the End User HMI Storyboarding model which is 
directly executed using the HMI composition tool within the integrated engineering 
environment. Reusing the End User HMI in different machine applications ensures a 
cOnlmon look to the screen lllyout. 
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8.5 Increasing machine uptime 
Increasing the up time of a manufacturing machine is a major industry driver for a HMI 
system [19]. The HMI system must provide the correct type of machine information and or 
machine control to the targeted users in their desired locations. Too often, a great deal of 
downtime and resources are consumed on simple operational problems for example work 
pieces becoming jammed in the machine, air or other miscellaneous machine supplies not 
being switched on [65]. Three attributes (detailed in table 8.8) of the C-B HMI System 
described in this thesis have been identified that are key to increasing the machine up time; I) 
Remote diagnostics and monitoring, 2) Accurate machine information and 3) a local or 
remote simulation ofthe real machine. 
T bl 8 8 C B HMI S 'b a e - system attn utes th at support mcreasmg mac me up time 
HMI Attribute Implementation Result 
Remote diagnostics / Web-based, distributed End User Errors injected into Ford Test Rig 
monitoring HMIs that .. utilise internet machine and diagnosed remotely 
connected PC using standard using; I) telephone, 2) telephone 
web browsers are implemented + live video and 3) telephone + 
to meet the demands of remote live video + HMI, 3D model. 
diagnostics and monitoring. Average time taken to diagnose a 
machine faults where 1) 
telephone - 7:05 min, 2) 
telephone + live video - 4:39 
mins and 3) telephone + live 
video + HMI, 3D model 3:35 
mins. 
Accurate information Novel feature of the HMI Ford Test Rig case study 
System in this is the machine demonstrates accurate 
integration platform where all information. throughout the 
machine information is stored in remote monitoring and diagnostic 
a common unified machine data testing. 
model which ensures consistent 
accurate machine data to all 
machine lifecyc\e engineering 
tools including the HMI. 
Simulation Model Simulated machine model Used to aid remote diagnostics. 
functionality within HMI Tested in the remote monitoring 
system . and diagnostics HMI attribute. 
. 
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Remote diagnostic and monitoring provides the seIVices to support the maintenance, and 
repair of equipment from a remote location via information and communication technologies 
which enables assessment and or control of the equipments performance. The remote 
diagnostic capabilities of the CoB HMI system are demonstrated in the Ford Test Rig case 
study (see section 7.6.5). The HMI system is only one tool in the process of remotely 
diagnosing machine faults. It is envisaged that the remote capabilities of the HMI will 
compliment current industry practice which involves a telephone conversation and a live 
video link to the machine between remote engineer and the machine operator. 
To demonstrate the remote diagnostic capabilities of the HMI system five different types of 
faults were injected into the Ford Test Rig. Three different approaches were used by the 
remote engineer to diagnose the machine fault using a different combination of the diagnostic 
tools; I) a machine operator describing the fault to a remote engineer using only a telephone, . 
2) a video of the machine together with the telephone and 3) a video of the machine together 
with the telephone and the remote HMI. 
The results from the remote diagnostic tests are tabulated in the case study (see table 7.6) and 
figure 8.4 illustrates the average time takim to diagnose faults for the three different 
diagnostic scenarios. 
It used obseIVed during these tests that were conducted that only using the telephone 
. provided limited diagnostics and took the longest length of time to successfully diagnose the 
machine fault (425 seconds, see figure 8.4). 
Having a live video of the machine available to the remotely located diagnostic engineer 
I • 
enables the engineer to see the machine status rather than continuously asking the operator 
for information relating to the machine status which speeds uP. the diagnosis time to and 
average of279 seconds (see figure 8.4). 
Using the remote machine HMI system allows the engineer to have. more information about 
the status of the machine. The HMI displays the current state of all the machine components 
. . 
and the interlocking information so the remote engineer can determine what the machine 
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conditions required for the machine to continue normal operation. Addition to this the 
engineer can view all industry standard error information (actual, most frequent and history 
of errors) relating to the machine and the three dimensional machine model allows the 
engineer to visualise the machine state. It is these aspects of the HMI that assist the engineer 
bring the machine back online in a faster time-frame (215 seconds using the phone, Video and 
HMI) and hence increasing the machines uptime. 
11 Phone IlII Phone + video o Phone + video + HMI I 
450 
400 
350 
300 
Time 250 
Taken in 200 seconds 
150 
100 
50 
0 
Type of Diagnosis 
Figure 8.4 Average times taken in seconds to diagnose five different fault scenarios using 
three different diagnostic approaches [53] 
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8.6 HMI Performance 
The HMI approach described in this thesis must also have the desired performance 
characteristics that are expected from industrial HMI systems in terms of; I) industrial 
. robustness, 2) fail safe operation and 3) real-time response. 
8.6.1 Industrial robustness 
The industrial robustness of the HMI system approach described in this thesis has been tested 
~, . 
through the application to industrial collaborators real demonstrator machines. The machine's 
HMI systems are subjected to each respective company's machine commissioning checks 
that test the machines operational function. 
In order to fully test and evaluate the C-B HMI approach from a perspective of industrial 
robustness the systems implemented in the case studies (see chapter 7 of this thesis) have 
been subject to standard commissioning tests from the respective companies commissioning 
. engineers. The objective of these tests is to check to robustness of the C-B HMI system in a 
real industrial environment subject to typical disturbances. The full commissioning tests that 
production automation machinery is subject to by machine builder commissioning engineers 
. are listed in table 8.9. 
The commissioning tests checks; I) the control of the machine and that is it sufficiently 
robust enough to handle typical disturbances, 2) the mechanical units on the machine are 
checked that they are securely mounted and correctly tuned and 3) the HMI is checked to 
ensure that status, error, diagnostic messages are displayed appropriately and clearly to the 
operator and the control of the machine from the HMI is correct. The commissioning tests for 
the Human Machine Interface that are relevant to this thesis are detailed in table 8.9. 
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T bl 89 T a e types 0 fC ommlsslomng T t fi A utomate es s or dP d ro uctlon M h· ac mery. 
Type . Objective .. 
Control To check the ability of the control system to operate General machine normally as well as handle disturbances. 
tests To ensure that all mechanical units are securely 
Mechanical mounted and all moving mechanical parts correctly 
tuned or conditioned to operate smoothly. 
HMI aspect of To ensure that status and error diagnostic messages 
. . displayed appropriately and clearly for the operator. 
machine Human Machine Ensure that all control of the machine is exercising 
commissioning Interface 
the intended. mechanical units. Ensure all mode tests 
controls commands are accurate. 
Examples of three main commissioning tests that were conducted and are relevant to the C-B 
HMI system implemented in the case studies are summarised in the following sub sections. 
Return to Initial Position 
Scenario: The machine was stopped during its automatic operation and is 
required to return to it initial state. 
Function of test: Machine HMI should execute the machine control command to return 
the machine to its initial position. 
Expected behaviour: The machine must be set to "manual" or "step" mode by pressing 
relevant button on the machine HMI display. The operator then presses 
button "Return to Initial Position" button on machine HMI display. 
Each machine component returns to its initial position. When all the 
machine components have returned to there initial position the operator 
is notified via a message on the HMI stating "Machine in Initial 
Position" 
Result: Once the Manual machine mode on the HMI display was selected and 
then the Return to Initial Position button was pressed the machine 
components are moved to their initial position the HMI displays 
notifies the operator. 
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Manual System Manipulation 
Scenario: 
. Fun'(tion oftest: 
To exercise the machine components manually via the HMI display 
To ensure that the operator can manually select and move all the 
machine components to the desired state via the HMI display. 
Expected behaviour: The machine must be set to "manual" mode by pressing the Manual 
button on the HMI display. The machine components state are 
displayed on buttons on the HMI display and when clicked drive the . 
Result: 
Error Handling 
Scenario: 
Function of test: 
. machine component to the desired button state. If a machine 
component is attempt to be driven into a state which is not allowed in 
the machine configuration due to the manual interlocks then a message 
stating the machine component state that has been requested and the 
manual machine interlock preventing this movement. 
All machine components were move to the desired states safely and 
manual interlocks were displayed on the HMI display. 
An error is generated on the machine and is propagated to the HMI 
display. 
To ensure the correct machine error information is displayed in the 
HMI display. 
Expected behaviour: An error is injected into the machine by disconnecting a limit switch 
Result: 
on a closed loop actuator (e.g. a STOP component). The machine 
STOP component will generate an error message "No Feedback is 
detected". This error message must then be propagated to the HMI 
display and displayed. 
The error message was displayed on the HMI screen. 
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8.6.2 Fail Safe Operation 
It is critical that the HMI system operates in a failsafe manor. The fail safe mechanisms of the 
system are inherent to the architecture and the application implementation. Failure to fully 
supporting fail safe operation of the HMI system would render the system unsuitable for 
controlling industrial manufacturing machinery. 
Client Server Architecture 
The client server architecture that has been adopted in the C-B HMI approach ensures the 
machine will continue to operate if one or more of the clients fail. If a HMI client fails then 
another HMI client can be used to complete the machine task. 
The automation machine is autonomous in its operation and all of the machine sequencing 
and interlocking logic is embedded in the intelligent machine components on the physical 
machine. The machine will continue to function if the HMI server is disconnected however 
the monitoring, diagnostics capabilities will not be functional. 
. Application Implementation 
The application implementation relates to the mechanisms that are implemented within the 
application which are for example message timeouts and heartbeat messaging to manage the 
communications between the client and server. These mechanisms are required to ensure that 
if communications are disconnected between the client and the server then the server is aware 
and does not continue processing a command. For example this is partially critical if the user 
requests a manual machine component move and then the communication between the HMI 
client (where the manual move button has been pressed) and HMI server fails. The HMI 
server must terminate the manual move and not continue to move the machine component -
this would lead to the machine being in manual mode and not under the direct control of the 
operator. Another example scenario of where it is critical to detect if this communication link 
has failed is if the HMI real-time messages do not update on the HMI display so the operator 
assumes that the machine components are not changing state but actually the communication 
link has failed therefore no HMI server messages are updating the client HMI. A heartbeat 
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mechanism exists where the HMI server must send out an heartbeat message every I second, 
if this is not received by the client HMI then a communications message is displayed on the 
screen indicating clearly that there is a fault within the HMI system. 
8.6.3 Response Times 
The response times of the HMI system are defined as the time taken for actions to be 
propagated though the HMI. For example, the time taken from a button is pressed on the HMI' 
display to when the machine command is issued is the user to the machine HMI response 
time. Likewise when a machine state change occurs the time taken between the machine 
. , 
issuing· the event on the HMI and it being displayed is the response time of the HMI from the 
machine to the user. 
It is expected the machine state information must be propagated considerably faster than the 
machine takes to move. HMI systems within automotive assembly manufacturing must have 
a 500ms worst case response time [22]. The HMI was response time of the HMI systems 
implemented in the three case studies was tested to ensure they meet this criterion. The test 
involved setting a machine component state change and watching the real-time HMI Task 
Component change. No formal timing was conducted due to it being apparent (straight away 
the HMI responded to the machine state) that the 500 ms response was met. The 
communication mechanism for the real-time information implements TCPIIP socket 
technologies. The response times of these technologies are detailed in table 8.1 O. In addition 
to the communications between the server and client other overheads that relate to the 
performance of the real-time information transfer from the machine to the HMI display are 
the client and server processing time. The client's real-time HMI Task Component that 
handles this type of machine is implemented in the form a Java Applet which is an 
application program that runs within a web browser. The time taken to process the message 
and render the display is insignificant. The server side processing involves processing the 
machine information, storing the message in the machine common model and then updating 
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the broadcaster. Again this is a virtuallY insignificant overhead in the response time of the 
HMI system. 
Table 8.10 TCP IP Performance Characteristics [104] . 
Response time Jitter Data rate 
Ims <Ims 100Mbitls 
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8.7 Summary 
In this chapter the CoB HMI is evaluated from a qualitative and quantitative perspective in 
meeting the requirements of global manufacturing. Three major requirements that a 
production machine must support to meet the needs of global manufacturing are described 
(see section 3.3) and each of these requirements has a number of attributes inherent in the 
.' , < 
HMI and evaluated in this chapter. 
The first requirement for the HMI system is to support a faster machine ramp up time. The 
HMI software implementation development time (see section 8.3.1), skill level required (see 
section 8.3.2) and reuse of HMI software components (see section 8.3.3) are all attributes that 
are supported in the CoB HMI system that influence the time-scale associated with the 
development of a new machine HMI. In addition the HMI system must also support early 
HMI validation (see 8.3.4) and operator training in (see section 8.3.5) which is described 
from the HMI case studies (chapter 7). 
Increasing the machine's operating effectiveness is a core driver for any new HMI system. 
The CoB HMI system architecture allows the encapsulation of best industry practice (see 
section 8.4.1) in building high quality HMI systems encapsulates industry experience and 
knowledge. Displaying accurate machine information in the HMI system is key to -the end 
user's effectiveness in operating, maintenance or diagnosis of the machine. This accuracy is 
inherent to the HMI system architecture adopted here since a single common machine data 
repository stores all information ensuring information is not' fragmented across different 
systems. A common look and feel of the end user HMI client is one of the key factors that 
will increase the usability of manufacturing systems and reduce operating costs for end 
user's. The HMI approach described in this thesis supports reusing common system 
components and each support a particular aspect of the end user HMI functionality. In 
reusing common system components HMI systems are developed that have a common look 
(see section 8.4.3). 
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Increasing the up time of a manufacturing machine is a major industry driver for HMI 
systems [19). The results from some basic scenarios to test· the remote diagnostics 
capabilities of the HMI system described in this thesis are reviewed in section 8.5. It can be 
seen that using the remote HMI system together with existing industry practices (telephone 
conversation and live video of the machine) achieved a significant reduction in machine 
diagnostic times. 
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9.1 Research Achievements 
The research described in this thesis has contributed to the knowledge in the area of HMI 
systems used within automated manufacturing systems. The knowledge has been generated 
through the design, implementation and evaluation of; 
• A novel modelling notation for the specification capture of HMI systems. 
• A novel approach to the design' and re-configuration of industrial machine HMI 
systems. 
• An integrated system architecture that supports providing consistent machine 
information using a common machine data model. 
The objectives of the research together with the finding are detailed in table 9.1. The 
innovative aspects of the research include; 
• A modelling notation and technique that formally and unambiguously describes the 
HMI System functionality and layout that is easily understood by end users and 
provides sufficient information to enable either software programmers, or automated . 
software generation tools, to compose fully functional HMI Systems. 
• An HMI system architecture that meets the challenges in engineering manufacturing 
machines within in terms of; 1) faster machine ramp up time and rapid machine re-
configuration, 2) increased machine operating effectiveness though encapsulating 
industry best practice and providing common HMI display look and, feel, 3) 
increasing the machine up time through the provision of remote monitoring and 
diagnostics to all globally distributed engineering partners. 
• The selection and integration of state of the art technologies to compose an HMI 
system that better meets the needs of global manufacturing demands. 
• Description of the HMI systems construction process and stakeholder roles in the 
adoption of this novel HMI approach to the automotive manufacturing industry. 
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Primary Focus and Goals of research 
Primary focus of the research presented within this thesis is to Conceptualise, 
Design, Development, Prototype and Evaluate a new approach to HMI 
systems that supports Run-time Monitoring, Diagnostic, Servicing and 
Control capabilities for Component Based Automated· Manufacturing 
Production Machinery within an Global Manufacturing Environment. 
Secondary Goals ofresearch 
Study current industry best practice within manufacturing machine HMI 
systems and demands faced from Global Manufacturing. 
A structure and technique that comprehensively describes the end users 
functionality in the context of manufacturing machine systems. 
A System Architecture that supports the activities for the design and 
implementation of C-B HMI systems that meet the requirements of global 
manufacturing. 
Evaluation of the new approach developed in this research in an attempt to 
describe the benefits, characteristics and its significant improvements over 
current practices. 
Research Achievements and Contributions 
• A novel C-B approach to the engineering of HMI systems to support manufacturing 
production machines within an global manufacturing environment has been proposed 
in this research. . 
• The emerging requirements that manufacturing machines HMI systems must meet are 
determined. 
• . Limitations and inadequacies with current HMI systems in supporting global 
manufa~turing systems are established. 
• The development of a storyboarding modelling technique that formally and 
unambiguously describes the HMI System functionality: 
• Storyboarding modelling notation that is easily understood by end system users and 
provides sufficient information to allow sofuyare programmers or automated software 
tools to compose fully functional C-B HMI Systems. 
• A system architecture that contains a common machine data model containing all 
machine information that ensures the HMI always has machine accurate information. 
• The proposal of a client server architecture that supports globally distributed 
engineering partners who are involved in the engineering of automotive production 
machine. 
• Description of how approaches and concepts developed in this research aim to support 
the complete lifecycle requirements ofC-B automated manufacturing machines. 
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9.2 Recommendations for Future Work· 
The ultimate goal of the research presented in this thesis is to provide a HMI system that fuIIy 
meets the needs in engineering automated production machinery within the emerging global 
manufacturing environment. Due to the time and resource constraints· on th~ research to date· 
a number of areas relating to further research are suggested, in particular; . 
• More thorough evaluation and assessment of the approach could be undertaken. 
System evaluation by real industry stakeholders rather than academic researchers 
acting the role of the industrial stakeholders would give a more in depth study and 
enable a greater understanding and evaluation of C-B HMI approach. 
• Although the C-B HMI approach described in this thesis has been implemented on 
industrial machines· they were not live manufacturing production systems, only 
prototype machines used for proof of concept of new machine systems. Applying the 
C-B HMI approach to a live manufacturing system would generate new knowledge 
and complete the migration path to a new generation of industrial HMI systems. 
• Application of the C-B HMI approach to in other industry sectors. In the research 
documented in this thesis the focus has been the automotive industry. Section 9.3 
briefly discusses the application of the C-B HMI approach to other industry sectors. 
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9.3 Application of C-8 HMI to other Industries 
In this thesis the focus of the research has been on the automotive industry. From the 
. application of the C-B HMI approach to this industry a particular set of benefits and· 
advantages have been realised (see section 8.2). Other industrial sectors may however benefit 
most from other aspects of the new functionality and perfonnance offered by the C-B HMI 
approach. For example in the automotive industry frequent machine re-configuration is 
considered to be critical requirement, but if the approach was applied to the petrochemical 
industry remote monitoring and diagnostics may be a more critical requirement. 
Research on core requirements for HMI systems in a number of different industries, for 
example (see figure 9.1) petrochemical, packaging, semiconductor manufacture, electronics 
manufacture and textile manufacture would allow the suitability of the C-B HMI approach 
described in this thesis to be comparatively analysed across industrial sectors. 
Implementing the C-B HMI approach in different industries to compose application specific 
end user HMI's would involve engineering some industry specific components whilst other 
components and aspects of the system would be remain generic. For example the HMI server 
architecture would remain generic across all industries together with the HMI composition 
tools that are core to the approach. The HMI Widgets and the composition of the HMI 
Widgets into HMI Task Components would be particular to the individual stakeholders in 
each industry. 
Packaging 
Petrochemical Semiconductor 
Monitoring t Manufacture 
*" 
"-Electronics Texble 
Manufacture 
~. Manufacture 
\ 
Automotive 
Manufacture 
Y 
Potential Implementation 
Application Areas 
I 
Figure 9.1 Application ofC-B HMI to other Industries·· 
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